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SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
OF THE NAYADIS OF MALABAR

PART I. SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Introduction.

Stop* of StuJy.-Ooe of the unsolved problems in Indian Ethnology is caste. Many

attempts have been made to explain complex hierarchy of mutually

exclusive but yet co-operative group* of arnuu# cue modus These theoretical studies

have been mostly discus*ion* on the questions of race, clan, exogamy, tabus, etc., with

reference to the various castes. No group of Indian people, except perhaps some of the

jungle folk, exist or function by themselves, and yet the integrative aspects of the caste system

have been largely lest tight of through the general over-emphasis placed on its centrifugal

forces which are more obvious. A profitable field for research is to obtain clear and correct

pictures of how each caste functions in its proper place in the caste milieu. Most of the

studies on caste have scarcely referred to the woelung of caste on and among the lowest of tho

Hindu population, i.e., the so-called untouchables who are outside the four votnai ‘ of theo-

rists. What docs caste mean to the lowest untouchable Hindu in Malabar ? This is the

central theme in the following pages on the sociology of a small group of people, the Nayadis,

who are undoubtedly the lowest known caste in India. As the mesne*: of the mean among

the Hindus, the Nayadis. who pollute by their approach even the Pariah, have attracted

considerable attention during the last few years. Whether he is a European traveller or a

social worker, no curious visitor to Malabar listens without being moved to the plaintive

but stentorian cry of the Nayadi, begging for alms at he stands yards away from the road.

The poverty and degradation of the Nayadis are such that about ninety yean ago Christian

missionaries started a home for their reclamation. So great is the misery of these

people that state agencies also had to he brought into existence for looking after them.

Social work for the uplift of the lower castes has now become a difficult administrative prob-

lem on which there is necessity for the fullest knowledge of all the vinous factori involved.

It is hoped that the present paper will be found of some use in this connection as well as to

the theoretical anthropologist interested in the behaviour and attitude* between the higher

and lower caste*, in the action of caste status on the economic life of a low caste, in the rather

rare institution of hereditary and professional beggary, and in the manner of infiltration of

Hindu concepts into a peripheral group only nominally within the Hindu fold.
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Ethnographic Method.—

N

Ufiaamli has stressed the importance of ethnographers

giving a description of " the methods used in the collection of the ethnographic material."

He says. “ I consider that only such ethnographic sources arc of unquestionable scientific

value in which we can clearly draw the line between, on the one hand, the results of direct

observation and of native statements and interpretations, and on the other, the inferences

of the author, baaed on his common sense and psychological insight.” 1 In ethnological work

much depends on the degree of personal contact with the human material, the ethnographer's

capacity to understand the shades of dii ic expressions used and—above

all—perfect empathy with the subjects. Being a native of the Malabar District I speak the

same language as the Nayadis, and have long familiarity with the culture of the Malabar

country of which the Nayadis’ culture is a minor pan. But being a native of Malabar

does not ordinarily mean that one knows everything about the Nayadis. No people arc so

shy and retiring as the Nayadis and the result of it is that even their neighbours know

practically nothing of their rites and ways of life, much less of their beliefs. My know-ledge

of the Nayadis before I undertook the present study was very little All the material pre-

sented in the following pugw was collected during the course of five anthropological trips to

the Naysdi areas from 1930 to 1935. during which period I came into personal contact with

almost the whole Naysdi population. Extreme diversity of customs within this small caste

of a few hundred souls became apparent in all its perplexity at the very outset of the investi-

gation. But the frequent cross-checking of the evidence of several informants gives the

data a great degree of reliability. My notea were taken in the language of the Nayadis—

Malayalam—with a few word* in English here and there of a purely theoretical nature. I

found it advantageous to use such a mixture as this led to accuracy and brevity.

The Nayadi Country and itt Cultural Ilutory.—Tbc Nayadis are distributed in the three

southern taluks of the Malabar District—Walhivtnad. Ponnani. and Palghat—and in some

of the most northerly villages of Cochin State adjacent to Ponnani (see the map in plate xii.).

This area corresponds to the basin of the R. Ponruni which divide* the Nayadi country into two

halves. Not far from the mouth of the river is the famous village of Tirunavayi where the

kings of ancient Malabar used to expose themselves once in twelve years to be murdered. 1

Running north-south almost parallel to the coast of the Arabian Sea. the jungle-clad Western

Ghat mountains form the boundary between the Tamil district of Coimbatore and Malabar.

Spurs sent westwards by the Ghats make the country extremely hilly except very near the

coast line. Adjoining the north-east comer of the area of the Nayadis ire the Nilgiris, the

habitat of the well-known Toda*. The lower slopes of the Ghats and their spurs are covered

by deciduous forests with which the economic activities of the Nayadis arc closely linked.

1 Mtfmski," AijaaaaB of tbeWmon PwiAc ", l«5> *-**

t Frazer, " The Gciien Bc«fc " afccriwi edtooa. I$»J. >*> k*®* <*• kinc“ Truro-
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for it is in them that they find their game for the cl

and herbs for the native physicians’ pharmacopeia.

bark for rope manufacture, etc.,

The Nayadi area of Malabar is interesting to the pre-historic archaeologist on account of

it* large number of dolmens and rock-cut tombs. As there is very little evidence of human

occupation of Malabar during the palaeolithic age, and the only neolith obtained by Bruce

Foote from the district was from the Palghat taluk, it appears fairly reasonable to assume that

Malabar derived its early population f g late neolithic times only,

Dolmens are sometimes found rigftt in the jungles, with the characteristic four-legged urns

common to Malabar and to Coimbatore on the other aide of the Ghats. These four legged

urns are, according to Codrington, evolved from the many-legged cists and urns of Perum-

bair and Pallavaram. 1

Large numbers of the Nayadis live on the outskirts of the deciduous forests but as we

go westwards their population grows sparser. What little we know of the histories of families

on the coast indicates that migrations have been from east to west. So it is clear that tlie

original home of the Nayadi* must have been the outskirts of the jungle. The rise in price

of agricultural produce aince the introduction of India into the world market, after the coming

of the English, led to every inch of land being brought under cultivation for commercial crops,

and the very rapid growth of population made people encroacA more ana more on the forests,

which were cleared and converted into arable land to grow rice. More and more men from

the plains moved eastwards to the newly cleared areas displacing the original population.

Thu* came the Nayadis to live among the plains castes. No longer had they any monopoly

of the small game of the jungle nor were they free to move about among their new neighbour*.

Deprived of their main source of food they had to depend on begging for their livelihood,

and groups in search of fresh fields for begging began to wander further and further from

their ancestral regions.

The Ponnani taluk (plate xii) has been exposed from rcty early times to foreign

influences as Arab traders who then had a monopoly of the coastal trade of India used to visit

Malabar porta and many of them settled down in the coastal Tillages. Native chieftains vied

with one another in attracting the Arab* and in their effort* to do so encouraged the miscege-

nation of the fiahermen of the coast with the Arabs. These Arabs brought Mohammedanism

to Malabar ; and in the course of a few centuries, the entire taluk came to have a large Moham-

medan population. The town of Ponnani which is now the administrative headquarters

of the Ponnani taluk is the religious centre not only of the Mohammedans of this taluk,

but of the whole of Malabar. The Walluvanad taluk, on the other hand, is a mainly Hindu

1 Fo*r. “ T>* Fo*r Coition of lafim PrAxtrrK tod AabqakM*." war ^4; CodrOs^n.

Man, two ; A>*»PP«fl. “ Roci-ajt cm *nb. of Fwota." Quaruety Jcnm* tf the M,lhe Scaetj, BmpWt,
19JJ-
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irea with a very influential Brahmin population anxious to maintain the status quo of all castes.

Malabar culture has undergone very little change in Walluvanad, for which reason it is full of

interest to the Ethnologist. Palghat presents an entirely different picture. An opening in

the Ghats sixteen mika in breadth known as the Palghat gap makes this tahik the meeting

place of the culture of Malabar with that of the Tamil district of Coimbatore on the eastern

aide of the Ghats. But for the Palghat gap the ethnic isolation of Malabar would have been

much more thorough.

The heavy monsoon rains, followed by the dry hot months from January to May, make

the year divisible into two seasons, the rainy and the dry. The months June, July and a

part of August are starvation montha for the poor who have no store of rice, vegetables,

etc. Incessant rain makes all out-door activities very difficult and the Nayadis find even

begging difficult. But it is so arranged that this is also the season par excellence for feeding

the poor by the rich. Great merit is attained by charity during these starvation months.

After the harvest in September cones the festive season, and after the second harvest of

paddy in January, the seaaon begins for religious activities in the temples, which go on till

the breaking of the monsoon in June.

The abundsnt rainfall and the fertile soil have between them been responsible for extreme

overpopulation in Malabar. Added to this there is unequal distribution of wealth of a kind

unknown in the neighbouring districts. The Namputiri Brahmins arc not only socially

the highest, but are so even from the point of view of wealth, they being the wealthiest

landlords both in the Ponnani and the Walluranad taluks. In few other parts of India do the

Brahmins have the same economic advantages as they have in Malabar. Hence the proverb

in Malayalam, " Malabar is a heaven for the Brahmins, but a hell for others." Isolation from

continental influences from acres* the Ghats has had the effect of making the Namputiri Brah-

mins an extremely narrow-minded group, and the caste system of Malabar most hide-bound.

The custodians of orthodoxy happened to be here the oppressors, both socially and econo-

mically, of all the castes below them who were also their Unants at the same time. In the

midst of the plenty enjoyed by the higher castes there exist an army of labourers, perma-

nently famine-stricken, living under conditions of slavery, receiving wages in kind only, and

actually turned 1

slaves ’ by their employers. Men and women of the labouring classes in

Malabar look more famished when compared with similar people of the east coast districts

whereas the higher castes compare quite favourably with their peers in any part of the Madras

Presidency. The weight of caste tyranny on the lower castes is the severest also in Malabar
;

nowhere is the curse of untouchabilhy so manifestly cruel as here.

Into this Brahminical paradise, which was the hell of other castes, came in the early years

of the Christian era the St- Thomas or Syrian Christians and later on the Muslim Arabs.
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These non-indigenous religions with a social organisation that attempted to do without

distinctions of caste came as s great relief to some at least of the most oppressed of the Hindu

castes of Malabar. The presence of Islam and Christianity had the natural effect of weak-

ening the powers of caste for evil. Until the coming of the British the Brahmins were quite

powerful because the motto of the rutire mien was primarily to ' protect the Brahmins and the

cows.' Since the East India Company annexed Malabar from Tippu Sultan of Mysore,

all Hindu political power disappeared, but Hindu Societr was Httk affected and its structure

remained the same as before. During e British rule social legislation

to emancipate the lower castra from tyranny of the high caste men was actively puriued,

but against strongly ingrained prejudices which all the subject people shared in a hierarchical

form, a foreign government, however powerful and well-intentioned, could do very little*

But now, fortunately, the Hindu public is becoming slowly alive to its own weakness and is

itself urging for reforms which two decades ago it would have opposed.

The Terms " Tribes," “ Castes," and " OnUatUs ‘The loose use of the terms tribe,

caste, and outcaste in early survey works in ethnology without defining their meaning has left

us a legacy of confusion. Sylvain Levy, for example, in his introduction to “ Mysore

Tribes and Casta " <p. fcrix) refeis to the dfficuhia that he had in differentiating between

tribes and casta. He says, " If I hare understood aright, and as far as Indian data can be

embodied in formulae, ths tribe is a prospective caste which has not yet sttempted to adapt

itself to the sacred mould of Hinduism ;
the cast* is s group which, consciously or not-

voluntarily or not, has accepted at least in their brooder definitions, the principle of the

traditional order that the Brahmans have instituted " (p. Ixx.J. The meaning of the word

tribe, according to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary ia ** any primitive or barbarous people under

a chief.” The official use of the terra tribe in India ha been more or less in agreement with

the meaning given above. The definition of tribe given in “ Nota and Queries in Anthro-

pology " 5th edition (p. 54), lays emphasis on ” a common language and a sense of solidarity."

In the Encyclopaedia Bntannica (nth edition), the familia or small communities that consti-

tute a tribe are said to trace then descent from a common ancestor. If, however, dacent is

taken into account, almost every caste that makes the Hindu community of the Malsyalsm-

speaking area will have to be given the status of s tribe although they speak a common

language, Malayalam. Conditions in India being peculiar and caste organisation being

specially Indian, definitions that hold good foe other area*, when applied to groups of Indian

peoples at various levels of complexity in culture are apt to be found to be unsatisfactory.

The tat of Hinduisation has therefore been suggested to decide whether a group of people

are to be styled a tribe or a caste
;

if Hindubed it it a caste, if not, a tribe. But Hindui-

sation by itself ia not a sufficiently well defined cultural category to help us to an easy decision

of the position of a group of people. The Todas of the Nilgiris are. for example, a very good

example of a tribe. It is well known that they are getting Hinduised, i.e., going on
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pilgrimage lo Hindu temples, and daubing their foreheads with the sacred ashes, but yet

they are not regarded as a caste on that account. Something more than mere Hinduisation is

necessary to make a people a caste. It is the degree of integration with the general body of

the local Hindus that settles whether a people are within the Hindu community or without

it. The first step in the integrative process is the settlement of the position of the group

in the hierarchy of castes
;
then follow economic and cultural associations that determine

later on the privileges and duties of the «*»»- r«n«;<Vr,uon of factors of integration

leads us to class the Nayadis is a caste

To avoid the confusion between outcastcs and outcasts, Hutton has suggested the use

of the expression " exterior castes ” for the former. The MalayiUm classification is me/

jati (upper castes) for the castes from Brahmins to Nayars (Sudras) and farjati (lower castes)

for castes from Irivana to Nayadis. These terms are therefore used in this sense throughout

this paper.

In BrahminicaJ works on caste in Malabar the superiority or inferiority of the lower

castes among themselvea is usually decided by considerations of nearness and utility to the

upper cutes. For example, though the Malayans (a hill tribe) and the Nayadis have not

yet settled among themselves which is the superior of the two, the upper cutes regard the

Malayans u inferior to the Nsyadis, because the latter are better known to them. The

Kadars of the Cochin jungle on the ocher hand, m spite of their distance from the upper

cutes, are regarded as superior to the Malayans, because caste Hindu contact with the Kadars

is very recent and the assertion of the Kadars regarding their superiority is accepted without

any questioning. In the Cenaua Report for Madras, 1901, the Nayadia are included among
•• castes which pollute even without touching, but do not eat beef." Beef-eating cutes

are usually the lowest among the Hindus, but in Malabar the beef-eating Parayan is the su-

perior of the Nayadis. The Cochin Census, 1912. describes the Nayadis "as an animistic

tribe ” and u the " laziest and the most uncleanly people in the State.” The term

' animistic ’
is meaningless in its application to most of the tribes, since it docs not distin-

guish them sufficiently from the main sections of the Hindus and animism forms part of the

faith of moat of them. Concerning the second remark quoted, see below p. 101.

Census Figures .—The Nayadis according to the Census returns of 1931 number 709 and

are distributed in the Cochin and Travancore Stairs and in British Malabar. Dr. Kunjan

Pillai, Superintendent of Census Operations in the Travancore State, informs me that 144

Nayadis returned in his report might have wandered into the State from the adjoining Cochin

territory. As there are only Ulladans and no Nayadis proper in that area of Cochin, it seems

probable that an error has crept in due to the enumerators confusing Ulladan for Nayadi.

After subtracting this 144 from the official total, the entire Nayadi population in the Malabar
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and Cochin area* U 565. The table of Cemui figure* show that the Nayadi population

ha* been ateadily decreasing.

Census returns for Nayadit from 1891-1931.

»fll. 1911. I9JI.

MaUber

—

Total ••• ••• *•• S22 ns 41? 41)

Mala M* **• *lo n too W
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Tool
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270 11* 1*2

7*
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Mai*

• •• ••• •••

IM *(* Ni
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>o»

144

*••

Vernal* »•* •*• ••• mum •i* 71 •*•

Nayadu and Ulladans.—ln the MaUyahm work known » Keralolpath (e Origin of

Malabar) Nayadi* are classified aa one of the aixteen hill-tribe* of the dUtrict. Another book

in the aame language. Jaonnnayam (- Determination of Caate) l«u Uie Nayadi* vrith the

Parayana, Pulayan. and Ulladan* under the bead - Nattu nukanmo’ " (- low castes of the

country), aa diatinguithed from the lower caate* of the jungle*. The author of Keralolpatti

give* the Nayadia a rank juat above the UUadana, for what raaaom we do not know, While

thia ancient vernacular work doe* not confute the Nayadu with the UUadana, recent writer*

have made an unneceaaary terminological tangle by uting one caate name for the other. In

an official communication the Protector of Depreaaed Cbaacs in the Cochin Bute uaea Ulla-

dan* and Nayadia m aynonyin*. Iyer regards Nayadi* aa one ofthe four septa of the UUadana.

and add* that “ there ia no interdining or intermarrying between these different septa and

popularly the Ulladan* and Nayadia are regarded a* separate tribe*.” 1 On the other hand,

both the Nayadu and the UUadana regard themselves quite distinct from each other.

We do not know by what name either the UUadana or the Nayadu called themselves

before they received these names from the men of the plains. Since they both hare essen-

tially the same way* of life, there ia tome pound for people uniting them under a common

caate name. Sociologically, however, there is no justification for it. The Nayadu proper,

who are distributed in the southern taluks of Malabar and the northern taluks of the Cochin

State, are an isolated group regarding themselves as a kinship and marriage group. Between

the Nayadu and the UUadana there is a wide tract of country and there is complete ahsence

of even a traditional link to unite them. The two Ulladan groups in the southern regions

Uj« “Cochin Tribe* * Vd I. paet 5*
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of the State, the Hill Ulladans and the Plain Ulladans are, in spite of their cleavage into non-

intermarrying division*, linked up by tradition, a common name and many common prac-

tices and usages.

Though distinct from the Nayadis, the Ulladans are nevertheless their counterparts

in the southern regions of Cochin State and the northern parts of Travancore. A missionary

writer of Travancore wrote about them :
“ The Ulladans are a true jungle (?) tribe of wild and

timid savages, whole subsistence and E' ... pitjfij. They were without

settled villages and civilised clothing, Wl&UitlUK UUi boundaries prescrilied to each

division, living a few months in one spot till the crop of ragi is reaped, then decamping to

another place more likely to be productive of wild yams, arrow-root, and other esculents,

which they find in the jungles, and for grubbing up which they are generally armed with a

long pointed staff. They also further enjoy the fruits of the chise and are adepts in the use

of the bow and arrow A few Ulladars of the low country aay that they or their

fathers were stolen in childhood and brought down as •laves." « This must liave been the

Nayudi way of life before they came down and became beggars. The Ulladans are now
divided into two groups, those of the plains and those of the hilly tracts, both behsving

towards each other as though they were separate castes, without intermarriage and inter-

dining. The Ulladans of the plaint are those that came down to the banks of the back-

waters. The Pulayss who are their neighbours in the villages near Eroakulam address the

Ulladans as Maratton (he of the trees), a term which will last and indicate the link of the

Plains Ulladans with those of the jungles. Long contact with the Christians and the Hindus

have changed the Plains Ulladans beyond recognition. The women have dropped their bead

ornaments and deck themselves m the fisherwomen of the Emakulam coast do and prefer a

mere string to the profusion of beads which their ancestresses loved. To them s string of

besda is an indication of lowness. The men beg. but they hive a new profession, namely

canoe-making and minor items of carpentry work. The Ulladans have entirely new marriage

customs, new names for both men and women, but along with these they hare their old hill

gods still worshipped, and the women are during their monthly periods secluded in menstrual

hut* as their sisters of the hill*. The Ulladans of the hills in the interior who have changed

very little are looked down upon by the men of the plains.

Previous References to Nayadis.—The earliest literary reference to the Nayadis in the

Malayalam language is m the Keraloipatti wherein the caste is mentioord in the list of the

chandalas, following the Brahmimcal system of classification of castes. The people of

Malabar believe that the author of the system was the great philosopher Sankaracharya,

a Malabar Brahmin or Namputm, himself once excommunicated, and that he was parti-

cularly rigid and severe on his own countrymen because of the hardships which he was put

I Ussier, “ Nilhv life mTow.", Undce. i»j. pur 8a
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to on the occasion of his mother's death when none of his castemen would help him. Though

the Keralolpatti is of doubtful authority as a history of the “ origin of Malabar ", which it

purports to be, it records one important feet which hat a bearing on the problem of un-

approachability in Malabar, namely, that the castes that now pollute from a distance, were

formerly considered to be untouchables, polluting only on physical contact. •* On account

of their misdemeanours were these castes made unapproachable.
”

In * NayattudJJu ‘—an unpublished wort of considerable antiquity on the methods of

hunting — are found references to the part to be played by- the Nayadi in the chase (9ee

pp. 49-di).

In a Portuguese MS. (Sloane MS—2743-A—British Museum) of about 1676 A.D. des-

cribing the castes of Malabar there is the following short paragraph about the Nayadis :

"
16. Naddi : they are a caste of hunters, and hare no other occupation, and they

go about with their bows and arrows and are obliged to accompany the Naire, Gendo, and

Christian hunters." 1

The earliest notice of the caste in the English language is by Welsh in his Military Remi-

niscences (1730)

:

" Whilst on the subject of caste distinctions, I must mention a still more extraordinary

race, called the Nayaree or Niaree, the lowest and the most abject of human beings who

inhabit the junglea and the wild uncultivated parts of this coast, and are far inferior to the

native Bengalees, below Calcutta, or the Bheels near Surat, in appearance and suture. They

are nearly jet black with bushy hair, and features approaching to the Caffre# ;
have a language

of their own, never build houses or wear any clothing, and dare not on any pretence approach

any other inhabitant of the coast. They live on trees, in bushes or in boles in the ground
;

are little above brutes in intellect or at all events in its display. They crawl to the roadside,

or to a certain distance from a habitation, deposit something, such u a bundle of twigs, some

wild berries or honcy-comb, set up 1 loud and hideous shriek or scream and then retire to a

sufficient distance to watch the result ;
when the nearest person either converses with them

at a distance on the exchange or sc once deposiu what may serve their purpose, and geta out

of the way to enable them to approach and cany off their supplies, without personal contact.

I had remarked them several times in my travel*, before I had an opportunity of ascertaining

the above particulars from a native, who could converse in Hindustanee, and I afterwards had

the pleasure, in company with Mr. Baber, of not only assisting them in the common way, but

of raising them in their own estimation, by in unreserved intercourse, and employing them for

some days on a shooting excursion ; when we also employed Naira and Teera, as interpreters.

Touching them ourselves, we easily persuaded our attendants to do the same ; and the same

time purchased and exchanged trifles, and gave them daily payment for their labours in the

1bob Socnrj Vtpm, Vci. II, Sena *, iflj*. {•* «*•
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jungle. The high estimation in which Mr. Baber atood with the Native*, operating against

their long-established prejudice*, two young Nairn, of most respectable parentage, were the

forerr.cut in showing their kindness to these miserable ourcastes, and they consequently

became most useful in scouring the thickest jungles, where no other naked mortal would have

dared to venture and drove the game towards us in all directions. They also made small

baskets, ropes, etc., which they brought for sale every morning, and which though rude, and,

to us, perfectly useless, we took to encourage them in the habits of industry. The two Naira

I have mentioned named Kecloo and Koocon. were both very promising lads, well-versed

in the Bible, snd appeared to wish to profess Christianity
” 1

By Nayarec or Niaree Welsh undoubtedly means the Nsytdi. The Malayalam spoken

by the Nsyadis used to be generally unintelligible to those not accuatomed to it, and perhaps

the difficulty that hia guide* hsd in undemanding them may haw led Col. Welsh to think that

the Nayadi had a language of his own.

Visacher (1743) wrote as follows about the Nsyadis snd their dose allies the Ulladans :

—

" Besides there are three jungle castes, first the OHarrs, who collect honey and wax in the

jungles, where these articles arc found in abundance, and are brought down to the coast

by merchants and thence exported to other countries. The Ollares wear no clothing, and

regard the tiger aa their uncle. When one of these animals die*, either naturally or by vio-

lence, they shave their heads in token of mourning, and eat no cooked food for three days
;

they eat no flesh, but that of animals which have been killed by tigers, so that the existence of

these wild beast* is of great coaKquence to them.

•' The Vedden and the Niaddy are also bushmea who hunt wild beast* and subsist upon

their flesh as well as upon herbs and roots ; so that there are many among these three castes

who have never tasted rice .
*

Buchanan (1803) has left us some very valuable remark* about the condition of the

Nayadis :

"The Niadia are an outcaste tribe common in Malabar but not numerous. They

are reckoned so very impure that even a slave will not touch them. They speak a very bad

dialect snd have acquired a prodigious strength of voice by being constantly necessitated

to bawl aloud to those with whom they wish to speak. They absolutely refuse to perform

any kind of labour
;
and almost the only means that they employ to procure a subsistence

is by watching the crops to drive away wild hogs snd birds. Hunters also employ them to

rouse game ;
and the Achumars who hunt by profession giw the Niadis one-fourth part

of what they kill. They gather a few wild root* but can neither catch fish nor any kind of

game. They sometimes procure a tortone sad ire able by mesas of hooks to kill s crocodile.
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Both of these amphibious animals they reckon delicious food. All these resources are, how-
ever, very inadequate to their support and they subsist chiefly by begging. They have scarcely

any clothing and everything about them discloses want and misery. They have some wretched

huts built under trees in remote places
;
but they generally wander about in companies of ten

or twelve persona keeping a little distance from the roads
;
and when they see any passenger,

they set up a howl like to many hungry dogs. Those who are moved by compassion lay down

what they are inclined to bestow and go away. The Niadia then put what hat been put for

them in the baskets which they always carry about. The Niadia worship a female deity called

Maladnva and sacrifice fowls to her in March. When a person dies all those in the neigh-

bourhood assemble and bury the body. They have no marriage ceremony ; but one man

and one woman always cohabit together
;
and among them unfidelity, they sty, is utterly

unknown.

"A wretched tribe of this kind, bufleted and abused by every one and subsisting on

the labour of the industrious is a disgrace to any country : and both compassion and juslice

teem to require that they should be compelled to gain a livelihood by honest industry and

be elevated somewhat mote to the rank of men. Perhaps Moravian missionaries might be

employed with great success and at little eipentr in civilising and rendering industrious the

rude and ignorant tubes that frequent the woods and hills of the peninsuls of India. In the

execution of such a plan it would be necessary to transport the Nisdit to some country east

from Malabar, in order to remove them from the contempt in which they will always be held

by the higher ranks of that country." 1

Buchanan is wrong in thinking that the Nayadia spoke a dialect of Malayalam language

and that they refuse to perform any kind of labour. Maladeira (— Msladeivam) is a male and

not a female deity. But the most egregious of all Buchanan’s errors is in his statement that

there is no marriage among the Nayad». Buchanan was, however, the first European observer

to point out that it was public obligation as well as a social duty of the upper castes to

elevate the Nayadis from the mire of wretchedness. His remarks were recorded shortly after

the annexation of Malabar by the East India Company and it was more than a century before

his suggestion was adopted by the Government.

Lieutenant Connor {1833) wrote thus of the Nayadis : the Naidecs ... are at the

very last step of vileness. This wretched race is only found in the northern parts of Cochin,

they are banished the villages, and live on the low hills near the cultivated lands—a bush

or rock being their only shelter. The Naidecs present a state of society not seen in any

other parts of India
;
wild amidst civilised inhabitants, starving amidst cultivation, nearly

naked, they wander about in search of a few roots, but depend more on charity . .

I Bucbtfdc, ” Mjyct. Coort mJ X*War.~ VoL II. «}. iftaj.
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Pharoah’s Gazetteer (1855) has the following about the Xayadies

" Nagadm.—These poor creature* present perhaps the lowest type of humanity.

They have neither occupation or property ; they do not till the soil
;
they hive no weapons

with which to hunt and destroy wild animals- They lire a life of the utmost want and misery

subsisting upon offal and wild roots, and what else the charity of others may bestow. They
do not, like the hillmen, live away from the sight of others, but are to be seen in the open

country howling and yelling from a distance after passers-by, running after them till something

is thrown down in charity, which they will come and pick up after the traveller has passed

on. They are not allowed to approach within 96 feet of Hindus, but so degraded are they

that they generally observe a much greater distance from all other human beings. They
enter no town o» bazar, but deposit their money on some stone st a distance, and trust to

the honesty of the bazar man to give what goods, and what quantity of them he thinks fit

in return.

“ They marry and have been praised for their fidelity, truthfulness and honesty,

to which they have in reality but little claim. Polygamy and adultery ate sina common
amongst them. They also steal, and are in fact in every respect just at bad aa any other

caste.

" They are beggars by birth and trade, and will on no account accustom themselves

to a life of regularity and industry. Many of them have during the last two years become

Moplaha.

" Fortunately for them the Hindus have a superstitious belief in the efficacy of charity

shown to them, and in the power of the charms which they practise. They ire accordingly

fed by them on various occasions, as birthdays and other times of rejoicings. Especially

this practice is observed when any member of the family is sick, and supposed to be dying.

" The Xagadies are supposed to be the descendants of outcast Brahmins, excommuni-

cated for some great offence. The name* of the present race arc the same aa those borne by

Brahmins
;
but their appearance does not support this traditionary origin. In complexion

they arc invariably of the deepest black, their hair is seldom straight, but generally very thick

and curly, their features arc brutish, and their forms dimunitjre. In their habits they nearly

approach the conditions of the wild animals. A woman when her travail is approaching,

retires entirely by herself to the shade of some tree, and is there delivered, returning after a

few hours to her usual place of abode." 1

To Francis Day (1863) of Cochin we owe the account of the humane work that Mr.

Conolly tried to do to elevate the Xayadis. Mr. Conolly was one of the best of English

administrators in Malabar and his brutal murder by a Mohammedan (Mopish) fanatic is

still remembered with horror. “ Near Calicut Mr. Conolly established a colony for Nayadis

and gave them ground to cultivate. After sometime. Government handed the experiment
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over to the German Mission who sent thee, a resident schoolmaster, and thus succeeded

in converting and baptising three of them. The Moplahs then determined on proselytising

this set of people and suddenly all but the three, who had been baptised, left the mission

village, and were received into the Mopish community, where they speedily became converts

to Islam.” 1

Jagor (1894)* published a short article on the Nayadis, and more important than that

the Nayadi godling figures in the Berlin Museum of Ethnology which he collected seem to

be the only ones of their kind now exiting (plate ix. figs, a, 3).

Appadorai and Thuratoo (1901 >.• Panikiar (1903),* and Aiyer (1905)* have givefi brief

survey accounts of the Nsyadis.

Legends of Origin-

There are many stories current both among the Nsyadis and their neighbour! the

purport of all of them being nearly the same, namely, to give the Nayadis a very exalted

origin from the highest caste in the land, the Nampuwis. In bygone days when violation

of any caste-rule meant excommunication for the Namputiri. it is perhaps possible that

some outcast individual* may have resorted to the jungle and become members of the

hunters’ camps. The practice nowadays of excommunicated Hindus adopting Ialam or

Christianity could not be there prior to the first century A.D. Outcasts, then, we are told,

usually became slaves. Logan makes mention of an arrangement in North Malabar by

which outcast Namputiri men and women were sheltered and maintained by a Tij-ar chief

who ia known to tradition as the Mannanor. But even this arrangement is almost unheard

of in the southern part of Malabar which has a bigger Namputiri population. Our

ignorance of what usally happened to excommunicated members of high-cute Hindus

coupled with the fact that most of the Nsyadi names, such u Nanneli, Sits, for women and

Nilakanthan, Sankaran, for men are upper caste names, quite incongruous with the low

status of the bearers of the names, gives some plausibility to the legends of origin. Upper

cute Hindus do not consider the Nsyadi u an unclean cute in the time seme u the

Panyan, for instance, is regarded u unclean, and remark* have been very often heard from

the lips of very orthodox Brahmins that they could still detect something of the old nobility

in the face of Nayadi men as well u women.

A legend that has currency in the Palghat taluk runs thus A Namputiri once met a

beautiful Malayan (Malabar hill tribe) and became enamoured of her. In the course of a

conversation he mentioned this to a friend of his. The crime of failing in love with a daughter

of the wilds was considered sufficiently serious by the cute council to award him the highest

1 Dvr, " load ofthe Pwwada” Malm. I*j. PU» HI-*
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punishment—excommunication. The present-day Nayadis are supposed to be the offspring

of this Namputiri and his Malayan lovr.

Another story of origin from the same locality is rery simple :—A group of Namputiria

went to a tank to bathe. While the others were bathing one of them stood away from the

water’s edge and would not perform his ablutions. He was forthwith declared an outcaste,

and he became the founder of the Nayadi tribe.

The following legend is current among all Nayadis :

—

When » P»«y of Nampuriria meet travelling to a certain place, one of them who felt

hungry picked up and ate a mango that had been partially eaten and dropped by a monkey.
Eating an unclean thing, when he too waa in an unclean state, was a crime against cute, for which
the poor nun waa excommunicated. Hia deacendania are the preaent-day Nayadis. At
least one Nayadi who narrated thia atory to me believed it to be fully true and felt genuinely

aorry for the fooliahneaa of hia Brahmin ancestor. Raman, the chief Nayadi of Kunnamkulam,
was once told by an old and kindly Namputiri (so he reporta) that he too lud the Brahmin
blood in him just aa any Namputiri.

According to tome members of the upper castes in Malabar, the Nayadis were Brahmins,
but were curaed for their misconduct and were asked to expiate their ains by doing penance
•landing on one leg. The Nayadis have a habit of standing on one leg aupporting the weight
of their body on a staff which they always carry with them. Thia ia one of the characteristic

Hindu explanations for the lowliness of certain caste*—expiation of their past sins. Thia
lory is undoubtedly a rationalization baaed oo a peculiar mode of standing at ease.

There is yet another legend to account for the skill of the Nayadi* as archer*, and to give

them a Brahmin ancestry. Some Namputina who were well-versed in Dhanurvcda—the

•cience of archery- wantonly ahot dead many animala and when it came to the knowledge

of the chief priest* the delinquents were excommunicated. They went to the jungle* and from

them arose the Nayadi*.

The Ulladan* near Emakulam in Cochin State narrated a atory regarding their connection

with Namputiri Brahmins. Ore of the ancestresses of the UOadana of Kalur, a village near

Exnakulam, waa a Namputiri woman who lost her caste on account of adultery. The usual

practice in »uch a case ia for the woman to become a Christian or a Mohammedan, but in

this particular instance her relatives gave her away to the Ulladans, in order thst, though

an outcaate, the might remain a Hindu. The descendant* of the Ulladan* concerned told

me that both they and the descendants of the Namputiri house referred to still remember the

incident and that whenever something untoward happens in the particular household they

make it a point to invite the Ulladans and to please them with present*. I was unable to

enquire about thia from the Namputiri* themselves. If the periodical gifts to the Ulladans

arc withheld, then, the story goes, the image of the god worshipped by the Namputina
in their domestic shrine will fall down. The Ulladans told me that the Namputiri woman
is among the " mothers " who are represented by pebbles in theiraun, the place of worship-
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The Halle Makkalu (•• old tom ”), km casta aimilariy Hnked with many of the non-

Brahmin casta of the Canarete country, hare the right of demanding almt from the higher

caste* to which they are affiliated. 1 On every important occasion, the " old torn ” of the

caste have to be given alms in cash and kind. The Halle Makkalu consist in each case of a

few families living side by side with the •' parent " caste. The Nayadis have no such right to

beg of any particular caste, though legends link them with the Namputiris. Their physical

appearance is strong evidence against the legendary theory of the origin of the Nayadis from

Namputiris.

Social Environment.

Meaning ofthe Word “ NoryadL"—Dr. Gundert, the first lexicographer of the Malayalam

language, and later Malayalam translator to the Madras Government, gives the word Nayadi

two meanings : (i) a hunter, and (a) ‘ the lowest caste of jungle dweller* ordered to retire

seventy-four steps from the high castes.’ Nayadi with both the ‘ a ’» long ia the correct name

of the cute. Nayadi with the second ‘ a ’ abort whirh Dr. Gundert ghet u an alternative name

ia used in colloquial Malayalam in some part* of Malahar, but here the second * a ’ is shor-

tened because of the natural difficulty in pronouncing the two • a *a long. Some scholars

try to identify the Sanskrit Stapaeki (dog-eaten) with the Nayadis, because the word for

dog Inaya) ia there u part of the name. According to no tradition art the Nayadis dog-

eaten. Of the names by which the hill-tribes of Malabar are to the men of the plains, such

names u Malayan and Radar refer to their forest habitat, while Paniyan (farm-labourer)

and Vedan (hunter) are descriptive of their profession. In no tribal name ia any reference

made to special articles in the dietary of the people. When men of the plains fint came in

contact with the Nayadia they were only hunter* and not beggan. The word " Nayadi

"

which, like Vedan, meins •• hunter * can have no other meaning than this u the name of the

tribe.

Carte Setting in Villager.—The Nayadis as s Hindu cute live their lives smidst their

co-religionists of higher castes. Each caste, however insignificant, contributes to the cultural

whole of the country and its life. It is important that the Nayadis should be studied in

thejr social setting in order to understand their contribution to the culture of Malabar and

their relationship with ocher castes there, and to analyse the forces that tend to keep them

together or act in the opposite direction.

A Malabar village differs from a village of the Tamil or Telugu country in many

respects ; in the former each household lives in the privacy of a garden, while in the Utter,

the houses are aligned in streets and the lower castes are segregated in what are called

cherit, a group of miserable huts huddled together. A Tamil village is a town in miniature,

while a Malabar village is somewhat like a garden city with the distance between one

J. 8. F, " Hob MskUk*.- l.PVsIsmdll.Msja
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household and the next rather exaggerated. The various castes are not segregated, but

live interspersed among one another. The agricultural serfs, or Cherumans, who are the

hereditary labourers of a particular landlord will usually live not far from their master's

residence for the latter’s convenience. It is the economic need of the landlord that induces

him to settle his low caste workers near him, though the latter are socially far inferior to

him.

Cherumans and Xayadis.—In the caste hierarchy of Malabar, the Cherumans are the

immediate superiors of the Nayadis and therefore, compared to others, there is more social

intercourse between the Nayadis and the Cherumans. Until the time when slavery was

abolished in Malabar, the Cherumans were bought, sold or mortgaged as slaves by their

masters. When a piece of land was sold the slaves attached to that part of the estate were

usually sold with it. Even nowadays in the interior villages of Malabar the Cherumans are

treated os virtual slaves, ill-paid, beaten, and forced to work for a mere pittance. Such

a miserable caste as the Cherumans regard themselves as the superiors of the Nayadis. The
Cherumans are polluted by the approach of the Nayadis just as the higher castes are by both

of them. As the Cherumans are the class on which farmers chiefly depend for rice culti-

vation, the landlords cannot employ Nayadis as agricultural labourers without the consent

of the Cherumans, who, however, resent their employment and refuse to work side by side

with them sa the nearness of the latter (Nayadis) pollutes them and necessitates their bathing

and purifying themselves before eating any food during the intervals between their working

hours. The Cherumans do not eat anything cooked by Nayadis or sny cooked food touched

by them, nor will they drink wster touched by them. In toddy shops, s meeting place of all

people, there are separate earthenware cups for the Cherumans, but none for the Nayadis,

and the shopkeeper has to pour the drink into drinking vessels which they get for them-

selves. The Nayadis eat food cooked by the Cherumans and drink water touched by

them. Another caste on a par with the Cherumans are the Parayans, but the Nayadis will

not cat food cooked by the Parayans. because the latter are carrion eaters, while the Nayadis

are not. The Cherumans address Nayadis by their name, but the latter should add the

honorific title ' Molayan ’ to the Cherumans’ personal name* when addressing them. If a

Cherumans name is Raman he is addressed as Raman Molayan. Lack of reciprocity in

expressions for personal address is one of the features of the hierarchical usages of caste.

The distance from which the Cherumans are polluted by Nayadis being short and since

both are kept at a great distance by the upper castes they are forced to be neighbourly.

From the Cherumans the Nayadis learn their dances and song*
;
they also watch the

Cherumans’ ceremonies, artistic and economic activities, and absorb as much of them as they

can. Some Nayadis shave their heads clean as do the Cherumans, but the Cherumans resent

this as being an attempt to assume equality.
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lravans and Nayadis.—Meat of the other Hindu castes have very little to do with the

Nayadis except giving them alma, and sundry offerings, e g., the death-offerings (pages 41 If.

below). Of the other castes, that known in different places as Iraran, Tandan or Tiyan

comes next to the Cherumans. The Nayadis of the Palghat tahik address the Iravan as

‘ Muttappan
'

(grandfather). The Iravans in addition to being agriculturist* are producers

of toddy from the palmyra and the coconut palms. The Nayadis beg for dolt* of toddy

from the shopa and also purchase it when they ha\e the money. For all ceremonies the

Nayadis require toddy. They have to remain several yards away from the shop, cry out to

the shopkeeper and complete all transactions from a distance.

Nayars and Nayadii.—Superior to the Irarans are the Nayars. Nayars being economi-

cally better off than Irarana, the Nayadii get more by way of alms and death-offerings

from them than from the Irarans. Nayars purchase from Nayadis articles made of rope,

auch as ropea for drawing stater from wells with palm-leaf buckets, collar ropes for cattle,

slings, rope Urit (plate x. fig. 2) for keeping vessels suspended, barks used as soap for

removing oil smeared on the body, and also medicinal herbs from the jungles. The upper

caates are polluted by the Nayadii from a distance of at least a hundred feet, but certain

individuals who want to maiotain themselves in 1 very pure state insist on the Nayadii keeping

themselre* at a distance of even a hundred yards from them. The Naysdi* address a Nayar

as • Tampuran ’
(lord) whether the Nayar be a beggar or a chief. A member of an inferior

caste in Malabar when he meets one of a superior caste has to behave towards the latter in

a particular manner, to show respect. When a Naysdi meets a Nayar at a distance he geta

away from the path of the Utter very expeditiously in order not to be within polluting dis-

tance, and shows respect by (1) holding his palm-leaf umbrtlU slant, instead of having it

vertically over his head (pUte v, fig. 1): (a) removing any piece of cloth that is thrown

over his body or on his head ; (3) covering the mouth with the right palm
; and (4) shrinking,

i.e., bending the body and drawing the shoulders inwards. In conversation the first person

singular haa to be avoided and be replaced by * ohya* ' (alave). There is a large vocabulary

of * respectful words ' which hare to be used in conversation with the superior castes, i.e.,

by Nayars when they speak to the Nampotiri Brahmin, by Iravans when they talk to Nayais

and Namputiris, and by Nayadia when they speak to any person who is not a Naysdi. The

object of these seta of terms is to exalt the man of the superior caste and demean the lower.

Thus a free rendering of a simple sentence spoken by one of the Naysdi! to me referring to

my visit to their place the previous year and giving them enough money to have sumptuous

meals it as follows :—* The lord came in procession last year to the slaves’ mean hovel and the

1lave children got enough copper coins to buy gravelly rue to fill their stomach."

Non-Hindu Neighbours.—In the densely populated coastal tracts of the Malabar district

Nayadis mix freely with Mohammedans (Moplahs) and in Cochin State with Christians,

3
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as neither of them observe touch tabus," etc., as do Hindus. Many Nayadis work as the

domestic servants of Mohammedans. Mohammedan and Christian pedlars bring to the

Niyadis the few articles of luxury that they possess, such as combs, mirrors, brass or iron

ornaments. Vannan (washerman) or Iravan physicians treat Nayadi patients rarely, but their

midwives never attend Nayadi women. In the few cases known to me it was Mopish women
that rendered assistance as midwives. Mohammedans and Christiam employ Nayadis

occasionally for odd jobs on their farms. Nayadis who work for Mohammedan masters

have the peculiar Moplak mannerisms in their speech. From service under a Mohammedan
to the adoption of the Muslim faith only is a short step.

Dixtantt Pollution.—There seems to be no definiteness anywhere u to the distance

from which the Nayadis convey pollution to castes above theirs. In published works and

according to traditions seventy-four to hundred feet are prescribed. But in practice the

Nayadia keep themselves at a greater distance than the prescribed minima. At Vilayur in

Walluvanad taluk there is a spot known as tintal pent (pollution rock), three furlongs

from the nearest Hindu bouse, beyond which the Nayadia cannot approach the village.

Pollution distance beara some relation to the utility and services rendered by the polluting

castes. The carpenters who are more useful to the Nayars and the Namputiri Brahmins

than the Havana have a lesser polluting distance than the last though they (Iravans) are

superior to the carpenters in caste gradation. Similarly when a Nayadi is invited to receive

the death-offering (see pages 41 ff.) he is allowed to go nearer than usual.

Very strange ideas prevail about the intensity of distance pollution. It is said that, in

order to purify oneself after being polluted by a Nayadi. one should bathe in seven streams

and seven tanks, and then let out a few drops of blood from a little finger. Some believe

that low caste poeple should not be seen by them on dap when they have to be specially

pure. The Ulladans and Parayans are mutually polluted by each others approach. I saw

dozens of scars on the fingers of an old Ulladan which were the result of purification by

blood-letting.
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Distance pollution between some important cutes of Malabar can be represented

J. Nay •>].
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In addition to the few castes mentioned in the above table, there are several others who

are all polluted by the Nayadis. In going from place to place the latter have to avoid not

only the men, women, and children of these various cutes, but their dwellings, tanks, temples,

and even the neighbourhood of streams in which they are bathing. If a Nayadi touches

the water in which men of higher castes are bathing, the water loses its purificatory qualities

so long as the Nayadi is in contact with it within sight of the bathers. The Nayadis are,

therefore, always compelled to make devious detours from the usual roads and country paths

in going from one place to another.
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Ambitalence of Upper Caste Attitude towards the Nayadis.—In spile of the distance at

which the Nayadis are kept by high caste Hindus, the latter are unanimous in holding that

there is something noble about these despised men. They consider them purer than the

Cherumans and the Paravans, because they eat cleaner food. The legends which give the

Nayadis a Brahminical origin add sanctity to the caste
; they are regarded therefore as the

Brahmins among the Chandalas (mean castes). They cannot be accused of any of the

common vices. Though they drink toddy, they have not the means for injurious indul-

gence in it. Moreover, among the lower castes in Malabar drinking is not regarded as an

anti-social matter, as it is among the upper castes. During particularly bad days some

Nayadis are said to steal ears of paddy at they go across the fields. Except for this the

Nayadis have a good reputation for honesty and straightforwardness.

Strange Notions about Nayadii.—Unhappily for the Nayadis they are. however, wrongly

believed to steal high caste babies whenever they get hold of them, spil into their mouths

to that they may be irretrievably defiled, and then bring them up at their own children. If

a Nayadi happens to have a child lighter in complexion than is usual among their caste, it is

smeared with oil and soot and exposed to the sun in order to make it grow darker
;
if this is

not done the parents run the oak of being suspected of kidnapping. The Nayadii are also

suspected of occasionally carrying away high caste women. This suspicion has of course

no foundation at all in truth. It seems to be a relic of an old custom relating not to Nayadis

but to Psrayans, Pulayans and Cherumans, of which we have the following description given

by Barbosa " These low clast people during certain months of the year try as hard as they

can to touch some of the Nayar women, a best a they may be able to manage it, and secretly

by night to do them harm. So they go by night amongst the houses of Nayara to touch

women
;
and these take many precautions against this injury during these seasons. And if

they touch any woman, even though no one sees it. and though there shall be no witnesses,

she, the Nsya rwoman herself publishes it, crying out. leaves her house, without choosing

to enter it again, to damage her lineage. And what she most thinks of doing is to run to the

house of some low people to hide herself, that her relations may not kill her as a remedy

for what has happened or sell her to some strangers as they are accustomed to do. It is not

necessary that there should be actual contact. It is enough if the person is hit by a stone

or stick and then that person remains touched and lost." • It used to be supposed that when

various castes met annually at certain fighting grounds, such as Pallam and Ochira, low

caste men were st liberty to seize high ca ste women and retain them. From this custom

arose a popular error that if a Pulayan met a Sudra woman during the month Kumbham

(February-March), he might seize her. Consequently this time of the year was called

• Birtxm. “ Description of tfa.M of Ease Africa ad MaUbar a the be*.nnin* of the sixteenth century "

(Hakhijt Soewtr Pubhcsrioca), p. i«j-
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pulapiti kalam or capture-by-PuIayan-season, i.e.. the lime during which a high cute woman

might lose caste if a slave happened to throw a stone at her after sunset, though the motive

of the kidnapping is not recorded anywhere.

Raman, the Nayadi " elder " of Kunnarnkulam, told me how he and his people were

penalised once on account of this superstition of the high castes. About thirty yean ago

a Namputiri Brahmin happened to see in Ramin's household a young woman who was

fairer than the other women. A young woman of the Brahman’s family had disappeared

a few yean ago and nobody knew where she had gone. The foolish Namputiri jumped to

the concluaion that the woman he saw with the Naysdis was the same as the woman he had

lost. Nayadia from all neighbouring villages were summoned by the Brahmin and were

asked to explain how they happened to have a fair woman in their midst. The Naysdis

explained that ahe was one of them, but the Namputiri considered that a very unsatisfactory

answer and had them belaboured severely to exton confession. The old Nayadi proceeded

to tell me that a few days after torturing him and his people, the Brahmin was troubled by

bad dreams and that in order to expiate the sin of ill-treating the innocent men he gave them

all a sumptuous feast.

The extreme degradation of the Naysdis it ascribed by soms to their uncleanly habits

In the Cochin State Manual they are accused of eating the most dirty vermin and reptiles.

This is an unjust accusation. They are also described as the laziest people in the State.

The author of the Manual seetna to forget that the Naysdis are beggars, not because of their

laziness, but because they cannot get work. They are dirty, of course, but a people who

cannot come near wells or tanka, and are forced to live on hill-slopes where even drinking

water is scarce have few facilities for washing the few rags that they possess. In the diy

season when water is scarce they have to drink water that is extremely impure. In apite of

all these difficulties the Nayadis are aa dean aa other people of the same status in other parts

of the Madras Presidency.

Some people say that the Nayadis eat the gniha that are found in the putrifying flesh

of dead animals. They are said to keep the dead animal over a pot of boiling water, the

steam making the grubs fall into the pot below. The Nayadis deny doing anything so dirty

as this. Others ridicule the Nayadis by saying that among them the dowry for a woman

consists of a hundred palat (leaf-sheaths of the areca palm). Kanakkans and Cherutnans

name their children sometimes as ‘ Nayadi ' in order to ensure a longer lease of life to them.

The god of death » supposed not to bother much about a child with such a mean name.

The Nayadia arc sometimes ridiculed for the custom of couvade which they are supposed

to observe and which is recorded by Thurston in his paper on the Nayadis (page 60, below),

living Nayadi remembers anything that distantly resemble* couvade and it seems probable

that it has been wrongly attributed to them on account of iu observance by other somewhat

similar tribes.
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Nayadi Settlements and Material Culture.

A Bird's-Eye View of Some Settlements. -The first Nayidis that I visited lived at

Naduvattam near Karalcbad (see plate rii) in Malabar. The country there is extremely

rugged and hilly, moat of the hills being bare ; the valleys between the hills are under intense

cultivation, and extend for miles. The high caste population live mostly far away in the

more wooded parts. On the slopes of the hills bordering the rice fields are found the huts

of poor Mohammedans and Cherumins. On the alope of a remote hill stood the solitary

hut of our first Nayadi friend, Kandan, his wife and children (plate iii. fig. 4). This

spot is more than half a mile away from the nearest Nayar habitation. Very near Kandan 's

hut was the hut of a Mohammedan farmer under whom Kandan worked occasionally. The

boy, his brother-in-law (in the illustration he is seen with a sling on his left shoulder) looked

after the farmer’s cows and buffaloes and also watched hia crops. Kandan’s wife, Nili (the

blue one), a quiet, fine-featured young woman, helped the lady of the farm. Nili’a mother

was in the habit of staying for long periods with her daughter as she was quite lonely. Both

the women are seen in the photograph each earning a child on her hip. These people were

practically wiped out in the year 1933 by an epidemx of cholera, the boy, Kandan't brother-

in-law, being the only survivor. No* far from Kandan’s hut at the time of the viait, was

a grove of mango trees under which were to be seen the ruins of the huts in which Kandan’a

father and uncles lived. When Kandan was a youngster, twenty of his relatives died of

cholera. He was brought up by his mother’s brother and when he was old enough, he

came back to the old place, but did not go to the old huts. He built for himself a new hut

about fifty yards away from the old site. Right on the summit of the hill there can still be

seen the levelled spot bounded on two sides by big boulders where under a few palmyra

leaves the stone and wooden representations of the gods and deceased relatives of Kandan

were kept (plate vi, figs. 3, 4 and 5). The wooden figures were all being eaten by white

ants. Though he was unable to house these figures properly and protect them, Kandan was

quite unwilling to part with them. He was concerned very much about the harm that would

befall us if we took the images awsy. For his own part, if he sold a figure or two to us, the

gods, he thought, would not be angry with him. because they knew that he was poor. Of
the dozen wooden figures only two were therefore obtained for the Madras Government

Museum (plate vi, fig. 3). Of a once flourishing settlement nothing remains now except

perhaps, the stones representing the ancestors.'

The second settlement visited was on the edge of an extensive rice field in the village

of Pallatheri in the Palghat taluk. There were four huts within a fenced enclosure. This,

however, is a new site, the original one having been deserted after an epidemic of cholera.

1 Doi-r.i 0f pUcct abere toe* there «we Nqndn Inaif have oaf? local imd-urn* u proof of tbr tact that the**

pmplr have been more widely domlMed than tt primes. About 6fty year* »eo sb-re waa a Nayadi acnlanmt, on
.he Kmkhoden bill, in the Cdkw Blot accent*

g

to tt* catement <A the old vliap headmanwho had mm (hem
on the hill near (he apx ohere now are s doknra wad a curioua boaa-atoped ceT in the latente with 1 bridge acuta it
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The old huts were considered to be unlucky. Near the new hut*, but outside the fence

they hare now a platform of earth on which a piece of granite representing Vduhimahakali

(the demoness of cholera) a placed (plate vi, fig. i), near the rows of stones representing the

gods and ancestors.

At Kuzhalmannam (plate iii, fig. 5), Tenari, and Manithrode, the Nayadi settlements

consist of four or five huts huddled together in an enclosure with banana trees all round

them giving a very pleasing aspect. Access to the enclosure is through an opening in the

fencing across which two or three brmboo pieces are placed to form a crude atile. Hindu

houses are found not far from these huts of the Nayadis. But in most parts of the Wallu-

vanad taluk, the Nayadis are far sway from the rest of the population, having not even the

very low Chemmans in their neighbourhood. The Nayadi hut in the tillage of Kizhoor in

the Walluvanad taluk stood on the outskirts of the jungle on the slope of a hill which was

about four furlongs from the nearest Cheruman house. In the coastal villages, especially

in predominantly Muslim areas, the Nayadis live without any segregation from the rest of

the inhabitant*.

The group of huts at Karakkad may be selected for description as a typical Nayadi

settlement. After leaving the main road, one goes along the slope of a laterite hill and

then crossing a few terraced fields sees these few huts perched on the hill slope amidst Ull

trees and shaded by banana clump*. The settlement is deserted except for children in the

mornings. On summer evenings, the sdults. both men and women, return to their huts

after their begging rounds and may be found cooking in the open apace in front of them.

All the huts have some clean, well-swept, open apace in front of and round them which is called

mirram. It is here that the small families aaartr.blc in the evenings for cooking, citing,

and chitting. Feasts in connexion with various domestic ceremonies are conducted in

open aheda [pandalt) buih on the mirram Men and women dance on festive occasions

in these pandah. The mirram is levelled, plastered with clay and smeared with cowdung

in the dry months titer the rains. When they see strangers or officials approach, the Nayadis

stand up and become afraid. They are specially afraid of the vaccinators who occasionally

go among them to their utter consternation. The younger women retire to the backyard,

while the older women remain where they are. They remain at a distance of several yards

from the visitors lest the Utter should be polluted. I had with me at the time of my first

visit to the settlement not only the village officials, but also the owner of the hill on which

the huts stood. When the landlord explained to them that I was a friendly visitor who

wanted to know something about them, they were much relieved. While answering ques-

tions they hive the mouth slways covered by one hind. Once the ice was broken and the

local men left me alone with the Nayadis they became quite easy in their manner and beha-

viour. I knew some of their relatives and when I spoke of my Nayadi friends elsewhere

they told me that I was known to them and we became quite friendly.
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Huts .—The huts are usually of the square type. In the coastal regions, plaited coconut

leaves are used for thatching (plate v. fig. 3) ; in the interior villages palmyra leaves (plate iv,

fig. t ;
plate v, fig. 3) which are not plaited and also the straw of paddy are used for this

purpose. The leaf of the coconut tree a split into two along the mid-rib and the leaflets of

each half are separately woven. In thatching the leaf is placed with its under surface up,

as the slightly incurved edges of the leaflets easily drain off water. The commonest material

for fastening the leaves to the rafters is thin strips of the boat-shaped spathe covering the

coconut inflorescence. This is soaked for tome time in water to make it soft before it is

torn up. The coconut leaf thatch has to be renewed every year. The leaves of the palmyra

palm (Boratiui fLxfxUifarmu) are more durable than those of the coconut tree and last for

at least two years. Rice straw is used only occasionally. Handfuls of it are spread out on

the frame work of the roof to about three to four inches thickness, beginning with the care-

end and then going up. Beams, etc., are very often made of bamboo pole* or where wood

is plentiful, branches of sufficient thickness and aize are made use of without removing the

bark. The walls of mud seldom come up to the level of the runner*, but atop short in the

middle. It is only in the beat houses thit there are complete wall*. In the poorer huts,

even a mud wall is absent, there being in its place, only a few plaited lease* fattened to short

bamboo pole*. The mud wall is made by lumps of clay being placed along the whole length

after which the aide* are levelled by hand. The ground plan of a typical example of the

better class of houaea is shown in plate *. fig. 1. The hatched part repreaenu the wall of

mud, and the dotted portion* the low partitions inside. There are five pillars of wood

< t—S in the figure) with natural forks a: the tip for supporting the roof, an extra one having

been inserted to aupport the elongated care* of one aide, in addition to the usual one at each

corner. Three additional pillar* inside the house (6—8) support the ridge pole. The walls do not

give any support to the roof. The plinth extends outside the wall* on one aide as an ummaram

(9), on to which the main entrance to the house opens. In the first room (11) near the entrance

there ia a platform (10) in a corner. In the second room (ta) there is an iron saucer with a

sort of snout which serve* as a lamp (16). In this room there it an earthen pot buried with

its mouth flush with the floor in which rice and other food material, are stored up. This

room is used by men. The next room (13) is for women. The kitchen (14) floor is at a

lower level than the rat of the house It has two doorways and a fire-place. The latter

consists of a depression on the edge of which are three knobs of clay to bear the cooking

vessels. Rafter* placed at various angles run from the ridge pole to the runners on all sides

and the eaves extend about three feet beyond the runner* on one side and slightly less on the

others. The floor is plastered with clay and periodically smeared with cowdung which

allays the dust, gives the floor a pleasing colour and has a not unpleasant odour. Before

every auspicious day the women-folk busy themselves beautifying the floor in this way and

polishing it with a smooth piece of granite. Daily the floor is dusted with a broom made of
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the midribs of the leaflets of the coconut palm and the rubbish from the wdrram is swept with

a smaller but stiffer broom of the same material. Cleaning and keeping the house in good

condition are exclusively feminine tasks, and it is an insult for a boy or youth to be asked to

do any of them. Similarly, beating with a broom is considered highly insulting. Girls

learn to do the cleaning work in their houses as soon as they are strong enough to handle the

tools
;

sweeping with the broom is one of the earliest adult jobs to which a girl puts her

hands in childish play and in serious life.

Domeitic Goods. —Furniture, as in the houses of all lower caste people in the same area,

is extremely scanty. In only one Kayadi hut is there a wooden bench
;
the owner of this

particular hut being the richest of all Nayadis (plate v, fig. 5 ,
left), a man who earned a «mal|

fortune of a few hundred rupees by money-lending. The men sit on wooden planks about

18 inches long and 9 inches broad when they eat, but the women sit on the floor
;
guests,

whether men or women are given similar planks or matt to sit on These mats are made of

plaited psndsnus or palmyra leaves. The kitchen utensils are mostly of earthenware.

Those for cooking rice are large in sixe. Two or three amaller ones serve for cooking curries,

flat dish-like ones are for eating rice from, and smaller ones of the same shape for curries.

Drinking cups are absent. Round earthenware waterpots are used for carrying water.

Liquid food it eaten with ladle* made of coconut shells with a thin splice of bamboo for

handle which paasea through two holes in the shell in a water-tight fashion, Leaf ladles

are made of the leaves of the jack-fruit tree [Artocarfus intrgrifolia

)

by doubling one aide

of the leaf on ittelf and pinning the doubled part with a piece of the midrib of the palm leaf.

For grinding condiments, there are rectangular granite abbs and barrel-shaped rollers,

and wooden mortar and peatle for husking paddy. Cooking is done indoors during the

rainy season. The simplest hearth consists of mere pieces of stones, three in number,

placed so as to form a triangle, the space enclosed by the tritngle being somewhat hollowed.

The first step in the improvement of the hearth is the covering of the rude stone* with clay

and shaping them into short cylinders with hemispherical upper part*. The corner of the

house in which cooking is don* is always on the nortben side in accordance with the usual

practice with other caste* also.

For sleeping Nayadis have mao of pandanu* leaves. Pillows are unknown. Babies

arc given a rough cushion made of rags.

In every Nayadi hut large numbers ofpalm leaf umbrellas can be seen thrust on crude

shells. These umbrellas are part of the death-offerings which they receive from members

of the higher castes <pp. 43"44)- They are of immense use to the Nayadis when going

about begging during the hot days of the dry months. Certain castes above the Nayadis,

such as the Panans in some villages of South Malabar are not allowed to use umbrellas of

this type (plate v, fig. 1 ). It is interesting that the Niyadis use it.

4
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Of iron tool* the Nayadis generally hare only choppers, knives and sickles. Very

few hare axes. And only tome of them hare scrapers of iron for scraping coconut kernel.

Most of the Nayadis do no* haw well* from which to get good drinking water. Simple

pits in the rice fields, tenor twelw feet deep, give them enough water except in the very-

dry part of the year. Buckets for drawing water from the wells are made of the broad leaf

sheath of the areca palm by tucking and tying the two up-folded ends of a suitable length

of it.

Mannu.—K general feature common to all Kayadi settlements is the manna which is

a hallowed spot under a Urge tree where can be seen circles or straight lines of upright

stones (plates vi, vii, viii, figs, a, 4. 5 ; 1 ; a. 3, respectively). These constitute the

material substratum of the religious hfe of the Nayadis, and tre the visible link between

the world of the living and that of the dead and of the supernatural. In some settlements

the manna is outside the fencing round the huts, in others inside.

Induitrut .—The Nsyadis of the cossul villages make excellent rope of coconut fibre

tnd (host of the interior villages, of bark. Rope manufacture from the husk fibre of the

coconut is a big industry on the Malabar coast in which thousands of men and women of

various castes are employed
;
so no one particuUrly notices the work turned out by the

Nayadis They are too poor to buy the fibre and so go about collecting waste materials from

the banks of the backwaters where the husks are soaked for rotting before they are beaten

to get the fibre. Nayadis of the Government colony at Kunrumkulam buy the raw

materials from the merchants ss it grows continually more and more difficult to get it free

of payment. Such articles as were supplied to the villagers by the Nayadis are now brought

to them by business agencies, but still the Nsyadis manage to find a market for their good*,

because they are better made and are sold at a cheaper price. They beat the husks collected

into fibre and spin it into rope by twisting strands of it oo the lateral aspect of the right

thigh the skin of which becomes thickened and darkened as a result of the continued

friction of the coarse fibre. The man or woman sits with the right leg extended and the

thigh bared, and holding the strands of fibre in the left hand, rolls them on the thigh with

the right hand.

In the interior village* where coconut fibre is not available, various barks are obtained

from the jungles in long pieces, the soft outer part of which is beaten out with a heavy piece

of wood. The inner fibre thus obtained is dried in the sun and teased into fine fibres which

are spun into rope in exactly the same fashion as coconut fibre.

The special articles of Nayadi manufacture are ropes for drawing water from welb with

areca leaf-base receptacles, collar ropes for cattle, ropes for securing cattle, slings (piste x,

fig. 4) which are used as toys and for scaring birds, knitted balk for children (before rubber

balls came into common use, they were in great demand, being made hollow so as to bounce),
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rope-net bags for keeping vessels suspended (urn) (plate x. fig. l) and ropes with loop

at one end used by hunters in restraining hounds (plate x, fig. 3). The Nayadis are good

herbalists and are frequently employed to collect various medicinal plants which are obtained

only in the jungles.

Before the introduction of soaps people used only vegetable preparations for removing

the oils which they rub on their bodies before bathing. Even now when soap is used vegetable

barks are often found more satisfactory. The barks of Acacia concinna and Albctxia

Ubktch are those most commonly used. The dried inner part of these barks when soaked in

water produces a slimy fluid which has the property of removing oil and grease. The

Nayadis get orders to supply bundles of soap barb from the rich people of the village who

pay them in cash or in kind. Just before the national festivals of the people of Malabar,

Onam and Vishu, in the months. July-August and April, the Nayadis are expected to present

bundles of soap bark to all important houaea in their villages and receive rice and other

food-etulf from them. It ia customary in Malabar for all caatea to make presents to one

another in this manner during festival seasons. The fact that the Nayadis also participate

in the economic exchanges of the festive seasons, just as others do, is an indication of their

having been well integrated into the Hindu Community. The carpenters and smiths each

present the villagers with articles manufactured by them, the carpenter giving wooden

planks and ladlca, the Wacbmith knives, the goldsmith cheap rings, etc. These people

receive in return much more than what they give in value.

Another industry which brings the Nayadis a lew rupees every year it the making of the

resin of Ailanthut rxtrlia which is used as incense. The Nayadis make small cuts in the

bark and when suflicient latex has exuded and hardened on the bark it is scraped and melted.

Mohammedan merchants purchase the resin from them or the Nayadis sell ir to likely

purchasers of their village clientele. Before starring to collect the gum. the Nayadis follow

the usual custom of invoking the blessing of their gods and ancestors on their enterprise.

Firt- Making.—Except for those firing on the borders of the jungle present-day Nayadis

have very little knowledge of old fashioccd methods of making fire. The older men however

remember that their father* used to make fire by friction and that it was the only method of

making fire they then knew. The Nayadis living near the forests occasionally use. like the

Kadars, the flint and ateel atrike-a-hght (ckakkumnkki) aide by side with the match-box

which is difficult to keep dry in the extremely wet monsoon months. Of the methods based

on friction between two pieces of wood, twirling or drill was the commonest method in South

India, being used by the Todas. Irubs, and Yenadri. while the sawing method seems to have

been characteristic of the more primitive among tbc hill-tribes such as the Panivans and the

Kadars. The Namputiris of Malabar still manufacture fire for their sacrifices by the twirling

method, using sticb of the jack-fruit tree (Artocarptu inltgrifcJia) and the peepal tree {Ficiu
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religious ) ;
similarly, the Todas me dry nicks of Litsaa Wrightiana for making fire in the

dairy : bu: not even (or religious purpose* doe* the average Nayadi now have recourse to

primitive modes of fire-making.

A specimen of Nayadi fire-making apparatus (plate viii, fig. i ;
plate xi, fig. 2) in

the Madras Musuetn (No. 1130) cornets of two twigs of Litsaa chinensis with the bark

peeled off. The hearth piece is the shorter of the two and is 34 c.m. long
;

the other is

42 c.ra. long. The cavity scooped out in the hearth piece is 7 m.m. deep and the cut end*

of the very coarse longitudinal fibre* of the twig are visible on the side* of the cavity. The
hemispherical tip of the twirling rod fits ckucly into the cavity. By actual trial 1 found that

red hot wood dust could be produced in leas than seven or eight minutes. Thurston records

that the Nayadis do not * like the Todas, put powdered charcoal into the cavity, but ignite

the cloth rag by means of the red hoc wood dust produced by the friction When out

hunting, the Nayadis and other hunter* of the country skirting the jungles make fire by the

drill method. At a deraostration of fire-making which I witnessed, freshly cut twigs of

I.antana eamrrara were used as both the hearth piece and the twirling rod. These twig*

were quite fresh and moist. A shallow socket was cut in the he*rth piece with a knife and

the tip of the twirling rod was stuped to fit into the socket. An old cotton rsg was placed

below the socket, the hearth piece was held tightly in position under the feet and the rod was

twirled between the palms beginning at the top end. the hands being carried down as the

twirling proceeded. It took leu than four minute* to make the rag smoke. It is only the

men that know how to make fire in Out manner.

Rat-Traps —'The Nayadis consider the rat a delicious dish and can be found smoking

and digging up rats from their holes. In some place* they use * bow and piston trap for

catching rata. The trap (plate xi. fig. 1) consists of a cylinder of bamboo (a) with a stout

solid piston rod of wood (*) kept between the string and stave of a bow. A catch-string is

passed through the four holes (me) along the borders of the rectangular aperture on the side

of the cylinder. The lower end of the piston rests 00 the upper horizontal section of the

catch-string and presses down on it on account of the tension of the bow-string on it* upper

end. Bait in the form of dried prawns is put at the bottom of the cylinder. The rat geta

into the cylinder through the rectangular hole marked (me) in the diagram, but it* way down

is intercepted by the lower horizontal section of the catch-string (shown in the figure by

parallel dotted line*) which it bites and as it snaps, the piston which is no longer kept in

position on its rest is pushed down violently by the tension of the bow-string. The rat

b crushed between the descending lower end of the piston and the bottom (the nodal

septum) of the bamboo cylinder.

Agriculture and Lite-stock—Only a couple of Nayadis are engaged in agriculture, but

they have no cattle for ploughing and have to borrow them. Some others have each a
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goat or two and sometimes a cow, but such people are exceptions, not the rule. All Nayadis

have a few hem and cocks as they are cheap and easily fed. They are kept in large round

baskets or in small cellars under the ummarami (raise J platforms) round their huts.

The Nayadi thus has little of the material things of this world, neither land nor raw

materials for his small induatrial pursuits. As the pressure of population grows, the natural

resources of the forests to which he has some access get into the hands of private owners

which progressively adds to the dependence of the Kaysdi on charity. He lives on the

irreducible minimum, having barely clothes to cover his nakedness, a mat to sleep on, and a

simple hut made by himself for shelter.

Social Orgamration

Like other serf cast*, of Malabar the Nayadia describe themselves as * the Nayadis

of such and such a Tamperan or local lsnd-lord meaning the one whose dependants they

are and on whose land they have their habitations. In the case of the Che rumans, who are

agricultural labourers, the attachment to the land and to the landlord is particularly intimate,

but with the Nayadia, the tie is loose, and results from thcii following the practice of their

neighbours. The landlord after whom a particular group of the Nayadis name themselves

is usually the most influential man of the locality and the natural leader of the population to

whom not only the Nayadis but also members of other castes look up for help and protection

and whose orders they obey.

Territorial Division.—Each kinship and family group have their area (d/iam) for begging

clcaily delimited by well-marked boundaries. The owner of a begging division mortgages

or sells his right in the arcs in times of need and several instances haw come to my notice

of these divisions changing hands. Beggar tribes in Mysore have, in a similar faahion,

divided their districts into parishes for begging purposes. Many of the jungle tribes hsve

their rights over the forest produce settled and attributed among various kinship groups.

Any intrusion into another man's area is resented and the intruder violently chastised, besides

suffering ridicule and loss of kudos. The development of some degree of private ownership

among the jungle tribes begins with the division of hunting and collecting areas, and that

such division characterises even the most primitive of the tribes * borne testimony to by its

existence among the Paniyans of the Wynsd area in the Malabar district.

Clam (Ilians).—The most important sociological division of the Nayadis is known as

the i/lam (house) or Kattam (horde) which corresponds to the tarvad of other cutes-

Warn descent is patrilineal, so that members of a settlement are generally of the same illam.

Sometimes members of the same illam are found distributed in three or four villages. In

Ponnani and the adjacent villages of Cochin women married into a group are made members

of the husband's clan by a process known m illam talakkal (getting attached to the illam).

In other places women do not change their illma on marriage.
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Since persons haring the same Siam arc regarded as blood-rclativcs between whom
marriage is prohibited, the illam is an exogamous group that prevents marriage within it.

Even if there is considerable distance separating groups that have the same illam, they main-

tain social intercourse with one another by taking part in important ceremonies, and keep

the kinship tie unbroken. When a Nayadi refers to kinship groups each group is labelled

by the illam or clan name.

The word iUam in modern MalayaUm means " house ", and specifically the house of

a Namputiri Brahmin. In Malabar the houses of various classes have particular names.

Some people, therefore, think that the fact of having ilia mi can be regarded si a proof of the

Brahminical origin of the Najrada. This argument, however, is not sound, for several

castes including carpenters, fishermen, blscksmiths, and washermen are also organised into

Hams. Though in everyday language illam meant a Brahmin house, in the sociology of

Malabar it ia common to all castes both upper and lower. Since the Xayadia are numerically

small it has no* been necessary for them to make their social organization complex. For

big castes like the Iravans there are exogaroous tartadi or dinsi that are patrilineally inherited

and for the only purpose of regulating marriage there arc exogamous matrilineal divisions,

which thus act as a double check on a person's choice of a spouse. The Niyadis have at

present contented themselves with only the first of these two kinds of social segmentation.
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The following are the lilanu of the Nayadi* in the Ponnani taluk and the adjacent villages

of Cochin. This was obtained by enquiries reade at the Government Colony at Kunnam-

kulam where there are families belonging to the Terataltil iHam. I am consequently unable

to give the names of villages with which the different illam are connected :

—

i. Achcharan.

. Aryattiri.

3. Irikkan.

4. Kannanan.

5. Koyikkalan.

. Tatappil.

7.

Teruvattil.

There is tome difference in the status of these Ulamt, No. 7 being regarded as the highest

and No. 5 as the lowest. The word " Teruvattil " is a comipt form of •• Svarupattil

"

(in the royal house) which is used for families of ruling chiefs. Teruvattil is the clan

name of the Nayadi chief Raman of KonnamkuUm Colony («* p. 40)- Regarding the

lowest iUam. Koyikkalan. it is doubtful whether the Nayadi way of pronouncing the word

is correct ;
as pronounced by them it means he of the leg of the fowl *’ which makes no

sense at all. It is probable that the correct name of the clan may have been Koyiklulon

which means " he who is sttached to the palace ", that is. palace menial. All the names

except the fifth and aeventh are probably place names. The name Kannanan is used by

the Iravans for one of their illami.

The names of Ulamt in the Waltuvaoad taluk with the names of villages where they

occur are given below :

—

I Hams- Villages.

1. Chelakkaran Vajrinur.

. Kariman Kulukkallur.

3. Kotankatan Varod.

4. Koyalpataran Chelakkara.

5. Kurrikatan Marayamangalam. Chalavsra.

. Patan Ptrur.

7. 1'ataran Thaxhekkode, Vadanamkuriasi, Kizhoor,

Karakkad.

8. Pattikatan ... ... ... Mankara.

9. Pilavariyan Nemnuni.Tmiraihamkunnu.

to. Vittikatan Katampaxhiyur, Kumaramputtur, Karim-

puiki .

The termination in 5, 8 and 10, meant forest. The tame termination it common to

family names of higher castes. Most of the ocher names are geographical. There is nothing

in any of these names to suggest totexmsx.
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The chart on the opposite page shows bow illami are linked generation after

generation by cress-cousin marriages. The families on the basis of whose marriage ties the

chart is made belong to Walluvanad and Cochin State. The exchange of women from one

group to the other is well brought out in the chart. The scheme and the symbols used

are these suggested by the Sociological Research Committee of the Royal Anthropological

Institute
(
Man

,

141, 1932). The marriage coupling bar is joined vertically to the base of

the symbols, a square for male and a circle for female. No. 7 in the chart stands for Pataran

which is the seventh in the list of illami in the Walluvanad taluk, 4 for Koyalpataran, and

3 for Kotankatan.

Joint Family.—The Niyadis live in joint fami lies which consist of father, mother, married

sons and their wives, and unmarried daughters. As the son's fimily grows bigger he may
leave the parents and set up a new household, leaving the father and mother with hia younger

brother*. Unless the father and mother are wry feeble and unable to earn their livelihood,

the ion who has thus set up a new household docs not render any help to them The hutband’s

mother has charge of the internal amngement and organization of the household
;
it is she

who has to terve the food, give orders and see that they are obeyed by the women of the

house (her unmarried daughters and her daughters-in-law) and her grand-children. Between

the daughters and the daughters-in-law there is apt to be a very strained relationship,

a disharmony tending towards the break up of the joint family. The Xayadi joint family

doea not, therefore, grow to the proportion of that ofthe matrilincal Xayara where the children

of several sister* liw together, and marriigo being nutrilocal and the husband a visitor, the

fuaiptrous tendency of joint families due to the introduction of strangers by marriage into

the family circle is avoided.

In any Nayadi settlement the members of the several households are as 1 rule closely

related to one another and the eldest of the kinship group exercises control over the rest,

co-ordinating their activities when some common enterprise requires concerted action. When,

for example, the ceremonies in honour of the gods and the dead are to be conducted, he

organizes them and fixes each person's contribution to the expenses and his function in the

activities in connexion with the celebrations. He acta as the chief celebrant for such commu-

nal celebrations, and also as the shaman. In short he corresponds to the Karanavan of a

Nayar household.

Inangu. Sahan and Bandh If the kinship situation of any ceremony or feast of

the Nayadis is studied, it will be found that the agnate* of a person and his relatives by marriage

are in separate groups. The agnatic group is known as the stskakkar and during a death

ceremony they are known as the pulakker. By uskakkar is meant those that have the

sesham, which is a piece cut off from the shroud swathed round the dead body and used by

the mourner* during the rites in honour of the dead (tet below, p. 65). The whole group
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of relative* by marriage is known as the bandhukkal People who are quite unrelated, of

whom very few will be present, are known as jctikhcr (men of the caste). Another word

used loosely as synonymous with bandhukkal is Inangai (plural of Juangaa). Literally

Inangan means a chum and a group of such constitute an iasflfa* The Inangan

functions as priest at death and marriage ceremonies and though any family from among

the relative* by marriage or from an unrelated group can serve as inangu, yet, in practice,

only members of a specially chcaen family act as /Mission the strength of a close marriage

tie. Inangam help in the burial of the dead, officiate on various occasions ss the masters

of ceremonies and also as cooks when the agnate* are interdicted from cooking on account

of death pollution. Women married into a family in the Walluvanad taluk are not affected

by death pollution in their husbanda' household except when the deceased is either own

husband or child, Inangam act aa the barbers for the mourners on the last day of the death

pollution prior to ita ceremonial removal. Among some castes slightly higher than the

Naysdis, barbers are a separate sub-esate with a lower status than the main body of the

caste. The system obtaining among the Sayadis of mobile groups of people on special

occasions performing special duties may represent an early stage in the development of

professional aubcastcs.

The Inangan, therefore, is both an incipient priest and barber in one. Among other

lower caste* also, tf., the Iravans, the Inangan it the price*. The Brahmin priest of the

Vedic time* was priest and sorcerer combined and only later the two functions became separated.

Aa castes grow more complex, functional aubcastcs originate and in Malabar the process is

obaervable in ita different stages. Taking only the lower caste* into consideration, the loweat

of them, the Naymdia, have the Inangan, an ordinary member of the community officiating

aa the priest and barber. Among the Invans, the highest of the lower castes, the Inangan

is the priest as he is among the Nayada. but he is not the barber, as a sub-caste takes upon it

this special function. There is no intermarriage or commensalism between the main body

of the Iravan* and ita offshoot, the Iravan barber. Among the Pulayans. an intermediate

caste between the Iravan* and the Nayadia, there are five septs. Kolamari, Vettukar. Vettuvan,

Tandan, and Adutton in the order of social precedence, the last mentioned being a very in-

significant group that serve* the other four as priest-barber. When a local Adutton family

becomes extinct, a woman of the Kdaman sept is given in marriage to a man of the Vettukar

sept and the children bom of them fill the place of the extinct family of barber* and constitute

the fifth sept.

In the above digression on barber-priests and the formation of functional tubcastea

reference was made to the Brahmin priest, but there is a fundamental difference between

. JJ7 rest. TTi* l*avgm
itm. men owmsft take* place berweoi
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Brahmin priest and the Ntyadi priest. A priest for the Nayadis » a mere ceremonial

assistant, the important rites being performed by the householders themselves. There is

among them no intermediary between the gods and the worshippers, which is the proper

role of a priest.

Rflasicnikip Term—
Father • •• •H

Mother ... ... • •a ... ... OM4 .

Sob ... ••• ...

Daughter •• • ... ... makal.

Sister (m.s.) aaa ... ~. fennaJ

Brother (w.s.) Ha ... ... annala.

Elder brother (bj.) eee ... Man (jytikthau).

Younger brother (ra.s.) ••• ... ... aery.* (aas9.11).

Elder brother (wj.) see ••• ... annala

Younger sister (m.s.) ••• ... ... descriptive term Iliya (young) sister.

Elder sister (m.s.) ... — ••• ... prnnal or «rheki in Palghat taluk only.

Younger brother (w.s.) • •• • .. de^ripore term only.

Elder sister (wj.) ... ... ... rttasti (jynktalti) or aekrhi in Palghat.

Younger sister (*a) ••• ... ... anyatn
Fsther’s brother, young* r ... ... tlayaffan (young father)

Father's brother, elder see ... ... tahapfanibig father)

Brother's child (rls.) •M ... ••• at own child.

Father’s brother’s wife ••• ... ftJayamM

Father's elder wife ... ...

Husband's brother’s child ... ... same as own child.

Fsther’s brother’s child ... ... ... same m own brother or sister.

Father’s sister ... ...

Brother'• child (n) ... ...

Father's sister's husband t ...

Wife's brother's child ... ...

Father's sister's child ... ... m«hckun*n (male). machckumchchi (female)

Mother's brother’s child ... ... Do. do.

Wife ... ... ... Jurymi

Husband ... ... ... nsyedi

Grandfather ... ... 1VKtfda.

Grandmother ... ... ... mufti.

Male child ... ... ... mmm mol*}*H.

Female child ... ... ... nanckrki.

Mother’! brother ... • •• ... ammamca.

Sister’s child (m.i.) ... ...

Mother’s brother’s wife ... ... emtmaxi.
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Husband's sister’s child ... ... marumahan

Mother's brother's child nsaehcknnan oi mackcknrahchi.

Father's sister's child ... _ Do.

Mother’s elder titter ... m/^ouu
Sister’s child (w.s.) ... „. ... same as own child.

When addressing elders, only the proper relationship terms should, strictly speaking,

be used but in practice this is difficult because of the multiplicity of persons to whom each

term of address applies. In order to overcome this djfficulty, the relationship term is usually

suffixed to the personal names of relatives ocher than own parents and grandparents, and

sometimes elder brothers and sisters Addressing a person exclusively by the relationship

term indicates intimacy and endearment.

Morphology of Relationship among Sayadis and other Lototr Castes of Wnfe^ar.—Rela-

tionship terms and relationship usages among the KayadU conform to the usual types that

obtain among the lower patrilineal castes of Malsbar with tome slight modifications. Fewer

relationship terms exist among the lower castes of the Malabar coast than among the

corresponding Tamil castes Thus, for instance, there are no separate terms for father’s

sister and mother’s brother’s wife. Obligatory crcaa-cousin marriage kadi to the mother's

brother and the wife’s father being known by the same term, as they always refer to the

same person. Privileges and functions of relatives are, according to Rivers, better defined

among peopk who posssss a more complex system of relationship terms. This generalisa-

tion seems to hold good in the case of the Nayaffis, because, in keeping with the simple kinship

terms, the allocation of functions ia also in a very rudimentary stale, eg., the important

ceremony of naming of a child may be done by the mother'a brother or the father'a sister.

Persons who arc not related at all address each other aa if they were related
j
if they are

of the same age approximately, they addresa each other aa brothers or aliters
;

if of different

generations, the younger person addresses the older aa unck and if still older, as grandfather.

Thia form of etiquette ia prevalent among most of the lower patrilineal castes of Malsbar,

but not among the strictly matrilineal castes who use the personal name followed by the

caate name.

The understanding of the linguistic and social significance of the kinship terms used by

the Nayadis necessitates an understanding of the terms in general use by lower castes round

about them in Malabar with which they are practically identical A brief account of the

more important of these terms must therefore ncm be given.

FATHER AND MOTHER.

—

There is only one term amma for mother. There are two

terms achthan and appan for father. The latter is used by the Tamils and by the lower

castes of Malabar, but the former is peculiar to the matrilineal peopk of Malabar and is
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being adopted by otbera in preference to their own term, appan. It ii curious, however,

that some patrilineal people who use the term appan for the father uses the term athehan

for elder brother. I am unable to offer any explanation for this. There is no doubt,

however, that, of the two, appan is the older term. Ackehan is a Pali term meaning " noble "

(Aryan) and it may be likely that the children of hypergamous unions between the Brahmin

immigrants into Malabar and native women used this term for their Ary an fathers and

later it came to be used by others also by the process of diffusion by prestige.

brother AMD sister. —The Tamil and Malayalam terms for brother and sister throw

some light on linguistic usages in the former country. Litcraiy evidence shows that the

Tamil terms annan for elder brother, lamps for younger brother, akka for elder sister,

and tankai for younger inter were used by the people of Malabar juat as the Tamils do

now. These terms were replaced in popular usage by terms derived from Sanskrit (tee the

list of relstionship terms). In Tamil no special term indicating the sex of the speaker is

used by the sister in addressing a brother or vice versa, while in Malayalam there arc tenna

to distinguish the age and kx of the speakrr ; when a sister addresses a brother, if the

latter it the older, the uses the term annates, and when a younger brother addresses an

elder sister, he uses the term penssaf. These terms are honorific plurals meaning respectively,

men-folk and women-folk. They are regarded as smacking of primitivcncss by some

people and therefore are being given up.

father’s mothu. mother's aim amd the* children.—As in Polynesia, " the father’s

brother receives the same designation as the father, his wife as the mother, and his

children u own brothers and sisters." Rank according to age is indicated by adding
•• big ” or *• small

’’ before - father
’’ and - mother.’’ So terms like *' big father,"

" small father,"
" big mother," and ** small mother " result, as in other classificatory

systems. Societies in which levirstc is unknown also use these terms, as for example, the

Nayare. Own brothers and sistcri are not distinguishable from the children of the father's

brothers or mother's sisters in any linguistic manner, such distinction being only sociological.

mother’s brother, father's sister and THER children.

—

Mother’s brother and father’s

sister’s husband are both termed ammaman, shortened sometimes into maman. All the

patrilineal people of Malabar use the same terra for these relatives. But most matrilineal

castes have no term for the Zither's sister’s husband as he is far removed from one’s kinship

circle, and therefore, by the term ammaman only the mother's brother is designated.

Repeated and obligatory crcas-cousin marriage makes the mother’s brother, father’s sister's

husband, and the father-in-law identical.
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We have seen that parallel cousins are addressed as brothers and sisters. Cross-cousins

are also addressed aa brothers and sisters, but in description they are referred to as mach-

chunan (for males) and maehtbumtktki (for females). Since wuidukunaiu are prospective

brothers-in-law, sometimes they are designated as aliyan (wife’s brother or sister’s husband),

and the machchumckdu as nattun (husband’s sister or brother's wife). According to the

Tamil Lexicon the word “ atiyan "
means "a beloved, sincere obliging friend". The

relationship between brothers-in-law is well described by this term as it clearly expresses

the intimate bonds of kinship obligations between persons so connected. An aliyan is

consulted on all important matters, and it is on him the responsibility of looking after a man's

widow and children falls in the event of his death. The beat things are always set apart

for the aliyan and he ia the best and the most honoured of all guests. Two Malayalam sayings

translaud below crystalline in a few words the nature of the brother-in-law relationship :

(i) " When one dives for pearls the aliyan must hold the rope." It shows tint a

brother-in-law ia the most trusted person.

(a) " Curry made of the head of the mackerel should not be given even to the aliyan

Head of the mackerel is regarded by fish-eating Malayalis as a very great delicacy. It ia such

a nice diah that one feels tempted to eat it without sharing it with any one, even one’s brother-

in-law to whom the best things are usually given.

A man addresses his elder brother’s wife as jyaktkntti, while the wife of a younger

brother addresses him just as the younger brother himself does. There is no avoidance

between a man and his mother-in-law among the Nayadts, though it ia common among the

hill-tribes such as the Kadars. A woman addresses her elder sister’s husband as jyahthan

and her husband’s elder brother's wife as jyaktkatti, i.e., just as her husband would address

her. A mother-in-law is called ammayi whether or not she ia own father's sister or mother’s

brother’s wife. There is always considerable friction between a mother-in-law and her

daughUr-in-law. Here again proverbs may be cited to explain synoptically the relationship

attitude between these two relatives :

r. " What the ammayi (mother-in-law) broke ia a man-tkalii (an earthen plaU) ; what

the marumakal (daughter-in-law) broke is a pcn-chalti (gold plau)." As the mother-in-law

moet often lives with the son and daughter-in-law, the two women work together ; earthen-

ware vessels which they use may sometimes be broken accidentally, but always the mother-in-

law makes light of her faults, but exaggerates those of her daughur-in-law.

a. '* Like the daughur-in-law weeping for her dead mother-in-law." When some-

one acts in a flagrantly insincere manner, this expression is used. These two relatives

have no love lost between them and when one weeps over the other, it is an instance of patent

hypocrisy.
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3. " The mother-in-law wants to enjoy the grief of the daughter-in-law even if she has

to risk her son’s death for that.” The daughter-in-law is disliked to such an extent that to

spile her the mother-in-law is prepared to commit any atrocity and herself suffer. The
proverb drives the point home by exaggerating it.

The position of a mother is tragically expressed in another proverb which is also

relevant in this context

:

“ A daughter is unwilling to grind some bran for her own mother, but for another

mother (i.e.. the mother-in-law) ahe grinda even iron." Daughters who are tenderly looked

after and little used to hard work in their own parental homes arc made to do hard jobs in a

merciless manner in their husband's houses by the roothen-in-law.

The relationship terms discussed above haw the tame significance for the Nayadia

as for others of the lower castes. While various castes differ among themselves to a certain

extent in met cultural nutters, such difference is least in the matter of relationship terms.

The Nayadia use terms derived from Sanskrit though the)- are far removed from the Aryan

culture of which auch terma are a part, which naturally leads ua to the conclusion that the

Nayadia may have borrowed them from more Aryanised castea. I have given examplea in the

preceding paragraph* which ahow that relationship terms do not have in Malabar the

fixity and unchangeable neaa that Morgan thought they had {see Morgan, " Ancient Society ").

Relationship Attitude in the Sayadi Famdy— parfxts AMD CHILDREN.—An outsider ia

often struck by the free and easy manner ia wliich parents and children behave towards

each other. Observing the absence of formalities within the family, upper caste critics

are often heard to say that the Nayadia have no respect for their elders. Among the

upper castes and some of the lower castes, a son or daughter is not to sit in the presence

of the father. This and other rules of decorum that the upper caste* follow arc absent in

Nayadi society. Young children are brought up in an exceedingly indulgent manner, as

children are not regarded at a responsibility, but as an investment (see the Section on

Domestic Ceremonies and Customs, page 6a). The mother continues to suckle a baby till

another ia born or sometimes till it is four or five years old. Their begging tours however

necessitates the parents leaving the younger children in the charge of the cider ones, who

arc thus saddled early in life with heavy responsibilities. The bonds of love and duty

between the children themselves on the one hand, and between the parents and children, on

the other, do not suffer, as they do very often, when the children grow and have their

own families. Complaints against sons that they have shirked their duty to their parents

arc extremely rare among the Nayadis.

HUSBAND AND win.—Being already related before the marriage, the husband and wife

among the Nayadis do not meet each other as strangers on the day of the marriage, a* the

bride and bridegroom do among other castes in the Malabar country. Up to the time of
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their marriage they would be addressing each other as brother and sister, but these terms of

address are dropped from the time of the marriage, or to be more precise, from the time of

the marriage negotiations. Very often young girls grow up knowing who will be their future

husbands. Between husband and wife there is no term of address, except the term ' rti *

which is only a vocative for female inferiors which the man uses to attract the wife's notice.

When they sre not quite accustomed to each other, even this term will not be used, but mere

sounds which would mean * you there,’ or * there.’ Young husbands feel * shame ’ when they

are asked to name their wires when their elders are present near. There it no tabu against

uttering one’s spouse’s name, though the existence of such a tabu is well known for

other castes among whom wives sre not to utter the husbands’ names whatever the circum-

atancea are. Among the UUadans, women observe the tabu against pronouncing the name

of the husbands in a very strict manner. They do not even pronounce nouns that have

the tame initial syllables as their husbands' names. (If the huaband's name is Chakksn

his wife will not mention CkaJJa, the Mslayabm word for the jack fruit, but will use some

circumlocutory expression to convey her idea.) Husband and wife among the Nayadis go

about together and talk freely in public. This kind of behaviour between husband and

wife is considered ' shameful ’ by the higher castes among whom a high degree of reserve

is maintained between man and wife when they arc in public. When a Nayadi goes to the

toddy shop, he is accompanied by his wife, and Malaysia who see Westerners going often

in public with their wives compare them to the Nsysdis and the Cherumaro. The verna-

cular word for ' wife ’ is not used by the men when they refer to their wives, but merely

the term ‘Nayaduhi' (which means female of the Nayadis) or simply. • ptnnu ’ (woman).

The woman in her turn refers to her husband as ” my Nsyadi.’’

Application of the Genealogical Method—Genealogies of only a few families were

collected, because the genealogical memory of the Nayadis was found to he poor on the

whole. Few people remembered anything about ancestors more remote than the grand-

father. The following observation on the question of the • ancestral tree * is found in

the Malabar Marriage Commission Report :

—

" It must be borne in mind, as a matter of fact, that the Nayars and Tiyans do not main-

tain ancestral trees and Mr. Winterbotham 1 believes as s result of hi*jemabandhi* experience

that there are very few marnmokkatlayam families who can ascertain the pedigree of them-

selves, and their relatives for more than three generations." If that is the case among two

advanced castes in Malabar, it is no wonder that the Nayads do not have good records of their

ancestors and thus disappoint the anthropologist who approaches the study of the social

organisation of the Nayadis with the methodological tool supplied by Rivera.

* MmtJums!.
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The genealogical tables collected show that people usually marry cross-cousins, and

only in their absence, classificatory cross-cousins. Married couples usually have on an

average seven or eight children. Remarriages are rare, widows being usually taken over

by the brothers of their deceased husbands.

Some instances are known of one person transferring hit wife to another, a brother or

parallel coutin. For example, in the village of Kizhoor there are two parallel cousins, Kunjan

and Sankaran who are the sons of two brothers. Kunjan being a clever fellow married earlier

than Sankaran who wai slow, quiet, and different from the others in being a tee-totaller.

Sankaran had great difficulty in getting a wife. After some trouble a bride was pitched

upon for Sankaran and a day for the marriage fixed. When the bridegroom’s party went

to fetch the girl, her relatives pleaded ignorance of the arrangement for marriage, and so

they had to return disappointed. Kunjan. the spirited nun that he was, managed to get

another girl to replace the one they were refused, but instead of Sankaran, the bride-

groom, marrying her, the was married to Kunjan, and his wife, Kali, who had two child-

ren, one by Kunjan, and the other by a previous husband, was transferred to Sankaran.

This peculiar arrangement had to be made, because the relatives thought that Sankaran

being so meek would not be able to control the new bride, whereaa Kali, the wife of

Kunjan, was a very docile woman and was sure of becoming an obedient wife to Sankaran.

This Kali’s first husband was a clan brother of both Kunjan and Sankaran, all of them

belonging to the Pataril Mam.

Chieftaincy.—In Ponnani and the adjoining villages of Cochin State the office of the

chief or Malta Nayadi is still a living institution and is hereditary. Raman, the Malta

Nayadi of the Kunnamkulam area, is about seventy years old ; he and his sister SiU were

my chief informants on his rather Tigue duties. The Mutta Nayadi acttles disputes

between hi* men and ha* authority to punish them either by fine* or by blow* on their back.

During the festive seasons the Mutta Nayadi is given preaenta by all his men. The chief’s

illam i* known as the ' royal home ’ and thi* Mam it supposed to be the highest of all.

The chief* father-in-law thus belong* to an inferior clan and ha* therefore to stand up and

show respect to hi* son-in-law.

The installation of a new Malta Nayadi take* place on the anniversary of the death

of the former chief. The ceremony is performed in two halve*, one at the local temple and

the other in the house. All the Xayadis of “ the eighteen Saint ” (what these eighteen

Sadat or districts are, no one now seems to know) assemble in the neighbourhood of the

Kakkad temple near Kunnamkulam town and get some water and flowers from the Brahmin

priest. The water is sprinkled on the old chiefs son to purify him, after which the

flowers are thrown on his head. Then the sffincs of the chiefs family throw grains of

rice on him, saying as they do so, "The headship of the Xayadis of the Talappulli
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country (a taluk of the Cochin State) it thia person's.” The spirit of the deceased Mutta

Nayadi is then supposed to come upon him. his whole body begins to shake from head to

foot, and the deceased chief proclaims his satisfaction through him. 1 The party then

return to a shed built for the purpose in front of the chiefs hut where they partake of

a fesat. The remaining part of the ceremony takes place at night. A branch of palakap-

payyani tree
(
Oroxylum indie nm) is brought from the jungle by the maternal kinsmen or

Inangans and is planted in the centre ofthe shed. A bundle containing rice, pepper, some

copper coins, betel leaves, and tobacco is tied at the tip of the branch, and some rice and

flowers are heaped near the bottom. The heir to the chieftaincy circumambulates round

the branch and climbs to the top of it, and as he does to. the Inangans throw up the rice

and flowers on him saying, " The lord of the Cochin country is about to get his • elder-

ship.’ The Umm (a young person of rank) is about to get his
4
elder-ship.’ Let him

get tho Aura (rank) of the grandfather." The new chief now gets down bringing with

him the bundle from the top of the branch. The affine* carry the branch with the new chief

riding on it, after which it is thrown into the water.

" Throwing rice ” is an essential part of the installation ceremony of the rulem and

potentates in Malabar. When a Nayadi elder is installed the affines acclaim him as the

Zamorin or the Rajah of Cochin, which he is not. The formula uttered show that the

Nayadi* are imitating their superiors and copy the bare outline of their rituals in connex-

ion with the investiture of royalty.

The shadow pole ceremony on the anniversary day of a man's death described in the

section on Domestic Ceremonies (pp. 6S If.) and the installation ceremony at Kunnam-

kulam bear close resemblance to each other. It is likely that in chiefly families the

death anniversary and the installation are combined.

No definite chieftaincy obtains among the Nayadis of Walluvantd and Palghat. In

the former, one of the officiants at ceremonies on the anniversary day of a man's death

is known at the Samntiri (the name b Malayalam of the Zamorin of Calicut, ruler of

Malabar at the time of the coming of the Portuguese to India), and another as Mflkoyma

or Overlord. These are mere ceremonial names now and it is unlikely that they ever

meant anything more.

Begging.

Charity and the Bering Carter.—From descriptions of the way b which the Nayadis

are kept at a distance by the rest of the Hindus, it might be thought the latter are wantonly

cruel to an inoffensive section of their fellow beings. The fact is, however, that both the

peoples concerned are unconscious of the oppressiveness of the traditional norma of behaviour

involved b the observance of untouchabibty. The Nayadis live chiefly on what they receive
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as alms on various occasions from the rest of the Hindu community. It is the privilege

and right of the Nayadis to beg and it is the duty of the others to give. Except for a few of

the younger generation of Nayadis none feds that it is derogatory to be a beggar. Charity

has been institutionalized and woven into the fabric of Hindu society with the result that

much of the emotional play which is at the root of charity in the west is non-existent here

—

which has led to the belief that there is no sympathy in Indian charity. When charity is left

to the sentiment of the group of givers, it is a risky kind of dependence for the group of

recipients. But when it is grafted in the religious faith of the donors, the lot of the beggars

is less derogatory and less precarious. The Pulluvans in Malabar arc another caste of

beggars who are also the priests for the lower castes when they celebrate serpent rituals. A
man or woman of this caste goes about from house to house singing songs that are supposed

to remove the evil eye. Whether or not they were once independent of begging for their

livelihood, they are, clearly a class of privileged beggars now. It is a sin not to give to

privileged beggars of this class, just as it is a sin not to give to Brahmins. Large numbers

of people who belong to non-begging cUues are now being drawn into professional beg-

gary, but their position is different from that of the begging cast*.. They have no right to

demand charity, but have to rouse and appeal to the sentiment of compassion of the rich.

Members of the begging castes like the Pulluvans and the Nayadis are not usually referred

to as ptthihakkar (beggars), but by their caste names only. Whs* is given as charity is

known as picheha or dhermam. That the latter word, which means ‘duty,’ came to have

the meaning 1 alms ' may seem curious, but because it is part of one’s dharmam (sacred duty)

to give charity, presumably the part has come to be known by the name of the whole. The
word danam (gift) which is the Sanskrit equivalent of charity it used only in connexion with

gifts to Brahmins.

Method of Beuing and Citing Charily.—Special days arc fixed for giving charity to the

Nayadis—Saturdays and Wednesdays in the Palghit taluk, Fridays in other parts of the coun-

try. In addition to these, there are also special days such as the twelfth days of both the

waxing and waning phases of the moon, and important festive days such as the Onam,

Vithu, etc. All the members of bis begging parish will be personally known to the

Nayadi. He stands at a great distance from each house to which he goes and cries out

* Tamprane, Tamptant ’ (Oh Lord) in his loud voice till one of the inmates hears him and

brings something for him
; it may be a couple of handfuls of hrnked or unhusked rice, or

more rarely a pie. When he is given something to cat the food is served into his arcca-

leaf food receptacle. The powerful voice of the Nayadis his frequently been commented

upon. Its training begins in very eirly years, for even children begin begging and

imitate their elders’ method of crying for aims. When a man howls loudly, people ask

him, “ Arc you a Nayadi to howl like this ?
”
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Sometimes it is more profitable for the Nayadb to beg on the road-side. As they cannot

remain on the road itself, a loin-cloth is spread by the side of the road and when passers-by

approach, a vociferous cry of • Oh lord, give something ' rings in their ears and induces

them to throw a pie or a quarter of an anna on the beggar’s rag. This method of begging

is resorted to only in urban areas near busy thoroughfares or market places.

Men of means make it a point to feed the poor and the Nayadis, particularly on birth-

days. Charity is supposed to prolong life and make its path smoother for him who gives.

People say that the merit of charity b the capital that man invests for his well-being after

death. It also adds to the kudos of a person if it b widely known that hundreds of the poor

were fed on hb birthday or on the occasion of tome other domestic ceremony. So when the

Nayadis are fed there b this double object present The Nayadis remember the uterisms under

which all the important men and women of their particular parishes were bom and have

a wonderful memory for them. When a child b born they enquire and make mental notea

of its name, the star under which it wu bom. etc. Then the following year they remember

to vbit the house and standing at the tasaal distance cry out. •* To-day u the birthdiy of

so-and-so. May the little tamfuran hve long." When a Urge number of Nayadis are to

be fed, word will be sent to the local Nayadi to get hb men from the neighbouring

villages. After they have all been given food which they eat in the open, Urey stand up in

a circle and raise a cry of ' Ah, Ah ’ which can be heard far. The leader of the group

says, " To-day the lamfuran has fed so many of us. Let all the vilUgcrt know” that. " and

then the cry b repeated in chorus Nayadb are fed with special attention on the occasion of

the feuts on the conclusion of death-rituals. In some parts of the Walluvanad taluk, on

these occasions they should be fed before any of the other Chandala 1 or lower cutes, as they

are regarded as the Brahmins among them, taking only their aacredncss into consideration

and not their rank. In giving chanty precedence is usually m the order of caste gradation

and on other occasions and in other places no such exception in favour of the Nayadi b
made. As, however, a atore of food from which a man of a loner caste has been served

becomes unfit for consumption by one of a higher caste, in practice, when a Nayadi has to

be served first, his share of food b kept aside before anyone eUc U fed, but b not actually

given to him until afterwards.

Death-Gift.—Of greater importance economically to the Nayadb are the gifts that arc

given them to ward off death. Such gifts are known u kola-dunam, Kala being the god of

death. The hour of death b supposed to be presided over by Guliks, the son of Satua
and the object of the offerings made to the Nayadis b to avoid death by placating Gulika,

Saturn, and other demons. It b considered extremely dangerous to have anything to do

mother is of a higher csaae'ibm «h* father. KtM of A* towet ana of Malabor are Cruadaliu icoiiding to thia

definition, theugh they ace mually referred to by Shu nunc by onbocox ILndus.
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with the offering* to these dangerous demon* and the Naysdi* are, therefore, doing a very

valuable service by receiving them. When a man is dangerously ill, a messenger is sent to

the Nayadi’s hut to invite him. The gift has to be received m the morning and never in

the afternoon. Paddy in an earthenware pot, rice, chillies, sesamum, mustard seeds, char-

coal, a cucumber, ar.d a coconut are tied up into a bundle in a black blanket or a new loin-

cloth and this bundle together with an umbrella and a wilking stick are waved thrice over

the sick person and are then handed over to Xayadi and not placed at a distance as in the

case of other gifts. It is said in the Jatimrnayam that the Kayadi utters a curse over the

bundle, “ Be dead, be rotten." and that the curse is supposed to have the reverse effect.

All my Nayadi informants, however, denied doing anything of the kind. They maintain

that the account of the author of the Jatimrnayam u a mere fabrication and say that they

meditate and invoke the aid of their ancestor* and gods to remove the evil influence of Saturn

from the dying man. All the offerings ait taken directly to the mannu and offered to the

gods and only after that are taken to tho huts. Children, and sometime* women, do not

partake of the food materials got in a Kala-danan as they are believed to have a deleterious

influence on them

In the Ponnani taluk when a man is very ill, a crude bier is made of bamboo, and the

stout item of a banana tree to represent a dead body is placed on it and taken by two relatives

of the sick man to the hut of a Naysdi with a bundle of the various articles that constitute

the death-gift and presented to the Xayadi*. Sometimes a figure of a man is made in boiled

rice with mustard seeds sad sesamum to mark the eye*. This figure is waved round the

sick man and then presented to a Xayadi. Sometimes, the dying man is asked to look into a

dish of oil and sec his own shadow in it and then this oil is presented. This presenting of the

oil is known as chayadanam (gift of the shadow or image). These offerings are clearly

symbolic of death, and the belief underlying the ritual* is that by mimicking death and thus

satisfying the anger of the demons the real catastrophe will be svoided. If the offerings

are not taken away from the house, the spirits will still linger there. The umbrella and a

stick in a death-gift symbolize the journey that the spirit of the man would take if he died.

It is often said that the Nayadis care very little about the fate of the man on whose behalf

ihey have received the death-gift. This again, however, is not true.

Divination at the Time of the Death-Gift.—The Nayadis have various methods of reading

the fate of a patient on whose behalf they hare received the death-gift. One method consists

in the diviner holding three burning wicks in his left hand and putting out their common

flame by stifling it between the fingers of the right hand. If the flame is put out with trouble

and bums the fingers, the patient will not recover. In a hopeful case, on the other hand, the

flame will allow itself to be handled " as though it were water," to quote an expression used

by my informant A second way of divining is by throwing up three lighted wicks and
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noting the direction of the burnt end* when the wicks fall down on the ground. If any

of the wick* has its burning end pointing to the south (the cardinal point of the god of Death),

the patient will not recover. Sometimes the diviner draws a circle one foot in diameter and

drops three or seven wicks into it. It forebodes evil for the patient if any of the wicks is

outside the circle. By tasting food the Nayidi diviner «* able to find whether a patient will

survive or succumb
;

if hopeful, the food will have its normal taste, etc, otherwise it will

" taste like a corpse.” In cases where the divination gives a bad prognosis the diviner docs

not openly convey the information to the relatives of the patient, but veils it in grave warnings.

Comparative Data on Dealk-Gift.—Brahmins receive gifts from persons of rank

just as the Nayadia do from commoners when someone is on the point of death. In the

royal family of Travancore, " when death is imminent kaladanam or the death-gift is made.

A buffalo is brought ; it is covered with valuable cloths, the neck and horns decked with

jewels, and a little fire in a pot tied under its belly, but without touching it. A Brahmin is

called, who receive* four parai (measures) of sesamum seed and a few rupee*, snd is then

mounted on the buffalo and sent away.”' In this ceremony of kaladanam a parody is made

of the passage of a spirit on the vehicle, the buffalo, of the god of death, to the world of the

fathers with an ample store of sesamum which is the favourite food of the spirita in Varna's

world.

In Cochin State, when death is imminent, two men arm thctnaelvea with pestles to which

bundle* containing varioua article* used in death-offering* are lied up. A small pit is dug

on the southern aide of the house of the dying person snd a cock is killed snd it* blood

poured there. The two men with the pestles then run southwards without looking back.

This ceremony is supposed to ward off death by simulation of it as the people describe the

passage of the spirit into the other world to be towards the south.

It is considered extremely derogatory for a Brahmin to receive the death-gift and before

receiving it they perform expiatory rites. Cases are also on record where Brahmins have

been outcaatcd for receiving gifts without the proper ceremonies preceding it.

Hunting.

S'ayadit as Hunters. —In the Keralcipatti (18th century A.D.) hunting is mentioned as

the profession allotted by Sankara to the Nayadis. Sankara's role as the creator of the

present social order and caste professions of Malabar is, ofcourse, a fabrication, but it embodies

a good deal of tradition that is useful to the student of cultural history. The statement in the

Knalolpatti that the Nayadis lived by the chase may be accepted as a historical truth. But,

despite the caste name Nayadi, which means ' hunter,* only a few of the Nayadis living

to-day do any hunting at all. Instead, they find occasional employment as beaters in hunting

parties that are organized by higher castes. Their skill as beaters and trackers is scarcely to
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be excelled. They manufacture the best hunter’s ropes and their hunting songs arc still

believed to have the power of inducing sleep in boars and other game. The growth of such a

superstitious belief as the last-mentioned strengthens die evidence afforded by the tradition

in the Keralolpath regarding the original profession of the Nayadis. The rigidity of the

forest laws and the Arms Act and the dif&ulty of making a bring by the chase must have

made the Nayadis give up their ancestral profession and become habitual beggare. This

unfortunate fall from huntus to beggars was accelerated by other circumstances such as growth

of population, mentioned in the section " Xayadi Country and its Cultural History " (pp.

Hunttrs’ Gods.—The god of the Nayadis, Maladaivam (god of the hills), who is believed

to protect them from tigers and other wild animals when they are out hunting, is worshipped

at most of their settlements. In a few places Nayadis worship Sasta or Ayyappan (Aiyanar),

the guardian deity of the jungle-dad hills protecting Malabar on her eastern borders, and also

the patron deity of hunters (plate vi. figure 3—mounted figure on the elephant). He ia

really a deity of the higher castes, but some of the Nayadis have adopted him. The tiger ia

alao occasionally worshipped and ritual dance in honour of the tiger-god takes place in con-

nexion with this cull (p. 79).

Mansur oj Trapping and Hunting 'The Nayadis occasionally catch monkeys in ropc-

ncts tied to trees by driving the animals into them. Rabbits arc caught in similar nets two

feet high and about four feet long tied screws some narrow passage into which die animals

arc driven by the small group of hunters. There are now few among the Nayadis who possess

any special skill sa archers, though it m said that a few decades ago many of them used

to shoot pigs effectively with their bows and snows. Hanng lost their skill si archers,

some of the younger Nayadis are extremely keen on possessing the country- made muzzle-

loading gun used by hunters in rural areas.

When the villagers decide to have a boar hunt. Nayadis and others who serve as beaters

and gunmen assemble at a central place in the village, when it n time for starting to the jungle.

There, the leader of the party announces to which particular part of the jungle they will go.

The belief is that if the announcement is made earlier, the beasts will dear sway from that

part of the jungle. Then the god of the hunters and the spirits of ancestors who were

good at hunting are promised offerings to make their venture a success. The hunters arm

themselves with muzzle-loading guns and lances, guns haring now completely replaced the

arrows and darts of olden days. The men with the guns station themselves on trees towards

which the animal is likely to come in its attempts to escape from the dogs and the heaters.

Such a station is called kadaru (passage). The Nayadis and other beaters begin the drive on

one side of the jungle usually the upper ind the dogs on the other. There is always very wild

singing during the beating and other stages of a boar hunt In a deer hunt there is much less

of it
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The name of the animal hunted is not to be mentioned during the chase. If it is, the

animal will escape. So the various animals of the jungle are given descriptive names which

the hunters understand .quite well. When a boar is seen the beater says, “ A
thom has pricked me. Get a pair of pincers (to pull it out).” This expression means

" I have sighted a boar. Please get the gun.” Seeing a fox early in the morning b

regarded by all people as very auspicious, but the good effects will be nullified if the name of

the animal is uttered. So in mentioning the incident to others the figurative name of the

animal is used. A list of the descriptive names used by hunters of Malabar is given below

Boar Vmypitiyae—He who catches ..attacks) by the mouth (tusks).

Rabbit Olacheketiau.—He that has leaf-like ears.

Fox Attuhatiyan —He that bites the goat

Deer VaUappolln.—Balblo of the jungle.

Porcupine KaJlalahorrae-Bnek among the stones.

Varanus Meehan hum—The deer of the pit in the soil.

Serpent Vttina vaypitiyan.—Ht who attacks by blowing with his mouth.

Hat -snake E/uttam vela*—He who has a tail like a writing style.

Elephant Kotathtkevraa -He who has umbrclla-like ears.

Bison Vellaeafpetit —Ekphant-huffslo of the woods

Tiger Chatan.

Distribution of the Kill.—The distribution of the meat of the game killed is a formal matter

and haa to be done in the manner traditionally prescribed. In the Walluvanad taluk, the

head of the animal is given to the villagers, on* of the hind quarters to the Nayadii, the other

to the Nayar chief of the locality, one of the sides to the man who shot the animal firat, the

other to the person who shot it second if a second shot was needed. Some meat is also given

to the carpenter and blacksmith of the village. What remains is given to the other people

who partook in the hunt.

Logan describes the method of dividing the game and hunting rights in ancient Malabar

thus

" The village hunt like everything else in the life of a Hindu community was

conducted precisely according to ancient corporate customs. The urpalli was the place

where according to custom game must be broken up. The man even who alone could per-

form thb office had a hereditary right to officiate. He was called the haihharan or attendant

(perhaps originally an cider of the village). As perquisite he had the other hind quarter

of the animal. The hunter who killed the animal had as perquisites the head and one fore-

quarter. A share of the flesh was given to each of the hunters engaged in the hunt, and three

pieces were distributed among those who came to the ttrpalk to see it cut up. The animal

was methodically cut up into eighteen customary’ pieces. The urpalli was a place in the

jungle duly consecrated to the hunting deity Ayyan or Ayyapp&n and it was in front of his
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shrine that the formal ceremony took place. The hunting season opens on the toth or nth
of Tulam (October-November) of each year and the* days are still considered of importance

in places where game is still to be found. The permission of the chieftain to hunt in his

territory was not required and it was nerer sought, and the idea of an exclusive personal right

to hunting privileges in certain limits is entirely foreign to the Malayali customary law. Such

an idea was only imported into Malabar with English courts and English law and lawyers.

There was a fundamental difference in the ideas from which originated the Malayalee law of

land tenure and the English law of land. . .
1

Hunters' Soagr—The following is a modem song sung by Nsyadi beaters, which is

believed to hypnotise the bosr

alupole kayyum kalumeranni ammamma ayyayya

With the fore and hind-legs coming down as the roots of the banian tree.

pontukolupole tandelium rtekunne.

With backbone placed like a piece of (bating wood.

kutira pole vain mnniekekunae.

With the tail flashed like that of a hone.

anapole eheeietuttu.

With the ear held sharp like an elephant's.

varakha pole terra veekeku.

With the tusks placed like plantain fruits.

atakka pole kannum tmriekeku.

With the eyes protruding like arecanuta.

korana pole mukkum veekeku.

With the nose placed like the fruit of the Koeaua .*

ettakotta pole talayum veekeku.

With the head placed like the water-basket of the water-lift.'

katavattannana.

Come to the gap.

tokkearinnanannuvannane tka tho-o-o-o.

Come near and near, 0 gunners.

The song is sung in a chorus, the singers being within hearing distance of each other.
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Directions to ore another from distant members of the party are given in lines of crude

verse. For example, when one ofthe beaters is to be asked to get into the circle, the cry a :

Saiulu po, thku mukku mula kuti eUUd lelikhe Kora-o-o-o

Get to the middle, beat into every corner and hollow, O Kora. 1

'* Nayattuvidhi " or the Rules ofike Chase.—Hunung was in ancient Malabar one of the

most popular of sports, but has now ceased to be so. Before all important national festivals

Nayar chieftains used to organise hunts in which they tried to excel one another. It is said

that there were magical formulx capable of summoning the game to the hunter, rites that

would ensure success in the chase, and charms that would make the hunters’ weapons unfailing,

and their persons invulnerable. Magical practices in connexion with hunting are, however,

being rapidly forgotten, and unless the traditions are quickly recorded, they will probably be

irretrievably loot. A full summary it given below of a rare palm-leaf manuscript in Malayalam

in the Madras Oriental MSS. Library entitled Koja/tundhi (Rules of the Chase) ; the

manuscript is unfortunstely in a very imperfect condition :

Some Nafa women were going to I'aihuniha (Vishnu's Heaven) with offerings to Vishnu.

On their way they saw four stone animal figures in the valley of Mount Mrru. They presented

these to Vishnu, who gave them life. One of the figures that got life ran into the jungle,

the second into the water, the third to the village, and the fourth fell down. That which ran

into the jungle became the wolf, that which jumped into the water became the otter, that

which went to the village became the village dog, and that which frll down became the fox.

Vishnu presented all these animals to the godling Ayysppsa who, therefore, became the god of

hunters. This godling dwells in temple* (kavus) the most important of which is the one st

Chamravsttsm in the Ponnani taluk. And the godling gave these animals to his worshippers

(Chevahar), and with them hunting became possible.

Next is described how the various huntere and their modes of hunting originated. Whc

n

Ravana shook Kailasa, Siva and Parvati got annoyed and wanted to send some one to see

who was disturbing them. From Siva's '* Glory " there arose a monkey which, however,

never returned to him. Siva threw his “ dory " out again, and from it arose a wild man

of the jungle. This man dutifully obeyed his creator's orders and brought him the news

that was wanted. The god was well pleased with him and blessed him and assigned to him

the happy life of the jungles with complete mastery over the wild beasts. THn« arose the

men of the forests, the Kattalas.

When Siva was fighting against Arjuna to curb his pride, he was assisted by the hunting

peoples. He divided them into eleven Kuhs (huts) and therefore eleven tribes ire found

among them to-day.

7
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When the hunting party were ready and before the drive was begun the men meditated

for a moment and invoked Ayyappan and other gods in order to avert risks from themselves

and their friends. The song which initiated the day's proceedings has the following com-

ponents

Ayyoyyo, for the invocation of the godling Ayyappan
;
ayya, for the spirits of the

jungle ; ento, again for Ayyappan ; ento, for summoning the dogs
;

ento, addressed to the

Nayara (hunters) ; tiro tiro tiro, to the beasts of the jungle ;
asiyattet, to the dogs

;
torayyo,

again to the beasts
;
onto ayanlayatto, to all ; and gala etto, to Gulikan .

1

The personnel of the hunting party consisted of men in charge of the dogs, at least

four beaters, the archers, and the Nayadis who were called the “ friends who stand at hand."

Then began the beating [feudal) which was preceded by a special form of cry

Etto etto ariyatto ariye ayattayatto.

Vayatto vatoypra.

The actual beating of the jungle was accompanied by the following cry :

—

UUalu ullalu ettoypullalu.

ILibya! malls hatti prru

Ayya tekku tekku etta etta etto etto.

Pattiyattatto ato atato nto

Ayya kukukyi kukukyi.

Ayya tekku kahymku patiyo.

Kuliyau vayitto.

Vaypitiyan ayyannattikoude—koBayyo.

Most of the expressions in the shove cry are meaningless sounds. The intelligible part

of it means : There it is. there it is. If it moves dose upon it on the south. You there, block

the passage out. Into the mouth of the Gulikan let it go«. Drive in and kill the lord, pig.

When the prey was moving about the cry was

Etto etto ayya tekku kahya patiyo.

Kuliyan eayitte vaypitiyan ayyanattskonde kolleyyo.

This couplet means :
" Drive the lord, pig, into the mouth of Death."

When the beast was lanced for the first time the « cry for the blood " was

Ayya ni etto etto—Ennuuni pattam itteto.

Vayfin munye ekoraymm—Kayyclaltero otiUrro.

Vannitiyal muriye otittero—TirtlakolIo tmekckukollo.

Vaypitiyan nuriyeekorayum—Prraani paitale kayyalattero.

1 Son oI Swum, pcnling one drytration.

* Tt* phraseam limply ” kill it "
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This song is addressed both to the wounded animal and to the leader of the hunt and

its purport briefly is as follows :

Oh you my child, have you put on the diadem T

Have you broken and wounded the boar?

Have they wounded you and made you bleed ?

Other songs of a similar nature are given that were to be used when the animal received fur-

ther wounds.

Diet

The production and distribution of food in the family, the kinship group, and the larger

local groups have as great a scientific interest as marriage or religion in any simple society.

No sociological study has ao far been nude of native diet in South India, though such work

has been done for Africa by several members of the London School of Anthropology >>

Sources of Food Material—The Nayidu produce very little in the way of food atufls,

for they obtain most of them by begging. In their kitchen gardens they cultivitc a few of the

articles which serve as subsidiary items in their dieary. They do very little fishing as other

communities specialise in it, and. moreover, few of them have access to the water where fish

is caught. Hunting and snaring in the jungles, and collecting in the rice fields, give them a

meagre supply of animal food of which they are very fond In the course of their begging

tours they get cooked food, part of which ia eaten on the spot and the rest carried home for

the children ; they get aa a rule unhusked rice, and occasionally chillies and salt. Part of

the rice b bartered for toddy, fish, tobacco, betel ksvc* sod nuts, condiments, coconut oil,

kerosene, etc. Very little actual food b purchased, except nudy aome sweets, or parched

or beaten rice. These things are purchased on special festive occasions at the fair* in

connection with the annual celebrations at the temples.

Vegetable Food.—Rice b the staple food of the Nayadb as of other people in South

India. The unhusked rice as it comes from the threshing floor b boiled and sun-dried, and

then husked. Husking unboiled rice b difficult as the grains are soft and are easily broken

into smsll fragments, whereas boiled and sun-dned grains arc harder and can stand pounding

better. Sun-dried rice b first beaten in a broad, low mortarf—Knntani) with a hole at the

bottom, till most of the husks arc removed. Then itb transferred to a smaller, but taller,

mortar (uraJ) and the beating with the pestle repeated till the brown alcuronc layer b removed

and the rice polished. The bran and the husks are removed by sifting in a basketry winnow

(muram).

The rice is washed further with cold waterjutt before it is to be cooked for eating. The

washed rice b put in boiling water for fifteen to thirty minutes till it becomes quite soft.

I Raymond Firth. " Ttie S<xiaocicai Said? Dus ”, VHI, 4 ;
Audrey L Richudt, *'

IIiMiecr and

Wot* in a Ssngv Tribe ”, 193a.
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When the rice is consumed as haitni or gruel, the water is not strained away. When it is

required solid as chons, the water is strained away with a basketrj strainer 1 or it is simply

decanted with the help of a wooden board placed on the mouth of the cooking vessel to

prevent the rice from coming out with the water. As the Nayadis, being very poor, cannot

afford to eat ekoru more than once a day, they take it only at night, whereas richer people

have it twice. The evening meal (attaram) is usually eaten between 7 and 9 p.m. In the

morning the Nayadis cither eat whit is left over from the previous night, which is generally

rice gruel with very little rice in it, or they prepare fresh rice gruel. Only the children get

something cooked for them at midday, the adults having to be contented till the evening

with the rice gruel consumed before B o'clock in the morning, before going out on their

begging tours. To the rice gruel salt is added to improve its taste and sometimes coconut

scrapings may also be added.

As subsidiary items of food various vegetables are used. Boiled bansnas with a little

alt added to them and flavoured with coconut oil are greatly relished with rice gruel. Tapioca

(Mavhol utilusiwus) is grown in the kitchen garden. The root of the tapioca is skinned,

boiled and eaten. Or for use with rice it may be flavoured with coconut oil in which mustard

has been fried. Dried chippings of tapioca are powdered and made into porridge. Sweet

potato [Ipomea batatas) is eaten green or boiled.

The starch from the fish-tail palm (Caryotaureas) b obtained by pounding the pith and

training it with water on a piece ofdoth tied aero*, the mouth of an earthenware pot. The
starch then settles to the bottom and is removed in a semi-solid condition after the water

has been slowly decanted away. This dries to a powder, which is then stored, The powder

is boiled with water, coconut scrapings and coconut jaggery to make a much rdiahed

porridge. 1’hc root of Maranda orunJmactae is treated in a similar way and very delicious

starch obtained. The starch of the umbrella palm (Corypha umhraeulijrra) is also eaten

during starvation months. The root* as well as the young leaves of Colotasia antiquorum arc

eaten after removing the irritants in them by thorough boiling, Cucurbitsccous plants arc

grown by all people and their leaves and fruits form the commonest vegetable dishes that arc

eaten with rice.

Animal Food.-The Nayadis and other lower castes hire a particular partiality for

non-vegetarian dishes, fish and meat being regarded as delicacies. Nayadis sometimes buy

dried sardines, prawns, etc., which are either merely scorched by placing them on glowing

embera or made into curries. The Nayadis invariably keep fowls, but they kill and eat

them only on very important occasions. e.g., the new moon day when offerings have to be

made to the spirits of the ancestors. The men kill the bird, remove the feathers by plucking,

and scorch the down and any small feathers that still remain. The crop is emptied of its con-

tents ;
the gizzard is cut open and cleaned. The entrails are not eaten. Flesh and fish arc

> -n* Nubian ic dia • Ktu c, Uriwaj u<lk.
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cooked alike* To the cut meat or fish a paste ofchillies with a trace ofturmeric is added, with

enough water to make the required quantity of stew ; when it is cooked fully, salt is added, after

which it is flavoured with onions fried in coconut oil. Nayadia occasionally get the meat of

the wild boar, rabbit, porcupine, jungle fowl, etc, but this happens very rarely. During

years gone by, monkeys that were accidentally killed orshot used to be sent to the Nayadia,

but now others also have begun to eat the prohibited meat of the monkey with the result

that the Nayadis do not get much of it. During the monsoon months pond snails [Pita

gtobota ) are plentiful in the fields. They are boiled in water, the operculum removed, and

the animal extracud from the shell and cooked in the same way as mutton. The pond

snail is regarded as a good remedy for pile*, and is therefore, eaun by people of higher

castes also, but for medical purposes only. Fresh water mussels and mussels from the

brackish water of the backwaters are also eaten. Crabs which are obtained in large

numbers in the fields during the rainy season are roasted on emberi end the soft psrts

eaten without further cooking. Occasionally the Nayadis catch mud-tortoiscs, which they

find by poking likely-looking heaps of mud with a sharp slick.

Nayadis have a certain notoriety for eating rata, which is regarded as an extremely dirty

habit. They, however, consider the rat delicious. Several South Indian tribes like the Irulas

and the Yanadia share the Nayadis taste for rat.

Nayadii do not eat any carrion and thia (act gives them s status above that of the carri-

on-eating Parayans They also avoid eating beef which is extremely repugnant to

almost all Hindus.

Spicti.—Tkt most important spice that the Nayadis use is chillies. To give a sour

taste to various relishes tamarind fruit is also added. Coriander, mustard, cumin seed,

garlick and oniona are other items added to produce flavour.

Drinks.—The Nayadis use the water in which rice has been boiled as a drink. The

tea habit is spreading among them very slowly, crude coconut or palmyra sugar (j*K8cry)

being used in the place of refined sugar.

Intoxicants.—The inflorescence of the coconut, fish-tail, and pilmyra palms give a

juice which on fermentation contains akohol and b known as toddy [kallu in Malayalam)

which is a cheap drink, within the means of the Nayadb. They can be found in the

evenings going with their women and chridren to the toddy shops. Tlicy have to remain at

a distance from the ahop and are not allowed to drink from or touch the cups that others use.

Instead, the toddy vendor pours the beverage into vessels which they take with them. Nayadis

say that they drink toddy because it relieves the muscular weariness of continued wandering

in the blazing sun. While among the higher castes drinking toddy b regarded as an anti-

social habit and looked upon with contempt, among the Nayadis it is regarded as quite s

normal and healthy thing, though excessive indulgence in it b condemned. The word ahop
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(which when pronounced by uneducated people becomes something like ‘Sap ’), stems to have

been one of the earliest of English words to be adopted into the Malayalam language, judging

from its general use, and has come to mean a toddy shop when used by itself.

Btltl Chaoing.—At least a tenth part of the daily income of a Nayadi is spent on betel

leaves, arcca nut and tobacco for chewing. First die betel leaves arc smeared with a small

quantity of slaked slime. Then the kernel of the areca nut » sliced and ground in the mouth,

followed by the leaf and last of all the piece of tobacco. The areca it supposed by its users

to strengthen the gum of the teeth, the juice of the betel leaf to remove the sliminess of the

tongue and die mouth, the tobacco to stimulate and energise die mouth, and the lime which

with the other juices form* a red mixture, to beautify die lips and the mouth. A 'white

mouth ’ (— untinted by chewing) is regarded unseemly and unbecoming. Teeth discolou-

red into a dirty brown by constant chewing of betel and nut are extremely common and

give the mouth a dirty appearance.

The sociological aspects of betel chewing arc important not only to the Nayadis,

but also to the people of South India in general. When a visitor cornea, the minimum,

but essential hospitality to be shown to him consists in offering chewing materials. In all

important ceremonies, betel leaves have to be presented to the visitor*. An inferior going

to a superior takes with him an offering of betel leaves for the latter. When there ia a

death feast in the house of a relative, betel leaves have to be taken by the relatives to be

given to the master of the house who gives the feast. Betel leaves are the commonest of

gifts between relatives. Younger people should not chew the leaves in the presence of ciders.

Young unmarried women should not offer betel leaves to youths as it is considered an act of

familiarity. When any one is tired, betel leaves are chewed as a stimulant. After every

meal elderly people make it a point to chew. It is only for chewing that the men and

women of a household sit together. The little box or basket containing chewing material

becomes for the Nayadis thus the equivalent of a fireplace in an English home.

Consumption of Food.—There is considerable variation according to the season in the

quantity of food that rach person in a family gets. Immediately after the harvests in

Kanni (August-Septcmber) and Makeram (December-January) more doles are obtained

by the Nayadis as people have more to give. The month, herkatakam (June-July ), when

the monsoon is at its worst, is the famine season
;
then none except tiie youngest children

get enough food to enable them to eat their fill. It b only on some festive days that

every one in the house gets adequate meal during this month.

Before eating in the morning all clean their teeth with charcoal, and the tongue by scrap-

ing it with the split midriff of the coconut leaf. Hands arc washed before every meal. In

the daily distribution of food the men and the boys get larger shares of food and arc served

earlier than the women and girls. When there arc guests they axe served first and the hosts
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cat only afterward*. Women cat in the kitchen separately from the men. The food is

brought by the wife or the mother in earthenware dishea and placed on the floor in front

of the men who sit on a plank or a mat.

The rice is miaed with the vegetable orfoh curry and made into boluses and these bolu-

ses are thrown into the mouth. The water in which rice has been boiled is drunk both when

the rice is being eaten and at the end of the meal. If there is anything left in the earthen

dish, the women eat it. It is also their duty to dean the vessels after the meal. Rice gruel

is eaten with a coconut shell ladle or with a leaf spoon. Stale rice gruel which has become

sour by fermentation is also drunk in the mornings during fsmine months.

Outside the regular meal times Xayadis get very little to eat- During the hot months,

mangoes, jack-fruits, etc., are available. From January onwards the cucurbitaccous plants

that they grow in their kitchen gardens begin to yield fruits some ofwhich are eaten raw.

Children are fed with rice from the fifth week onwards. A paate is msdc of the boiled

rice, and small quantities of it thrust into the baby's mouth with the index finger.

All animal food is avoided during death pollution. Flavouring of food is prohibited

during smallpox and cholera epidemics as the smell is supposed to attract the blind crawling

demon that causes these disease# •

Presents of food between neighbours and relatives of a kinship group are common.

Meat being a great delicacy is always shared. As has been mentioned above, it it mainly

on religious occasions when offerings have to be made to the gods and to the ancestors that the

Nayadis have meat food. The food offerings to the gods which one family makes are distri-

buted to the remaining families in the kinship group, because the food is believed to be

sanctified and the gods are the common gods of the settlement

That the Nayadis suffer from perpetual semi-starvation is obvious not only from the

meagrenesa of the list of articles that go to form their dietary, but also from their poor

physique and the deficiency diseases, such os the premature wearing away of the teeth, from

which they suffer.

The value set on rice is so high that their reverence for it is well expressed in many say-

ings and ritual attitudes to it. When some one treads on a grain of boiled rice, his action

meets with immediate disapproval of those standing near by who say, " You are trampling

King rice (Anna Rajah) down." Dropping mustard seeds on the floor is supposed to cause

quarrels among the members of a family.

Domestic Ceremonies and Customs.

Marriage .—It is the rule for every sdult Xayadi to marry and become a householder.

Among those known to me. there were no spinsters ; only one was a confirmed bachelor, but

he was a deaf-mute. Widows usually remarry even if they have several children, though there

. WWw, XLll.j.
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arc some that continue to live at the husband’s settlement with the children, begging in the

husband's parish. In obligatory cross-cousin marriage there is a social mechanism to provide

every one, however undesirable, with a partner in life.

Early betrothal is very common, the formality being undergone when the girl is eight

or ten years old. If a brother has a little daughter, and his sister a young boy, the sister

ties a string of beads round the neck of the young girl saying, “ She is for my son." Little

Ponni of Kizhoor is only ten years old, but she know* whom she is going to many. Ponni'a

brother told me that the cousin to whom the is betrothed gives her presents occasionally,

e.g., he made her a couple of nice slings which she aoid for an anna. The little girl felt shy

when I asked her about her fiance and chided her brother when he let out the information.

Intimacy grows up before marriage and leads to pre-puberty and pre-marital intercourse

between the prospective bride and bridegroom 1
. It ia very seldom thst an early betrothal

which is strengthened by occasional gifts to the girl is revoked by either parties. In one

instance, when the betrothed parties were not close relatives, but yet the young man was

allowed to have access to the betrothed girl, the promise was revoked by the man’s group and

as s result of the breich of promise, the two parties came to blows. The girl's mother told

me that, in apite of this mishap, she hoped that her daughter would he married by some

decent young man.

When betrothal si not effected early, the parents, or in their ahsence. near relatives on

the father’s side " go in search of
’’ a bnde, which means that they pay formal visita to re-

latives of thein who have marriageable daughters When a girl ia selected a ceremony is held

known as aehehara halyanam, i.e.. the formal settlement of the contract by paying a small

sum as " earnest money." At the settlement of the contract, the day of the marriage, the amount

of money to be paid as bride-wealth, and the number of guests who would come with the

bridegroom to the bride's house are all filed. If the bride is an own uncle's daughter,

the bride-wealth is only nominal. Where the bride b lets closely related the amount of

bride-wealth b greater. Most people are anxious to pay as high an amount as possible in

order to make divorce by repayment of the bride-wealth more difficult for the bride's rela-

tives *.

There b little likelihood of any higgling in connection with the fixing of the bride-wealth

which is about Ks. 2 to Rs. 4 in most cases. No marriages are celebrated in the months

of Dhanu (December-January) and Kumbha

m

(February-March) which are considered very

* The Naradei ha»e no knowledge of contrscefun m aberweet. Inn I heard ot only one illegitimate birth, and

here the ©Bender ms net a Neyadi but Mmradiyar "how felted by the iocs) lendkird to pay ccmpeouoan to the

Nerediprl.

hit deushter ii reseeded u chimrteriKjC ofAsuns. Ament the Vt4eAryans the t»ide bn&eht wealth with het in the

form of com. Brahmin* ia South Inda, however, used. not* recently, to pay for brides. I owe this informalion

to Dr N. Vecik»tanm«ruj7», Reader n Indao Homey end Ardueofefy m the Madras University-
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inauspicious. Those months immediately following the harvest are the marriage months.

Marriages are prohibited on the first day of every month, and during the pollution following

either death or birth.

On the esxning of the day previous to the marriage, five or six people of the bridegroom’s

group go to the bride’s house. Of these one ought to be the bridegroom's own sister or

in her absence some one who is closely related to him as a dassificatoiy sister. They carry

with them two pieces of cotton doth, one as a loin cloth and the other as a body cover for

the bride, and also some strings of beads and the cash to pay the bride-wealth. Such people

aa have ancestral figures of brass (plate ill carry them also, because they are anxious to

have every part of the ceremony gone through with the blessings of their departed relatives,

#

rhe bride’s people also get ready for her tome ornaments of brass and of beads and a nice

palm-leaf umbrella.

The ceremonies proper take place in the forenoon. The auspicious hour for the cere-

mony is usually prescribed by the village astrologer. The sister of the bridegroom dresses

the bride and ties the strings of bsads round her neck, or in some places, instead of the beads,

ornaments of brass or silver. NoNayadi marriage » possible without the sister. IntheWal-

luvanad and the Ponnani taluks the most binding part of the ceremony is the ritual eating

together by the bridegroom and the bride with their brothers and sisters
1
. Food is served in

an earthenware dish or on a banana leaf and the men sit on one side and the women on the

other. In the Palghat taluk this ceremony is replaced by Kananahkol or " wetting of the

hands " which consists in the father of the bride pouring water into the hands of his

daughter which is allowed to flow into the hands of the groom who keeps them just below

hers. This is comparable to the udaha p*rr* hanya danam (gift of a virgin with water)

of the Namputiri Brahmins and is probably a more recent adoption.

When a donor transfers a property lo another and retains no proprietary right " the

procedure is known aa hir atUperu (right obtained by water) and is similar in nature to the

' hand wetting ’ at the marriage ceremony*.

I Fo«the
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The close resemblance chat a Niyadi marriage in the Pilghat taluk bears to a business

transaction explains its nature as an essentially social matter without involving anything

religious. It merely intensifies by new economic transactions and the creation of fresh

relationship ties, the existing kinship bonds between two groups that are already related. The

eating together and the “ wetting of the hands " are for the validation of a social contract. It

may be said that eating together creates religious bonds, but such arguments are far-fetched

in the present context* Nayadi marriages are sometimes contracted outside the immediate

kinship group but do not then have the same stability that cross-cousin marriages have.

Since the marriage tie is not the only link between the husband and wife in an enjoined cross-

cousin marriage, any dispute between the husband and wife, or between their respective groups,

will be settled promptly, because the father-in-law of the husband is also his mother’s brother,

or father's sister’s husband. When there is only a distant relationship, disputes arc difficult

to settle and outside agencies such ss the landlord or employer have to be appealed to.

Resort to the courts to settle disputes is s costly method beyond their meant.

Divorce is not so common ss to deserve special notice. I came across only one woman

who was living away from her husband while he was alive. The husband was an incapable

man, and the wife ran away from him with aCheraman to a village where both of them were

unknown and lived as man and wife for a few days till her relatives traced her and brought

her back. When the wife waa brought back, the husband requested her relatives to send

her to him, but they refused to do so. The information given by the Nayadis is that divorce

takes place when the husband ts a ne’er-do-well or a tyrant, or the wife excessively Isxy or

quarrelsome. In the event of a divorce, the bride-pries has to be returned and accounts

of all money transactions settled. The guilty party bring responsible for the break up of the

marriage has to pay the other some compensation for the marriage expenses that have

been wasted. Most divorces take place before children are born to complicate the situation.

When there are children they are retained by the father. A divorced woman is allowed

to Me her children, but she should not look again at her former husbind. Children

being the only investment and insurance against old age that the Nayadis hare, the

divorced wife suffers a very serious low.

In the Walluvanad taluk an elder brother—own or classificalory— is allowed to marry

the widow of the younger brother, but a younger brother should not marry his elder brother’s

widow, because she is to be regarded *s haring the status of his own mother. This rule

does not, however, hold good for the northern parts of Cochin Sate Genealogical tables

of the Kunnamkulam colony showed that a man there had married his classificatory elder

brother’s widow paying the bride-wealth over again though it was not necessary to do so.

In the Palghat taluk lerirate either senior or junior, b unknown'.

ii held to sand is thepoubonof the Either o< the fasJy. Rss.C. R»o Bihwhu., "Goodt "

Amleop* VoL V.
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Polygamy is me among the Nayadis, but it is not unknown, eg., Kandan of the

Olavakkot colony married two sisters, first the elder and then the younger, when the first

was found to be' barren. Children by the second wife are usually known as " children of

the second house (Auto) ” which expression reminds one of the primitive custom of each of

the co-wives having a separate hut. The co-wives among the Nayada live together in the

same hut.

Panikkar.1 ascribes a very curious marriage custom to the Nayadis which consists of the

girl being shut up for a while in a hut of green boughs and all the young men eligible to

marry her standing round the hut. each thrusting a stick into the hut, the one becoming the

husband of the girl whose stick she catches. Iyer* ascribes the same custom to the Ulladans

quoting verbatim the passage from Panikkar. So far aa the Nayadis are concerned, such a

form of marriage is unknown, nor do the oldest among them remember anything like it

prevailing even in bygone days.

Puberty.—Nayadi girls generally attain puberty between the ages twelve and fifteen,

the reason ascribed for its delay in some cases to the latter age being the general under-

feeding and the poor physique consequent on it. After puberty the girls reach full

womanhood very rapidly. Moat of the marriages taking place before puberty, girls menstruate

for the first time in the husband’s house sod the ceremonies in connection with it are at the

expense of the husband’s people. The vernacular expression for the first menstruation is

' letting the age be known-' In some places the girl is secluded in a hut of very small sire,

but in most others she is kept in the corner of the living hut screened off by a piece of cloth

or green leaves*.

This seclusion lasts for a fortnight Men should not eat anything cooked in the hut

in which the girl ia kept. She is bathed oo the 4th, 7th and 9th days by the sisters of her

husband in a tank or puddle of water. On the ninth day when they go to the tank, a man,

usually a cross cousin, carries a ball (a triangular frame of the leaf sheaths of the banana tree

with short pieces of the tender white leaves of the coconut tree stuck into it with lighted wicks

in it) in front of the procession. The girl has to immerse herself in the water seven times. At

the seventh time the bali ia floated over her bead. This is suppmed to remove all evil spirits

that are likely to have entered her when she was in a delicate condition readily susceptible to

their attacks. On her return the girl puts on a new doth, an umbrella is held over her, and
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the men cry out arappue aloud, this bang a cry of joy or victory according to circum-

stances. All the relatives arc then fed sumptuously. The whole ceremony is known as

tirantu kuli or tirantu kalyanam (bathing after the first menstruation or the auspicious

ceremony in connection with the first menstruation).

Prtgnatuy and Child-Birth.—When it is known that the wife b pregnant, the husband

lets his hair grow long and stops shaving his beard. It b said that in the sixth month of preg-

nancy Nayidi women are given the flesh of the monkey to make the delivery easy. In the

eighth month she b given a mixture containing various herbs, the ceremony being known as

“ e«ing the sour things.” After thb ceremony a woman who b pregnant for the first time

b generally taken to her paternal home as it b believed that her mother will take belter care

of her than any one ebe.

For delivery, aa for menstruation, a special hut b built some distance from the house and

the woman b attended by her mother or some other female relative. It b neccsaary that the

hut for confinement must be far from the ums.

Wherever there are Mohammedans, experienced Mohammedan women assbt at the

delivery, but in other caaes, very little outside help b available. The after-biith U buried

under a stone slab on which the mother aits and bathes ; the belief b that if it be allowed to

get dry, harm would befall the baby In caeca of djficult delivery holy aahea (of burnt cow-

dung) are thrown on the woman by an elderly man after due meditation upon the ancestors

with the ashes in hb hands. If lactation b poor, the father of the child cuts the stem of

some plant with latex, usually a Ewpkortia, and makes the milky juice flow—evidently an

example of sympathetic magic.

Barrenness and abortion arc believed to be caused by evil spirit* eating the ftrtua that

b being formed. In some women such spirits take a permanent abode causing them to

grow weak and emaciated.

Thurston records that the Nayadb practise couvadc :
“ When she (the wife) b in labour,

her husband shampooes his own abdomen, while praying to the gods for her safe delivery."

My Nayadi informants did not know of any custom among them that could be compared to

couvade, but told me that others had also asked them sbout thb curious custom.

Birth pollution lasts for twenty-eight days during which any one who touches the woman
becomes impure and has to take a purificatory bath. On all the twenty-eight dip she b bathed

in hot water, after having her body smeared over with turmeric paste. She is fed well and

' Ccwvade it common among th« Kor.vim tad tar outtxn ha. i«.n recorded by AJ Bourn in the folio*mg
ward.

" “ <fcJd * P«P** *•» F««ed*r attmaco to the ma, doc to the wocun." Serhar. Edward,
'• A1 Bouni’a India V«k L. p. t*t.
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given several herbal preparations to mate her strong. She is specially susceptible to posses-

sion by spirits and, therefore, carries with her always the knife with which the navel cord

was cut, when she goes out from the house to answer the calls of nature, the iron of the knife

having the power to keep evil spirits away. Certain evil spirits are believed to have no regard

for her impure condition, while the generality of them avoid her. Those spirit* are attracted

by the human blood that they can get from haemorrhage during and after delivery. The
woman is given nothing that is supposed to eooi her, e.g., bananas, toddy, etc., as it is supposed

that they will retard the healing proceas, while hot suboances such as mustard, asafmtida,

pepper, etc., are supposed to do her good. The cooked leaves of Moringa pteiygospcrma,

a common vegetable food, are believed to help lactation.

Homing and Rict~Giting.—On the twenty-eighth day, the mother bathes and ceases to

be polluting. The child is given a morsel of the staple food, rice, by its father's sister, or

its father's mother and the name to be given to-it is muttered in its ear, or in some places, it

is spoken aloud.*

Nayadi personal names are, some of them, the names of Hindu gods, and the real natura-

listic descriptive names that arc characteristic of the hill-tribes. The usual male names axe

Chattan, Chcmban. Randan. Krohnan, Kunnan, Kuppandi, Hagan, Nilakandhan, Palan

Raman, Rckkan, Sankaran, Teyjan, etc., and female names Aykhi. Ayya, Chakki, Chinna

Kali, Kuppa, Kurumba, Nagu, Nangayya, Nangcli. Nih, Ponni, Sita, etc Of these Krish

nan, Raman, Sankaran are well-known Hindu names, Chattan is a degenerate form of Sasta

a name of the South Indian village god Ayyanar. Chemban is a really primitive name mean

ing, * he of the brown colour \ Randan is the name of the god of the Palni Hills, Palniandi,

form of Subrahmanya. The name Palni is that of the sacred hill on which that god resides

Kagan refers to serpents that are worshipped. Kunnan means “ small one," Kuppandi means

the “ mendicant of the rubbish heap." Among the female names, Kali is that of the wcl

known Hindu goddess to whom the names Nili (the blue one) and Kurumba are also applied.

Sita is the name of heroine of the epic, Ramayana. Ponni means " the golden one Nagu

means the " Serpent ”, Nangcli and Kangs are both characteristic Namputiri Brahmin

names, the meanings of which are not quite clear. Aykhi and Ayya arc old Malsyalam words

which meam * mother.’ Kuppa means rubbish. Chakki it in all probability a degenerate

form of Sakti, the femak aspect of the Divine. The Nayadis haw such a short list of personal

names that even within a small group names are very much repeated, and persons are referred

to, for example, as Big Raman, Small Raman, etc.

Some low castes of Malabar like the Cherumans and Kanakkans who are very near the

Nayadis in social gradation name their children * Nayadi ’ on the supposition that this will

nc«-r>in* ,n th* fcrth
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give the child a longer lease of life, because the mean and lowly associations of the name would

make it beneath the dignity of the god of death to take any notice of its bearer.

It is an inviolable rule that a child should be named after some close relative either dead

or living. This practice does not involve any belief in reincarnation, because the idea

of reincarnation is unknown to the Nayadis and to other low castes. It is done only to

commemorate the dead, or honour the living

Hair-Cutting and Ear-Bcring.-D»e hair of the new-born baby can be cut on any day

after the twenty-fifth day from its birth. The mother's brother cuts the hair and the child's

father has to present him with four annas, if it is a girl, and four or five times as much if it is

a boy. Sometimes the unde is also given a cotton lom-doth. Till the age of ten, girls used

to let the hair grow only in the patch at the crown of the head (see page 87) ; but nowadaya

they begin to grow it all over the head from the age of three or four.

The maternal uncle bores the earlobes. Formerly it is used to be done late, but now for

girls it is done between the fifth and the seventh years, and for boys when they arc a few

months old. The mother’s brother gives the child a piece of cotton cloth and gets from the

child’s parenti a preaeni of a fanam (four annas and eight pies). Close relatives are given a

feast by the parents of the child on the days of hair-cutting and ear-boring. On those days

food offerings are made to the gods and ancestors of the settlement. But nowadays there

is a growing tendency among the Narad* and among the higher castes also to treat these ritet

in a casual manner and to omit feasting* and formalities.

Death Riiei. Because of the difference in the degrees of contact with other antes, the

mortuary practices of the Nayadis differ in each of the three cultural areas, Palghat, Walluvanad

and Ponnani with parts of Cochin. In the description of death customs that follow, the

points of difference are noted. When death approaches all the relatives pour water, or water

in which rice has been boiled, into the mouth of the dying person. It it a privilege and a duty

to do this laat service to a dying relative. Referring to a child the fond parent is usually heard

to say, •*
I have to take care of it, because it will give me water, when I am dying." No regret

is more keenly felt than that for one’s inability to pour a few drops of water into a dying

parent’s mouth. When the eye rolls backwards, life is believed to leave the body either

through the nose or the eye. Evil-doen die with gaping mouth. What goes off from

the body is known as ttyir (energy), or jitan (life). It is also believed that soon after death

the blood in the body dries up.

From the moment of death all the agnates of the deceased person are under pula

(pollution) and are called pulakhar (these under pollution). They are interdicted for

fifteen days from going on begging excursions, from sharing, from smearing oil on their bodies

or heads, from chewing betel leaves and from partaking of animal food. For a period of twelve

months after the death, the wife or the mother or both of the dead man must cover their
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heads when they go out. For the fifteen day* of the death pollution they must remain indoors,

a custom which is known as * sitting in the shadow Those under death pollution are

prohibited from approaching the mannu. It is thus dear that the mourners are regarded

as unclean and on a par with women in menses in so far ceremonial purity is concerned,

but the dietetic reguluions for them are like those for sacred fasts. Durkheim is of opinion

that the interdictions observed by the Australians during mourning are a proof of the sacred

condition of the mourners. Among the Nsysdis, however, we find that the mourners become

more ' profane ’ in spite of the series of food tabus. The interdictions on the Nayadi mourners

are in the nature of canalised modes of giving expression to the grief by mortification of the

flesh and arc no indication of the sacredness of the mourners.

Immediately after death the corpse is covered with a piece of cotton doth. All the relatives

are sent for, particularly the brothers and sisters, for no dead-body should be burnt or buried

before the brothers and sisters have seen it. The women wail all the time, the characteristic

way of expressing grief at this stage being by beating the breasts with both the palms simul-

taneously. The relatives by marriage who come in one after the other bring with them tobacco

and betel leaves. When the relative* have assembled, the body is decked with all the

finery the dead person possessed. In some localities in the Ponnani and Cochin areas,

bathing the dead is insisted on. The sons throw grains of rice and leaves of tnlaii on the dead

body, whch is then swathed in a new piece of doth. Tula* {Ocimum Sanctum) it a well-

known plant very sacred to the Hindus.

In the coastal villages of the Ponnani taluk dead bodies are buried quite near the hut

where the deceased lived. Only in and around the Pslghat taluk are there special bunal

grounds, common to all members of a caste, usually situated on the bank of a river. Accord-

ding to the Kcralolpatti' each caste had a common burial ground till the days of the great

Hindu teacher Sankara who ordained that each man should bury his dead near h® own house.

In these places, therefore, the body is carried by the sons on a frame-work of bamboo that

looks like a crude ladder. Only the male relatives follow the corpse to the burial ground,

women remaining in the hut. The chief mourner ia the eldest ton or in the case of a person

without children, the eldest of the younger brothers In the interment of the body, the Naya-

dis take particular care to dig the grave very deep for two reasons (1) the bones of Nsysdis are

much sought after for magical purposes, as it is a common belief that, if piece of a Nayadi bone

is buried in a particular place, evil spirits that share the abhorrence of the upper castes for

contact with the Nayadis will be kept away, and (a) there b always the risk of the grave being

disturbed by burrowing animals, particularly foxes. Nayadis living near rural towns like

Olavakkot make it a point to bury their dead only st night and keep the place of burial a close

secret. The body b carried seven times round the grave in an anti-clockwise direction and
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lowered into the grave from the eastern side. The mat on which the deceased used to sleep,

his walking stick and the little basket in which he kept betel leaves are thrown into the grave.

The body is buried face upwards with its head to the south, and its legs to the

north, the only exception to this rule being that in some pans of the Palghat taluk the

corpse is buried with the head to the north. 1 When the grave is half-filled, thorny shrubs

are put in to prevent jackals from getting at the corpse. When the whole grave is filled,

eanh is heaped up along its whole length forming a mound, on which three boulders are placed,

one over the head, one over the cheat, and one over the feet. The Nayadia themselves are not

quite dear as to the object of placing the boulders on the grave. It has been suggeated that

they are to prevent the spirit from escaping, but this explanation is based on very superficial

knowledge of the facts connected with death rituals among the Nayadia. It is not one of the

objects of the mourners to imprison the spirits in the graves, nor do they believe that the

spirits inhabit the grave. Aa the Niyadia themselvta suggested to me, the boulders may be

simply for the purpose of strengthening the interment.

Before returning home from the burial ground, the rite of katlum to!urn tvkkai (placing

the stone and the twig of leaves) is performed. On the boundary lines of die burial ground,

north and south of the grave, the chief mourner plants a leafy twig and places on it a small

boulder, declaring as he does so,
•* We shall not crow this boundary line until there it another

death." Any Nayadi who has to pass by the burial ground talus care that he does not tread

in the interdicted area.

Placing the leafy twig on an object was in ancient Malabar a legal method of imposing

a tabu on an object and preventing any one from touching or removing it In the jungles, even

now, one occasionally comes scrota people placing a leafy twig on faggots or pieces of wood

they have collected to prevent any one from taking them away. Goods used to bo attached

by courts of the native rulers by placing a leafy twig on them On analogy with these local

practices, the placing of the boulder and the twig of leaves on the boundary line after the

burial may be regarded as tantamount to dividing the region of the dead from that of the

living. Reference to similar practices are found in the Vedas.

For ten or fifteen days 1 from the day of death, every rooming bali (sacrificial food) is

offered to the departed. All the agnates bathe, and after tucking their wet loin-cloth between

their legs, sit on the left heel with the left knee resting on the ground and the right knee

raised up. Then, led by the chief mourner, each places a few grains of moistened rice (bah)

on the tip piece of a banana leaf. When all have done this, the chief mourner moistens and

TT*! i bury I

!
Nayada and a a am paabk so Owrml

ol (nine P*ahn Nayadia
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f of this aberrant practice
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then claps his hands. Hus dapping is supposed lo invite crows which, accustomed by habit,

arc easily brought in large numbers to the spot where the grains of rice are placed and eat off

the leaves, quite readily. Crows refusing to take the offering means that one or other of the

mourners has not observed the tabus properly. Only Caras maaorhynthvt
,
big crows

without the pale collar, are known as bah-kakka ( kakka is the Malayalam word for crow),

though the common craws, C. tpUndent, are also fed with the bah offerings.

Reference was made in the section on ‘ Soda! Organisation ' to the piece of the shroud

called usham or remnant which is cut eff after the body has been swathed. The chief

mourner keeps for himself the Largest part of this remnant giving smaller strips of it as tethamt

to the rest of the mourners. Each is expected to haw his utham always on his head except

when sleeping, till the fifteenth day, when on the completion of the mourning all the

tethanu are buried in the mud of the tank in which the mourners bathe.

On the third day there is an elaborate offering of toddy to the deceased. The chief

mourner sits facing the west and the rest of the mourners facing him. A piece of banana

leaf is slightly warmed to make it soft and small cups are made from it. Two such cups are

placed one on either side of the chief mourner, toddy is poured into them, and seven grains

of rice and seven pebbles are put into the teddy in each. A kind of brush is made by tying

together flower heads of Uueat aipera and each of the cups » provided with one brush. The
chief mourner stands up and sprinkles the toddy from the cup on his left with the leucas brush

sewn times on his toes and the eighth time on his breast ; then with the brush he sprinkles

toddy on the mourners sitting opposite to him. When this has been done, they proceed to

partake of the toddy kept in earthenware pots for their consumption. In the villages near

Kunnamkulam this ceremonial drinking of toddy is done immediately after cite burial.

A portion of the toddy is kept apart in s small pot for offering to the deceased. When
the mourners haw finished drinking, the chief mourner pours a few drops of the toddy from

the small pot on his right big toe, accompanying the act by muttering, *' As (I) have been

giving to (my) father up to this day. so here, (I) giw ”, and then he touches his forehead

by way of salutation. The formula giws some clue to the meaning of the rite. The drops of

toddy poured on the toe are for the spirit of the deceased and the drops poured on the

mourners are to make the latter participate ritually in the consumption of the liquor. Similar

participation in the offerings both by the celebrant ofa rite and the deity or the spirit is a

characteristic feature of numerous ceremonies of other castes also.

In the Palghat taluk the offering of the toddy is made in a somewhat different manner.

Before the mourners partake of the repast of toddy, small squares of palmyra leaf

are cut, the chief mourner bends owr the pot of toddy, and taking a few drops of the

drink on a square piece of lea/, throws it backwards owr his head. This is repeated

thrice, but no formula is uttered ; the chief mourner pours out the drink first for himself and

then the rest follow his example.

9
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On the seventh day special baU is offered, consisting of rice, mustard, green gram cakes,

milk, and crude sugar (jaggery), which are then sprinkled with water by the mourners and

carried in a vessel to a pool of water in which it is immersed. People living near the sea

throw the bali in the sea.

On the night preceding the last day ofdeath pollution, the mourners have to starve. Next

the Inangan prepares the materials for the final day's offerings, which consist of boluses of

cooked rice, rings cut from coconut kernel, fappadam (fried gram cakes), and bananas placed

on a bell-metal dish. Lighted wicks are placed on the dish with the food materials. The
chief mourner (or the daughter in the caae of woman) carries the offerings on his head to a pool

of water, wades in as far as he can go and immerses the vessel. The Inangan cleans the

vessels and brings them back. All the mourners are then shaved 1 except the chief mourner

who continuea to go unshaved for one full year (plate v, fig. 4). One of the sffines acts as

barber on this occasion, though at other times, members of ooe household are each the other's

barbers. After the shaving, the Inangan removes the death pollution of the mourners by per-

forming toll, i-e-, sprinkling on the mourners water to which cowdung and the barb of several

varieties of the fig tree (Fiemi re/igiota, F. bengalenw, etc.), have been added- The same

solution is sprinkled on the hut and also the place where the secred stones are kept. In

some villages a mixture of cowdung. gingelly oil. and water is used for the tali. The

mourners break the tabu against smearing their bodies with oil and bathe to remove the

pollution. Cowdung in water is a common purifier, and the oil added to it serves to break

the taboos when the mixture is sprinkled on the person under pollution.

Elderly people in the Walluvansd taluk are wroally cremated, not buried. In one

instance an old man died in the month of Mitknnam (July-August), when the monsoon is

a t its height and dry fire-wood extremely scarce, so his relatives used doors and windows for

making the funeral pyre. Such a the importance attached to cremation. The corpse for

cremation is prepared in the same way as for burial snd placed head to the south on the pyre

which is usually made of the wood of the mango tree. Coconut shells arc placed below the

faggots as they catch fire more readily. The son then sets fire to the pyre on the left side at

the leg end and the maternal uncle or his sons at the head end. The person who sets fire at the

head end receives a present of about four annas from the chief mourner either on the day of the

cremation or on the sixteenth day after death, and he. in his turn, gives the chief mourner

two or three pieces of new cloth. After the fire has consumed the body, the agnates and

Inangans go anti-clockwise round the pyre seven tiroes. On the seventh day the charred bones

are gathered. Sixteen teeth or if they are nor all found, pebbles to make up the number, the

various joints and all the cranial bones arc collected, tied in a piece of white doth and placed

in an carthenwire vessel. The Inangan gathers the charred bones from the funeral

ofthe
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pyre, the chief mourner picking up only one of the teeth and the cranial bona. Wien
the Inangan has finished collecting the bones, he explains to the chief mourner the

parts of the body to which each fragment belongs. The pot of bona is suspended from a

Fteas or some other milky tree 1 outside the compound fence of the huts of the mourners, and

on the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth days, water is sprinkled on it to * quench its thirst.'

On the sixteenth day some copper coins are put into the pot of bona and all the relatives, men,

women and children, throw rice into it. On the seventeenth day the ceremony of ‘ going to

the river ’
is held. The chief mourner taka the pot and gives it to the Inangan, who carries

it on his head on a pad made of cotton doth. The pot is buried on the bank of a stream, its

mouth flush with the surface of the soil. Boh' is performed and after bathing the mourners

return home.

On page 77 of the Madras Museum Bulletin. Volume IV (1901), Thurston write*: " Some-
times, during the seventh month after death, the grave is dug up and the bona are carefully

collected, and spread out on a layer of sticks arranged on four stones placed at the corners of a

pit." These charred bona were collected in a pot and tied on a neighbouring tree and then

buried by the aide of a stream- Such double burial is now very rare- But in the esse of

women who die at their husbands’ village, the entire bona, or if that is difficult, at least a

few fragments of the bona, have to be sent to her paternal village so that the may have her

resting place along with her paternal incolors. Her grave is, therefore, opened st the end of

the first year and the bona are gathered and tied in a doth. If a Nayadi man happens to

die fir away from his house and is buried there, his reladva dig up the bona and take them

to hia birth-place. Some twenty yean ago, a Nayadi girl near i'attambi was drowned and

her body could not be found. Her relatives felt very keenly their inability to have even a

piece of the girl’s bona.

The belief of the Nayadis in the survival of the dead is very strong. Rckkan, the seventy-

year old Nayadi of the Olavakkot colony, gave his views on this important question in very

categorical terms when 1 asked him for an expression of opinion. “ My dad father," he

said, " is with me in my home, otherwise what is the meaning of the offerings that we make to

our karanavans (cldere) I They help me when I am in trouble, shield me from danger, and

come to me when I invoke them." The Nayadis talk to their ancestors 11 if they were alive

and standing before the stones representing them they weep and pray and beat their breasts.

Though there is, of course, some fear of the spirits latent in the heart of the Nayadis on

account of the difference in their respective modes of existence, the relationship between

the dead and the living among them is nevertheless tender and affectionate.

dcwJinsjJ^clceh.
'**** c®gj ofibe
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The spirit is supposed to wander till it is “ housed ”
(Kuti ttkhuka). This housing cere-

mony is performed cither on the fifteenth day after the death or on the completion of the first

year. All the sons and daughters go to a pool of water wherein they have already placed a

piece of stone about one or two feet long, immerse themselves in the water and while they

are still wet, take the piece ofstone to the manna where stones representing ancestors and

gods are kept (plates vi, vii, viii. figs. 1*5 ; 1 ; 2, 3). In the arrangement of the

stones the usual mundane considerations of sex and rank prevail, stones representing women
being placed behind those of men. and children close to and in front of their parents. A large

mannu will contain as many as sixty or seventy stones. The gods arc represented

usually by bigger stones
;
sometimes they may be smaller, but then they have a prominent

place, either in the centre or at the beginning of a aeries. When a local group of Nayadis

grows Urge and is composed of separate branches still continuing to live in the same locality,

the sociological subdivisions are reflected in the arrangement of the stones in the mannu
which is likewise divided up into sections, to that the immediate ancestors of the different

social sub-groups tre segregated and each group makes iu separate offerings. When a new
atone is planted, quantititea of rice, coconuts, betel leaves and arecanutt are placed in front

of it
;
all the relatives pour coconut milk on the stone and then the chief mourner pours on it

the blood from the neck of a cock as a sacrificial offering to the spirit now given a pUcc by

the aide of the goda and ancestral spirits. Sometimes a wooden figure roughly carved to

look like a human being ia used instead of a crude atone (pUte ri. fig. 2, 3). In some
parts of Cochin State, Nayadis in addition make metal figures of the deceased as shown

in the illustrations in pUte ix, figs. 1-4. Fig. l ia an armlet with human figures on it. One
of the figures is that of a man with a gun in hit hand. Such armlets arc worn on important

occasions by the men. Fig. 4 is s tab, an ornament worn by women, with a figure in relief

on it with its hands in the anjati pose (salutation with the palms joined and placed on the

chest). Such omsmenta are worn by women on special occasions, but are usually kept

reverently in a safe corner of the hut. Figures a and 3 are in the Berlin Museum fur

Volkerkunde for which they were collected by Jagor 1
in about i8yo. He got them from

the neighbourhood of Calicut, an area where now there are no Nayadis to be found, and

described them as images of gods. It seems to me more likely that they arc of the same
nature as the figures on the armlets.

Celebration of " the twelfth month ", i.e., the anniversary of a man’s death, is done in

an elaborate way. In Kizhoor. where 1 witnessed it, the ceremony was as follows

The relatives of the dead man assembled the night before the anniversary day, each

bringing his or her contribution to the expenses either as cash or as rice and other necessaries.

Towards midnight a branch about 10 ft. long of palakappayyani (<Oroxylum Indicum).*

* KshmUtk. »«. p. fa.

a Any other tret with plenty of btti cat be
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was brought from the jungle by the Inangans (the sisters' children) and its bark was com.

pletely removed. The Inaugaiu carried the branch (which is subsequently called niraltandu

or the ' shadow pole ’) preceded by groups of special stagers who danced and sang to the

accompaniment of drums. Some of the songs had direct refere nceto the rituals of the

ceremony. One of them is translated below

Line- 1 Tamnrum taninnam tanninnan/

„ a Come up the shadow that lies low down

„ 3 It is the shadow that lies low down

„ 4 Tannt tamo tanipfa taita.

„ 5 Come forward the shadow of the elder of Nediyiruppu

„ 6 If there is the
11 shadow and water " of the Samntiri, let it come down.

„ 7 Even if there is error or fsult, the shadow come forward.

„ 8 (My) Grandfather learnt the learning

„ 9 After the grandfather, my father learnt this

„ 10 Let the blessing of the elders come forward

„ 1 1 Let the blessing 0/ the brother come forwwrd

„ l a Five tammutta shadows, hear

„ 13 Samutiri's shadows, hear

,,14 Of the Kolepulli village, the Nsysdi youth am (I)

,,15 lam guarding the panda! of the royal house of Kannappataril.

The song is not a coherent whole with a central theme. It is addressed to the “ shadows "

(spirits of ancestors who arc known by the same word at for shadow) that are lying on the

earth dissatisfied. The first and the fourth lines arc meaningless words that indicate the tunc

of the song. Nediyiruppu in line 5 is the name of a royal house of the Maitbar country. The

Nayadii probably love to compare themselves during the collective effervescence of festive

occasions to the royal families known to them- In line 15 the Kannapatanl illam is referred

to as the royal house of Kannapataril. " Shadow and water ” of line 61a a literal translation

of the expression Ninon niralnm, but the meaning is
"

spirit.” The '* error or fault " in line 7

refers to errors of omission and commission in the ritual which make the spirit remain attach-

ed to the earth- Lines 8 to 1 1 have reference to the leading singer of the dancers who

explains how he got his proficiency from his father and grandfather, after which he invokes

his teachers' blessings. The word tammutta in line ta means the mother’s family group-

Line 14 again refers to how the singer is keeping up the prestige of the family of the mour-

ners by his singing. There is s good deal of rivalry in singing and, therefore, good singers

arc always in demand.

The " shadow pole " was then planted upright in the shed. All the people assembled

threw up handfuls of rice exclaiming, “ Let the shadows that lie low come up. If there is

anything wanting for them, let them come up." One of the mourners then got possessed by
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the ancestral spirit and expressed his satisfaction with the ritual honour paid to him. The

rite of niralu kettal, or tying the shadow, followed next- The oldest of the agnates of the

deceased person tied parched rice, unboiled rice, beaten rice and paddy in the four corners

of a new piece of cloth, which bundle was then tied at the top of the “shadow pole."

Then the eldeat of the ' uncle ' group got up the pole and untied the bundle. The
Samutiri (Zamonn), who in Kizboor belongs to the Kurrikkatan Ham, said while he was

getting up

:

•• Mtkkoyma mettala vettikko "

•• Overlord, upper end you cut."

On hia coming down with the bundle he was presented with five new loin-cloths by

the mourners. The rice, etc., in the bundle was taken by the man who climbed the pole

to hia hut and offered t« his gods.

The next part of the ceremony wa» the " uprooting of the tree " by the Samutiri. One

of hia men said, “ Now let the Samutiri come and dig up the tree." The Samutiri went

round the "shadow pole " thrice, pulled it out and placed it down with its top to the east and

bottom to the west- Two umbrellas were placed at tbetopend and the Samutiri handed

these umbrellas to the chief mourner who had been, for the past twelve montha, observing all

the tabua of death pollution, growing bis beard and hair (plate v, fig. 4) cooking hia own

food and offering bali daily. Accompanied by the mourners the Samutiri carried the pole

to a tank of water whert it was buried in the mud. In the water the mourners went

thrice round the " shadow pole " tinging the song translated below

Let u« go to bathe in the weedy unk.

In the weedy tank we bithed.

The " shadow pole " lies low.

Let it come up, the " ahadow pole".

This ends the solemn part of the ceremony. Then followed some step dances accom-

panied by various more or lesa lively songs in which singers compete wnh one another.

Among these the following traditional song must however be included

There was the coconut seedling with one leaf.

There was the coconut seedling with two leaves.

(the same line a repeated but with the number of leaves progressively increased

in every succeeding line up to seven.)

The seventh was a rotten one.

The eight was an inflorescence and 00 it came a tender coconut.

And it became a full-grown nut.

And a one-tusked elephant came to husk the nut-
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When cui into two the kernel ihone like the rising lord. 1

And when scraped it filled a sieve.

And the second half filled another.

Then the coconut scrapings were all put in one (sieve).

Then Chi Rainan Kunnan ' came.

Came and upset it.

Don’t you see his utter stupidity ?

Returning home after the bath, theSa main threw rice on the mourners who stood in a

row opposite him. saying as he did so " If the •shadow ’ has (the) Samutiri, let (it) rise

up ", by which he told the spirits that it was the Samuliri that invoked them to rise up and

that they should obey his orders. Then the Jmamgsm shaved the head and face of the chief

mourner. After the ceremonials of the day the widow of the deceased man was allowed

to wear her bead necklaces, which had been removed on the day of 'he husband’s death.

On the conclusion of the ceremony, the Sawastiri was presented wi'h three narit (measures)

of rice and was given all the toddy that remained after the offerings to the ancestors at

the maun*. The singers were presented with pieces of cottoo cloth, the manner of giving

consisting in the donor throwing them round the neck of the recipients.

An all-souk day which resembles the " shadow pole " ceremony very closely is cele-

brated in the month of Vriukikam (October-November) during yean of trouble and pesti-

lence. According to the Nsyadis the object of the " shadow pole ” ceremony is to placate

dissatisfied apiriu by raising them from their low position of attachment to the earth. In

the songs of invocation they are asked to rise up. The parched rice and the tree with

milky juice arc both attractive to the spirits and their rising up is assisted by the throwing

up of rice. When the shaman with the spirits of the manes on him declares that they

are pleased the pole ia uprooted by the Samutiri. a tribal chief with a very grand title

appropriated from the most powerful landowner in Malabar.

Among the Ulladans there are rites in connexion with the spirits of the dead that

bear close resemblance in ideology to that of the “ shadow pole ” ceremony. The spirit of

the dead man is entrusted to the chief who carries it with a few grains of rice from the

burial place and goes to a temple. The grain* of rice are thrown up into the foliage of the

sacred fig tree there. The chief then solemnly asks the sons of the deceased to look after

their father as though he were still living The ceremony of throwing grains of rice

up into the tree is in all probability a process of raising up the “ low-lying shadows ” to

a sacred status.
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Religion and Magic.

" Gods and Ancestors."—Then is no confusion in the mind of the Nayadis as to the

distinction between their gods and ancestors, and if they were told by a theoretical anthro-

pologist, that the former were derived and evolved from the latter, they will not agree with

that opinion. The mannu to the Nayadi is "the place where gods and elders arc kept."

Ancestral spirits are linguistically only ' ciders who arc dead and gone Their ritual

attitude towards gods and ancestors is however, very little differentiated, in spite of the

linguistic and ideological distinction made. The rites connected with the installation of

the • elders ’ and the periodical offerings to them are also used for the gods in all their

essentials. Pieces of granite or, in more advanced areas, wooden or metal figures, serve to

represent them materially, hut the gods have larger stones and occupy a more prominent

place in the mannu. The tame ritual food is offered to the gods and to the • elders \ and both

give their * manifestations ’ through shamans in the same traditional ways, their personalities

being distinguishable not through external paraphernalia, but through the words spoken

and the attitude between the profane worshippers and the two classes of tacred beings.

The ancestors, through sacred, are intermediate between the gods and living men. Coda are

universally worshipped and are common to all, while the ' elders ' who were members of a

particular kinship group only, are not paid any special regard by outsiders, except that in a

very few instances the spirit of a particularly brilliant hunter or magician is worshipped by

a larger group than hia own kin. The origin of a god ia a mystery, but that of an ancestor

ia not. An ancestor remains permanently attached to his group, but a god’s attachment

his to be sustained by sacrifices. Gods are more powerful both for evil and for good than

the ancestral spirits who are, on the whole, beneficent as a rule and bring only minor ills

aa reminders of neglected sacrificial offerings. A person is under no special obligation to

worship a god unleu such worship hu been a family tradition, or unless he choose* to do

so for his own private ends, but ' looking after ' hi* deceased relatives is a duty that no

one may shirk. Ambitious people add to the gods that they worihip at their mannu,

but obviously, the number of ancestors cannot be added to in a like manner.

" Kalam."—The elaborate ceremonies in connexion with the annual kalam in honour

of the gods and ancestors of the Nayadis at the colony it Kunnamkulam were witnessed by

me in the month of Kumbkam (February-March) in 193a The word kalam by which the

whole series of ceremonies is known, denotes only the designs in flour made in front of the

atone representations of the sacred beings and is, in fact, a minor part of the function.

Another expression leu commonly used and being rapidly given up means " seeing the

gods ”. The mannu at Kunnamkulam (plate viii, fig. 3) is under a cashew-nut tree

[Anacardium occidentals ) in front of one of the huts. There are half a dozen rude triangular

pieces of granite representing gods and ancestors; a long-handled ceremonial sickle

designated val (sword) with white daubs on the handle is placed against the trunk of the
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tree ; all the brass armlets with the figures of ancestors on them (plate ix, fig. i) are also placed

near the sickle. Late at night before the ceremonies began, the small enclosure was swept

and smeared with cow dung and decorated by some linear designs drawn with rice flour.

Whitish strips of coconut leaf from a young and unopened frond were suspended here and

there for ornament.

Before proceeding to the description of the rites, it ia necessary that the nature of the

gods worshipped in this colony should be briefly described. Malsdaivam, the principal

god of the Nayadis elsewhere (a god not worshipped by many others), is worshipped here,

but his importance is eclipsed by that of three deities of more genera! popularity, especi-

ally Kali, the fearful goddess, the most powerful, and at the same time the moat popular of

all sacred beings known to the people of Malabar. Her headquirtcn is at Cranganore in

the Cochin State. She ia the goddess of good fortune, of snull-por and other pestilences.

Popularly ahe is known as the amna (mother) of Cranganore.

Second to Kali in importance b Chinan , known also as Kutti Chattan (young Chattan)

or Ulladan Chattan. Though the word Chattan b a corrupt form of Situ, a synonym for

the village god Aiyanar, he seems to boar no reboon to that god. He b a very impiah deity

who pesters people by hb pranks when he b displeased, but bestows prosperity on those

that pleases him. It teems passible that he may be a deified ancestor.

There ia in addition to Kali and Chattan a third sacred being worshipped at the colony

under the name Muttappan (Grandfather). Muttappan. as the meaning of the word suggests,

b an ancestor, but the link between him and the present generation b mythical. The
Nayadis at Kunnamkulam do not have in their mannu atone representatior* ofevery depart-

ed relative, but only of those whose spirit* proved troublesome.

The old man of the colony waa too weak to pby hb part as the prieat-shaman in the

day’s function, so hb aon deputised for him. He began by offering cooked food, placing

it on banana leaves in front of the stones. The shaman has an assistant who b called

maniyahharan (— the manager of a temple or priest’s uabtant) who next handed him the

tickle and fastened round hb (the shaman’s) waist a string bearing suspended from it the

half a dozen armlets with the ancestral figures thereon (plate ix, fig. i). The shaman held

the sickle between hb two hands and stood in front of the stone in the aufoH pose (ix.,

with the palms together in worship) with hb eye* dosed, hb feet together, and his legs steady.

The audience sat in two rows which sang songs alternately. The purport of all the songs

was to invite the ancestors to partake of the offerings placed for them at the mannu. One

of the songs b translated below :

—

Line i Oh you, oh you. Grandfather ;
1

,. 2 Tittittara tcittara
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Line 3

.. 4

•» 5

6

» 7

.. 8

.. 9

•• >o

•• >2

.. '3

I. «4

.. «3

•• 16

.. «7

18

» *9

The lecond end third bnea we refrains that we repented after every few lines. In line 5

the leader of the group of lingers addressee his companions. Line 6 refers to the placing of

the sickle near the stone*. Line* 7—10 narrate the items of the food offering. The old

Guru or teacher in line 1 1 is the ‘ grandfather * who was presumably well-versed in magical

lore. The cock referred to in line 1a. is the one whose Wood has been sprinkled on the stones.

The reference to its crowing ckwly is to indicate that it is full-grown. During the celebra-

tions of the annual festivities at the bigger shrines gunpowder is fired from a mortar. Calicut

referred to in lines 14 and 16 is the headquarters town of the Malabar district and was the

capital of the ancient Hindu ruler, the Zamorin. Anati and Bharam in line 17 are auspi-

cious aaterisms in February-Mwch on which gorgeous feasts are celebrated at most of the

Kali temples in Malabar. In line 19 the ‘ grandfather *
is invited to come coughing, as

the author of the song conceives of him as s decrepit old man. which is s good poetic hit.

The vigour with which the songs were sung and the cymbals beaten gradually increased

and when the noise reached its climax, the shaman began to tremble, limbs first, and then

the whole body ; the hands were then thrown out, the sickle held aloft, and he began to

jump up and down shouting ha ! ha ! All the audience then stood up and the whole

atmosphere became electrified. The shaman accompanied his ‘ ha ! ha 1
’ by broad smiles.

He stopped jumping for sometime and then walked to and fro shaking his sickle, and calling

out to the goddess Kali and telling the audience, '* My children, you know the prowess of

my Mother.” As the shaman wen: on in this manner, his assistant, the mantyakkaran

Tana tana tani tinam lulu.

What fun. what nice way !

Tittillara triltara (etc.)

Oh, little sons, play in a circle, youths.

The sacred * sword ' has been kept bent ;

Rice has been kept fried
;

Arrack is kept in an earthenware cup
;

Take and eat the powdered stuff.

Black arrack haa been placed for the old :

Have you seen the old Guru ?

There is t cock that crows clearly.

In which grove (temple) have they begun firing the morurs ?

From Calicut we hear it.

In which grove do we hear the shaman shout ?

From Calicut we hear him.

It is anati, it is bkarani, in KuuMan.
To-day is the dsy of the grandfather.

Cough and laugh and come, oh, old man.
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also became possessed and acted in the umr way following him up and down. An elderly

member of the audience asked the latter if the ‘ grandfather ’ was not satisfied with the

offerings and if he had accepted everything. Now the cock, an important item of the

offerings, was omitted as the celebrants were very poor. The shaman’s assistant asked,

therefore, " Where is the changanadu ? ” The word, * Changanadu,' I was told, is the

Nayadi shamanistic term for a cock. The audience promised that it would be given the

very next month. Through the assistant the celebrants asked the ‘ grandfather ’ to protect

their children from all diseases and accidents. Immediately afterwards the assistant subsi-

ded and sank into the arms of the men who came to his help.

The shaman then began beating his back with the Hat of the sickle blade and his

cheat with the butt. 1 was told that more experienced shamans inflicted wounds on the

head as a proof of their supernormal state, to heal which turmeric powder would be put in.

It is said that the shaman feels no pain if he is really possessed. After a short period of

self-torture by the shaman, all the Nayadis present were counted, a few grains of rice were

given to each, and while all the people and the shaman shouted " ha 1 ha 1 ", grains of

rice were thrown in all directions over them by the latter, the assistant shouting at the same

time that every one of them will be wt!I guarded and their number will not decrease.

Then the shaman showed signs of relaxing, the natulan! took the sickle away and held him

in his arms, while the exhausted shaman gasped and sank to the ground supported by
others of the group of celebrants.

Scarcely had the shaman finished his manifestation of the Muttippan (grandfather)

when another young man was suddenly found rolling on the ground. I was told that

Chattan, the impish spirit, was on his body. The youth's mother wept at the sight

of her son rolling and threatening the N'aysdis there by saying " I will wrench the throat

of one of you here." He was given five burning wicks with the flame put out which he

swallowed. He was told that proper rituals would be performed on a near date. The
essential rites in honour of Chattan consist in the shaman walking through the burning

embers of a fire made of the wood of jack (Artocarpu iulrgrifoba), mingo, and ayiti {Arto-

carput Ursula) trees. It is of interest to note in this connexion that fire-walking is rare

in Malabar except in the northern-most taluks, and its survival in a few Nayadi villages

unknown to other castes seema to indicate that fire-walking was once more widely distributed

there, though it has now disappeared except in secluded social islands remote from newer

influences.

My Nayadi informants were not clear on the relationship between the spirits that came

upon the shaman and on his assistant. The Muttappan is easily identified by the direct

references to him in the songs and from his using the term grandchildren when addressing

the group of celebrants. Other deities address their audience only as children. Regarding

the spirit on the assistant some Nayadis said that it was a greedy ancestor.
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In North Malabar where Muttappin worship is strongest, there is always a campanion

to the chief spirit and the two share the offerings. Among the Xayadis the cult is found

only in a degenerate form, but eren among them, the Mutuppan does not ask for offer-

ings, but leaves it to be done by his assistant. Analogy with the practice in North Malabar

suggests that a subordinate spirit possesses the assistant. In that case his relieving the

Muttappan of the unpleasant duty of reminding his worshippers of their omissions would

be very natural in view of the local habit of rich landlords employing subordinates for

similar purposes.

The little that remains of the cuk of Mutuppan will disappear from the colony as soon

as the few old men who are attached to it die. A new shrine on the Hindu model with a

Hindu god in it has been made ; animal sacrifice, the use of toddy and arrack, and the shaman

dance have all been mildly interdicted
;
and the avidity with which these higher Hindu notions

are accepted and assimilated is a clear indication of the psychological graviution of the Nayadi

mind not only in matters religious, but also social, artistic, and even gaatric.

The manner of offering sacrifice, etc., to ancestors in most parts of the Walluvanad uluk

differs in many details from that observed at Kunnamku lam. The rites which I witnessed

at Kuhoor in the Walluvanad taluk on the ijth of March 1931 may be regarded as typical

of the ares. Here the Hin was under a teak tree, where, in addition to the usual pieces

of granite there were wooden figures of ancestors, similar to those at Pattambi (plate si, fig. 3)

and bronze figures of a boar and a goat. The last two were substitutes for s sacrifice of

the real animals in fulfilment of vows which could be carried out as intended. The last

day of the month Makaram (January-February) is considered to be an auspicious day for

making the offerings. There was another reason that necessitated their aelecting that

particular day, because from the first of the next month, Kmmbkam, the monthly aeries of

shadow plays (Au/ri.) would begin st the local Kali temple during the course of which no

minor gods and other sacred beings may be honoured in any special way, as dial would be

regarded as derogatory to the goddess.

All the materials necessary for the offering were collected by three o’clock in the after-

noon. About a rupee worth of toddy was purchased. The cock for the sacrifice could

at any time be taken from among the poultry which Xayadis habitually keep. Banana leaves

on which to serve the offerings, coconut oil and wick* of rolled cotton rag for lamps, and rice,

chillies, coriander and coconut! for the preparation of the offering were all assembled together.

The proceedings began with the oldest of the Xayadis there (Sankaran) cutting the neck

of the cock and pouring the blood directly on all the stones and figures under the tree.

Earthenware vessels for cooking were placed on crude ovens near the teak tree and men

began cooking the cock and also rice. Women are not allowed to come anywhere near

the mannu during the ceremony, though they can watch the proceedings from s distance.

Men cook only on ceremonial occasions like this and during big feasts.
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While culinary activities were going on one side. Sankaran’s uncle. Kunjan, a very old

and feeble man came near the teak tree with sandal paste daubed on his fore-head, chest

and arms, stood in the same posture as the shaman at Kunnamkulam and began trembling

in a very feeble manner. He had no sickle nor assistant nor songs. After working himself

up to a degree of tremulousness, the old man went round the manna thrice, then coming to

the starting point, shouted " Hey ” three times in succession and subsided. Very little

notice was taken of the performance.

Each of the family groups cooked its offering* separately. Only the right leg of the

cock was cut off and offered raw by being placed in front of the stones. The rest of its flesh

was cooked by Sankaran's group. Old Sankaran now sat facing the west in front of the

atonea with the pot of toddy near him. One of the younger Nayadis poured out a few ounces

of the beverage into a coconut shell cup. The old man looked st it, meditated over it and

drained it off in a single mouthful. Sankaran is a teetotaller among a people who regard

drinking as quite the proper thing for mankind, but the force of religious custom it so strong

that on rare occasions of this kind he breaks hit own self-imposed labu. Then he gave

similar cupfuls of toddy to every male present there, touching the liquid before it was given,

after which wicks were lighted in front of the stones in small iron saucers of coconut oil.

Then a leaf-plate was placed by each of the four families present behind the lamps with

all their tips towards the east, though oa non-ritual occasions the rule is that the tip of the

leaf should point to the eater's left Rice and cock curry were then served on each of the

plates. Sankaran waa observed to touch each of the plates one after the other. After

allowing the food to remain for some tunc, the lesf-plates were removed, and all

present, including the women, partook of it. After the eating waa over, the area round

the tree waa cleared of the cooking utensils and the boulders that served as ovens. Led by

Sankaran everyone went counter-clockwise thrice round the mannu When, in the course

of the circumambulation, he reached the east and west points, each participant assumed the

anjali pose. On completing the third round the shaman stepped, began to shiver and stroke

his hair and gradually to work himself into a frenzy. He held his palms up and kept on

continuously shaking them, and jumping up and down with as much vigour as his feeble

frame permitted- He asked a for a sickle, but none waa available. The Niyar landlord

under whom the Nayadis at Kizhoor worked promised that he would get one made for the

next occasion. He required it for the torture which the shaman at Kunnamkulam waa

seen to subject himself to. Saying that be expected everything to be well done at the celeb-

rations in the month of Karhatakam (July-August) he quickly subsided.

The many aspects of shamanistic practices found in Malabar are so complex that they

cannot be dealt with here. Much of what passes under that name is mere pretence and acting.

But in some cases an amount of dissociation is attained and the person gains a certain degree

of anasthesia. I came across a Parayin shaman in Pazhayannore village of Cochin State wbo
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on the slightest excitement such as was occasioned, for instance, by his meeting s stranger

like myself, began to act is though he were in the initial stages of a shamanistic performance.

The actions and mode of speech used are socially conditioned under the influence of tradition.

The genuineness of a shamanistic proclivity in any individual is easily recognised, but

though a spurious shaman may be greatly doubted, he will not readily be condemned, as

people always give him the benefit of any doubt-

Nayadi Pantheon.—"The following is a list of the sacred beings worshipped at the

Pudivangam settlement. They are typical of the Palghat taluk. These with the gods already

described complete the Nayadi pantheon :

(l) Kalladi Mull**.—The deified ancestral spirit of the Kalladis, a low caste of

professional shamans. This spirit is conjured in all kinds of sorcery, especially to cause

inflammations of the extremeties. Offerings of toddy, rice and the blood of cocks are given

in the month of Dhami (December-January) and Tulam (October-November), generally,

on a Sunday morning. It is only after making offerings to Kalladi Muttan that ones own
ancestral spirits should be attended to.

(a) Samyan.—According to the Xayadas this god is supposed to bring ill-luck and

is, therefore, worshipped to ward off calamities. Saniyan is the Saturn of the Hindus.

(3) Vilanehtn.—K form of Kali, the goddess of small-pot According to the legends

of Malabar, Kali was installed on the sea-board of the country as its guardian on the west.

(4) Gnhhhanmar.—Teachers, especially of magic, are honoured after their death

by being worshipped in the mannu

(5) Karanovanmar.—' EMen * or the spirits of the deceased, sometimes referred to

as Mullanmar (old people).

The oldest of the ancestors that they remember is named and spoken ofu the Mutttppan

or the Muttan proper. In the Palghat taluk he it an intermediary between the gods and his

living descendants, and has the important function of intimating to the latter when the gods

are angry. When offerings are made to him he informs his men through hit shaman whether

any of the gods » particularly angry. " Just as you expect to be served your food at regular

hours, to the gods wait for their dues and get angTy when they arc disappointed "
; in these

words Kandan of Olavakkot, my chief informant at thst place, summarised the Nayadis,

attitude to their gods. The Mutttppan is said to be able to enjoy the *' vapour " of his

offerings only after the gods have had their fill of the “ vapour ’’
of thdra. The Muttappan

is given offerings only st dead of night and women are not allowed to come near the spot

where the rite takes place. The food offered to him is cooked with the very bitter seeds

of Slrychnoi nux vomica in a new earthenware vessel. A cock is killed and the blood

dropped on the piece of stone that represents him, and the cooked meat with rice and

distilled country spirit are placed in front of the stone (plate viii, fig. 2).
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At the Nayadi settlement in the village of Mannalur, there is no Saniyan worshipped, but

they have an additional goddess, Kanni (
— virgin) who is the same as Kannalti, the goddess

of the immigrant Tamil castes of the neighbourhood, whom the Nayadis haw adopted

for worship. A preparation consisting of rice and coconut scrapings is the usual offering

for the goddess Kanni.

The most powerful of all the gods is Maladaitam (= the god of the hills) who excites

considerable awe in the minds of the worshippers. It is he who protects them from wild

animals when they go to the jungles to hunt or to collect herbs and barks. In extremely

unbearable situations the Nayadis appeal to him to punish those that do them harm and

they believe that he invariably listens to their prayers. Other castes also believe that this

god of the Nayadis is relentless in his vengeance and consequently have a great fear of

harming them.

Uchchimahahali (plate vi. figure i), the demon of cholera, is worshipped by Nayadis of

the Pallathcri near Palghat. There was an rpidcmk of cholera which carried off large

numbers of the Nayadis there. The survivors were, therefore, anxious to placate the goddess

responsible for the disease. Possible sites were thought of for installing her and. to

determine which of them would be moat pleasing to her, red and white flowers were tied

in small packets each representing a site and a child was asked to pick up one of them at

random. The site represented by the packet which the child picked up was considered to

be the proper one and there a cutting of Plumeria acutfoKa was planted and in front of it a

small mound of earth was made. A small piece of granite was. after proper cleaning, placed

on the mound to repreaent the goddesa. In front of it a flat piece of stone was placed on

which to peur blood-offerings.

The serpent or Naga is very rarely worshipped by Naysdis. In the mannu at the

Nayadi settlement in Naduvattam village near Pattambi (plate vi, figs. 4, 5) there 11 a small

image of a Naga (sec at the extreme right of fig. 5) At the village of Karakkad, serpent

figures are made of flour and wonhipped in imitation of the practice of the Chettis in the

neighbouring market town.

Pulidaizam (tiger or leopard god)* b also worshipped in some villages. He is

otherwise called Puli- Rhairman. In the Hindu pantheon Bhairava b a terrible form of

Siva accompanied by a dog and wonhipped in Sakti puja. When an offering of food b

made to the tiger god, a group of men with white spots painted all over their bodies dance

round the mannu in a circle.

Carved wooden figures used by some Nayadis instead of crude pieces of stone to represent

the gods and the spirits of the deceased have already been referred to. At Kuzhal-

mannam (plate vi, fig. 2) the mannu contains two small figures of ancestors which, though
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very crude, are an advance on the shapeless stones near them and are the result of inno-

vations recently introduced. At Naduvattam there were about a doien wooden figures that

were half eaten by white ants. Seven of them are shown in plate vi, fig. 3. The figure

on the back of the elephant is probably that of Aiyanar, though this deity is not usually

worshipped by the Nayadis. The rest probably represent ancestral spirits.

The place selected for the mans* is always ordinarily under a tree (plate vii) which

becomes sacred so that to cut it is a sacrilege. Though the trees seldom belong to

the Nayadis, the owners respect their feelings and do not cut them

At the Olavakkot and Kunnamkulam colonies, the Government authorities have built

small shrines for housing the stones of the mannu (plate via, figs a and 3). In fig. 3 the

usual stones, a walking stick for Muttappan, a bottle which contains liquor offered to the

gods and ancestors, and a feather of the cock that was sacrificed can be seen. These

•hrinrs, therefore, retain all the characters of a mannu except for the tree, but arc covered

to protect them from sun and rain.

As Nayadis cannot participate in any of the usual Hindu festivals at the temples, they

celebrate them on a small scale by feasting on the days when their fellow villagers have their

gala time. They hive the tame festivals aa other Malayalis without knowing much about

the significance of any of them.*

Btlitfi.—The Nayadis’ belief in any high gods is very vague. When in trouble or in

a philosophic mood they think of the creator who sees everything and is ever watchful,

whom they call Danam or Patatkcka Tampuran, names which are used both in exclamations

and imprecations tnd alto occasionally in mrocaoons. The sun is very often indentified with

the Almighty and in the mornings when they get up. old Naysdit salute the sun with joined

palms. But neither the sun nor Pataekeka Tempura* plays any important role in the

practical life of the people. They do not share the Hindu concepts of rebirth, hell, heaven,

and the Hindu theory of Karma. For hit evil actions no man is directly visited by any

supernatural sanctions, but the offended or aggrieved person wreaks vengeance by sorcery

or by invoking ancestors and gods to punish the enemy. The curse of a prison who has

a righteous grievance against another brings suffering to the Utter in the form of disease,

losses, and domestic troubles. It is not necessary that the curse should be verbal ; the

deep sense sorrow of an injured person has its harmful effect on the party responsible for the

injury. Punishment for evil and reward for good are not postponed to a post-mortem

existence in hell or heaven. The human soul is conceived as something ethereal

and capable of wandering from the body during life, the evidence for this being drawn mainly

from dreams. In explaining to me some incest dreams an old Nayadi told me that evil

* TV* f«D of Malabarm 1
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*piriis actually carry the souls away and then force them to incestuous unions and that the

intercourse really takes place after which the souls return to their bodies. Most of the

dreams that I collected were wish-fulfilment dreams. At death the soul escapes through

the eyes or nose or mouth and is never reborn. The Nayadis believe in the survival of

personality. When the spirit of a man appears again through the shaman his behaviour

patterns during his mundane existence are repeated by the shaman and serve to identify

the spirit. The spirit of a clever hunter or magician is invoked for success in their

respective crafts.

Magic.—Like other low caste people, the Nayadis are credited by higher castes with the

knowledge of powerful black magic- Actually the Nayadis
1

magical lore is meagre and much
leu than they are reported to have. The spirits and gods that are made use of in magic by

the lower castes are believed to be very powerful, and therefore, higher castes occasionally

requisition their services, thereby giving some of these low castes certain influence over the

higher castes, owing to their supposed rf&dcncy in creating enchantments and bringing

misfortune.

Kunjan of Kixhoor, who had a good reputation as a magician was seventy years old

when I met him, but in spite of his age, he w» quite vigorous and energetic. But before he

would acknowledge to me that he knew anything of magic. I had to curry favour with him

for acvcral days. His teacher was a Malayan (a member of a hill-tribe). According to

Kunjan. the names of herbs used in death and love magic have to be kept very close

secrete, and the teacher makes the pupil take a solemn oath that he would not reveal them.

The teacher alao tella him that the efhcacy of the herbs is conditions! to his keeping the

promise. Under the guidance of the teacher, the student of magic begins with the daily

worship of Malmiaham, Karinkutti, or Kali who are the sacred beings usually

invoked to make effective the will of the magician. The tutelary deity of a magician is

known as his murti. The murti has to be satisfied by devotions and offerings, and it is

said that he would appear in person to the devotee, when he is satisfied with the latter.

Afterwards the teacher instructs the disciple in rituals and spells (nianfrai) and the use of

herbs.

The first part of a magical ritual to exorcise an evil spirit consists of an offering to

Ganapati

,

the remover of obstacles in the Hindu pantheon, who is invoked to obviate

errors in the ritual* to follow.

The invocation to Ganapati

Itichehatilu nanum ganapatihhu techchunkke

Potichcha pod nanum ganapatihhu

Puttan kumhkallum ganapatippatm

EUam ganapatihhalle techcksrihkt

Kirakhu paim narum nrl umlaltilalU halarippatu

Kalarippatilalle karmannalum zechchirippu

.
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The above verse means—" I have placed b
powdered flour for Ganapati. For Ganapati a nr'

been placed for Ginapad ? The talari* extends

placed in the halari

beaten rice for Ganapati. I have placed

ew pot full of toddy. Have not all these

h east and west. The ritual offerings arc

Then magical figures are drawn with rice flour on the floor, and the person supposed to

be possessed by the evil spirit is seated in front of the magician with his face to the east.

The magician then invokes hit deity by repeating mentally the following verse :

—

hvara enrt devote Karinkntti,

Decata mnrti enre Kuttiekekattanmare
;

hvara enre Maladename.

Ettinnum pattinnum pinakkannm ?

Tullattone tulkkkannm

Tachchemiehehe or. pitiksnte.

The first three lines of the above invocation contain mere repetitions of the names of

the gods and spina. The meaning of the fourth line is not clear. The last two lines

mean " To make him dance that will not dance, and to do no by beating and compelling

him, holding him in a single grasp (that is without leaving him after once he is caught)."

The sorcerer hereby refera to bia intention to compel the evil spirit that has possessed hit

patient to sppear and reveal itself by dancing in the usual ahamanisric fashion.

Then the magician addresars the patient, as he described it a woman, in the following

manner

Kanantam penkitave

Evidnnnanu devote

Fala kantu pal marattum

Pate ckottil eno ?

Meaning—“ O, girl of the forest, where is the spirit from ? Is it by seeing the Pala f

(alstonis) or under any other milky tree ?
"

The deity of the magician is again invoked to come to hit assistance :—

Nanoru viliekeka nlipp uratt a kanatte karinkutti

Ni nailatannum nohki ca va karinkutti.

Atattone atikkanum

Tachekalum pithckalum nan rikehekotattu raranam

Nan vikekeka vilippatatteUanam
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Meaning of the verse—“ Lei me see you come immediately on my calling you, oh,

Karinkutti See everywhere and then come to me. oh, Karinkuth. To make him dance
who will not dance, you must come whenever I call, even if I ill-treat you and abuse you."
That the tutelary deity become* a servant of the magician is the idea underlying this

invocation.

The spirit that is supposed to possess the patient is then addressed

EllumnUa hori huhumpoU huh mlamcranni r

a

Kunnattirikkumarayahtt tayyu UahumpoU Hah oaratte.

Meaning—" Crow like a full-grown cock and come down on the earth. TremMe like

the leaf of the Pipal tree that grown on a hill top and be extited." These last lines are recited

in a loud tone and are suggestions to the patient. When spirits are excited the medium
through whom they appear shouts and crows and trembles vigorously. Hence the com-
parison of the medium to the trembling leaf of the aacred fig tree » very apt By this time

all the lamps will be burning bright, the magician will be staring wildly at the patient and

the possessed person begins to shake and make the characteristic sounds. Then the spirit

is asked. " What do you want, do you want a full-giown cock T Do you want blood ?
”

Sometimes the patient replica to these queries or the magician will supply an interpretation

of the groans. Whatever ia asked mutt be given. Then follows the exorcism of the

spirit, which is accompanied by the following vtrae :

—

Inara tnrt Maladanamt,

Uttara guUham trarauani,

Kantu pthchtha gulikan

Enrt Elanckeri, tnrt karanaranmatt
,

Criesm halayunntn.

The verse metns-" God, my Maladascam. eight and a half Gulikan, seven snd a

half Saturn. The Gulikan whom (the patient) saw and feared, oh, my Vrlanckni, oh, my
elders, I exorcise." Saturn and Gulikan are both supposed to cause sickness and misfor-

tune
;
the numerals before their names refer to. the astrological period* during which they do

most harm to people under their influence. The exorcism or Cries e kalayal consists

first in the magician routing his forearm vertically over the face and head of the patient,

with some grains of rice in his fist, the motion of the fist indicating that something is

abstracted from the patient. After this, the rice from which the spirit is supposed to have

come ia put in a new earthenware pot and iu mouth is dosed by tying a piece of doth

across it. Finally it is buried under a milky tree such as alstonia.

When elaborate exorcism is beyond a person's means, less costly forms of it are resorted

to. One way is to wave a few pice over the patient and then offer the coins to a shrine.

Or a cock may be thus waved and. after the spirit has been invoked, sacrificed at the mannu
or offered at a temple.
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The Nayadis arc rarely requisitioned by the higher castes for exorcising spirits, because

they have specialists among themselves who are supposed to be more expert in the art.

The Brahmins are the best magicians for white magic. The lower castes are believed to

be more skilled in black magic, the Parayans being the most skilled of them- Nayadis

specialize only in the removal of evil eye and in mattal (magical interdiction) for which the

higher castes employ them.

Etil Eye and Evil Tongue.—In cases of children's illness due to the evil-eye (Karin-

hannu or chiru) of women who have lost their children, the Nayadi is invited to receive a gift

consisting of rice, sesamum, and a new loin-cloth. A male member of the household comes

near the Nayadi and touching him hands the bundle of gifts to him. With the bundle before

him the Nayadi prays to his gods and his ancestors saying aloud. “ From this day onwards the

troubles should disappear.” He is given a present of about two annas and dismissed with

the promise that he would be given something more on the child's recovering. Words

spoken in appreciation of something by an evil-minded person produce deleterious effects

on the subject of his remark. The evil effect produced by the tongue is known as naveeu

(the throwing of the evil tongue). Persons affected by nateru also seek the Nayadis' help.

Mattal (Magical Interdiction ‘J—Magical interdiction is resorted to for protecting

gardens, etc., from the attacks of pests, and from thieves in particular. Any person who
enters s gsrdcn or place so interdicted suffers seriously. The rite consists in a Nayadi

driving nails into the boundary lines at chosen points, after which he meditate, on his

ancestors snd gods, seated with his head bowed over s pot of toddy some of which he finally

sprinkles of the fencing, etc. 1 The effect of the rite on the intending thief is that when
he tries to get into the garden at one place he will be made to think that an entrance could

be more easily effected at another place and in thia way become confused. If he aucceeda

in stealing something he will not five long enough to enjoy the stolen goods. The Nayadis

believe that it is not the spell or the rite that protects the garden, but the god, Maladaivam,

does it. In some instances of mattal of gardens I was informed that the Nayadi

magician makes a human figure of day on the boundary line and utters spell* over it, but

of this I received no confirmation from Nayadi informants.

How dangerous an avocation magic is and also how the Nayadis are employed to per-

form magical rites are told in the following story narrated to me by Chattan of Karakkad.
Chattan’s father, Sankaran, was asked by a Nayar farmer to look after his fruit gardens and

protect them from thieves. The old Nayadi prayed to the Maladaivam with the usual offer-

ings of fried rice (malar), rice bran (lavidu) and toddy. After the offerings were made,

1 G-nvim-. d-l«ar, Ion. o< Ox mm*** • to be«itd» ’ or ‘ to iceure by

ntmlbei/mtel
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be told the landlord that from that day onwards he would be responsible for even the

smallest leaf in the gardens. When it was known that old Sankaran was looking after them

the thieves avoided them and the garden produce were quite safe. When, however, he

went on the appointed day to claim his reward, the Kayar landlord dismissed him with some
evasive replies. Returning sorely disappointed, the old man went to the manna where he

wept and prayed to Maladaivam. The next day a bullock belonging to the Nayar fell ill

and it was thought that it would die soon. The village astrologer was immediately con-

sulted and the Nayar was told that a magician of a low caste had sent his powerful Maladai-

vam to harm him. Sankaran was sent for and he was threatened that if the bullock died

as a result of his sorcery he would be made to eat its carcass. Sankaran went hack to his

manna and again prayed fervently to Maladaivam to desist from molesting the Nayar.

The god listened to his prayers and the afflicted animal recovered. The Nayar offered

some presents to the old Nayadi and requested him to continue to look after the

garden, hut he refuted tajring, ” The slave does not want to cat any more the carcass

of the bullock. I did not mean any harm to the cattle or to the lord (the Nayar), I was heart-

broken when you did not remunerate me, but I did not know that Maladaivam

would take such serious action. The god is not to be played with or nude light of.” Since

it is extremely dangerous to be known aa a sorcerer, magicians usually pretend ignorance of

magic when they are interrogated on the subject by members of the higher castes.

Personal Decoration.

Dreu.—U it impcwtibUr to distinguish the Nsyadis from other low caste people who
inhabit their neighbourhood. They are generally poor in build, sun-bumt. and have a

jaded look. When on their begging loura, they put on a cap made of the leaf-sheath of the

arcca palm (plate r. fig. a) for protection from the rain and tun. or carry a palm-leaf umbrella

with a long handle (plate v. fig. t). A rope bag for ropes, slings, soap-barlu, etc. for sale,

and rags for wrapping up rice and other things received as chanty ia carried slung on the

shoulder. A mud pot foe receiving food nuy, if small, be earned in the bag, otherwise in

the hand. A staff to lean on while waiting for alms is an essential part of their begging

equipment (plate v, figs. 1 and a). The Nsyadis and their staffs are so inseparable that

legends have grown up in explanation of the habit (see p. 14, Legends of Origin). When
the Nayadi stands at case he does so on one leg throwing part of his weight on the staff.

Younger Nayadis arc ashamed of putting on the palm-leaf cap and use tuibans instead

(plate v, figs. 1, 5), but a turban has this inconvenience that as often as a person of the

upper caste approaches, it has to be removed as a mark of respect. The palm-leaf cap need

not, on the other hand, be removed on auch occasions. Women also used to put on the

leaf cap. but they have given up the practice completely and go bare-headed. Men's dress

consists of a perineal band tightly covering the genitals, which is folded over the waist-

string from outside inwards both in front and behind, the end being long enough to hang
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loose behind but not in front. A child's first dress consists of a waist string only. This

is tied on the twenty-eighth day after its birth, after which it seldom goes without one.

Round the waist and over the perineal band the Nayadis wear a mundu or loin-cloth 4 to 5

feet in length and 2 to aj feet in breadth. The upper edge is fastened round the waist

and the lower edge hangs loose. One of the upper comers, usually that on the right is

tucked in and the other hangs out as a small triangular flap (plate r, figs. 2, 3 and 5).

Some people prefer to tuck in the left comer, but they are in a minority, as it is not favour-

ed by the upper castes. The flap on the left is used as a pouch to hold odds and ends.

When going about during the rainy season, the hanging portion of the loin-cloth is for

convenience doubled on itself and the lower edge of the cloth passed somewhat tightly

round the hips and the right comer tucked up (plate v, figs. 1 and a).

A woman’s dress is only slightly diflerent from that of a man. Women dispense with the

perineal band and have only a single loin-cloth which, however, is usually broader and longer

than that of the men. Some of the younger women have a sort of under garment consisting

of a small piece of cotton cloth tied round the waist with one comer passed tightly between

the thighs and tucked in behind. As among most other Malabar caates, few of the older women

have any covering for the upper part of the body. The bodice (ravukha) came into vogue

in Malabar only a few decade* ago. first among the prostitute* in the towns, whence the fashion

spread to the village* among the more respectable people. Among Nayadis only the girla

of the KunnamkuJam and OUvakkot colonies have bodice* (plate iv, figs. 1 and a).

A Nayadi who become* a Christian, makes no change in his dress, but conversion to

Islsm brings shout great changes in the convert's attire The men adopt the close-fitting

skull-cap of the Arabs and the women, a close-fitting bodice, a piece of cloth with which to

cover the head, and a very broad loin-cloth falling to the heels.

Changes in Fashion . —Under new cultural influences, the shirt appears as an item of

dress for the men, as the bodice does for the women. Nayadis with signs of modernness

excite prejudice and resentment in the minds 0/ the higher caates. as all who depart from

time-honoured norms are bound to do. The objects of resentment anticipate it, but the

love of self-improvement subordinates the fear of ridicule and anger. To get over the initial

difficulty involved in breaking ancient tradition, the officials in charge of the Government

colonies encouraged the Nayadis to put on fashionable dress, and the allowance the colonists

received from the Governments reduced their dependence on the charity of the higher castes

for their livelihood. When once the initial fears are overcome, the conservative forces

represented by the higher castes weaken and the forces tending towards innovation and

change gather strength from added numbers. It may not be generally realised that even

slight departures from established usage by an inferior caste, for example, the substitution

of an umbrella of the European pattern for the old fashioned native palm-leaf umbrella,

set in motion a series of psycho-sodal forces between the caste that effects the innovation
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and its immediate superior castes. An individual of a low caste happens sometimes to be

powerfully impressed by the aesthetic superiority of the European cloth-umbrella and wants

to have one for himself. His elders discourage him by saying, " The cloth-umbrella is not

prescribed for us. The Lords will consider you as a very arrogant person and you will bring

trouble on yourself." In spite of this warning, sometimes, an umbrella is purchased and

used surreptitiously in the beginning, because some busy-body of a higher caste may resent

its public appearance, take the law into his own hands and chastise the owner. In cultural

matters, in Malabar, the higher castes hare the self-arrogated function of conserving the

traditional practices of the lower castes and of preventing them from imitating their ways

and manners.

//air-dressing.—The men shave their heads except for a small patch on the crown

where the hair ia allowed to grow into a tuft called the kutumi. The Tamils have the kutumi

on the occipital part of the head, while those who are indigenous to the Malahar coast have it on

the top. Both boys and girls have the kutnmi to begin with, but the latter, at the

age of seven, or somewhat earlier nowadays, stop shaving and grow hair all over the head.

Men tie the kutumi into a small knot kept moat often on the left aide. Women tie the hair

in a top knot (plate ii, fig. 5), and a modern innovation is to have the knot at the back of the

neck. Thtf hair is kept glossy and black by smearing it with coconut or aeaamum oil. The

blacker the hair, the greater its beauty.

Instead of growing the kutumi and keeping it in a knot the younger generation of

Nayadis have begun to copy the European style of hair-cuomg (plate ii, figs. 3 and 4. plate v,

fig. a) as it has come to them through the higher castes in their immediate neighbourhood.

A pair of tensors have, therefore, been added to the barber’s outfit which a few families own

in common. Between the old fashioned knot of hair and the modem cropped hair there

arc many intermediate stages. Some men have the kutumi clipped short as in plate i, fig. x.

A few individuals grow the hair to a length of ten or twelve inches and tie it in a small knot

behind as women do.

Use of Oil—Men, women and children smear tesamum or coconut oil on their head

and body, particularly the head, for both medical and aesthetic reasons. Massaging with oil

removes muscular weariness, gives smoothness to the skin and cools the head. ' Give to the

oil-monger what you give to your doctor ’
is 1 common saying which puts in a nutshell the

belief of the people of Malabar in the efficacy of these oils. In order to remove the oil

various saponinc barks and leaves are used. These arc mashed with water and used as soap

New bora children arc bathed after smearing them over with the juice of fresh coconut

kernel. The “ oil bath ” is considered as necessary for healthy life as is good food. The

Nayadis are usually too poor to be able to have “ oO baths ” often. They have mostly to

satisfy themselves by smearing on oil in small quantities and it is removed only on
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important occasions with the saponine harks. When tooth-ache is supposed to have been

brought on by using ordinary oil, it b * hardened ’ by boiling it with a piece of broken

pottery or some pepper.

Tattooing—Tattooing, known as * pricking with green,' is a very common form of

decoration on the forehead. A small circular or oval spot b tattooed on the glabella or

slightly above it. Tattooing other parts of the body b rare.

Nose Ornaments.—Nose ornaments are nowadays worn by Nayadi women, though they

had no ornaments for the nose some years ago. In the Palghat taluk women pierce both

the ala: of the nose for their insertion ; but elsewhere only the left ala b pierced. Boring

b done in the month of Tulam (October-November) because the dry east wind that blows

during thb month helps the healing of the wound. Brass ornaments shaped like a lunette

with bead pendanta are used occasionally, as also the simple stud or one with the head

flattened and with floral designs on it. From the stud a pendant b sometimes suspended

(plates ii and iv, figs. ; 6a). Nose ornaments are believed to have been introduced into India

by the Mohammedans. 1

Ear Ornaments —The ear lobes of women are enlarged for the insertion of ornaments.

Unlike nose-boring, enlarging the ear-lobe b a very ancient practice not only in Malabar

but alto in other parts of India. The method of boring the ear b described rather fully by

Thurston in his " Ethnographic Notes " (pages 369—376). The uncle pierces the ear-

lobe with a sharp thorn. The boys have only a small hole bored which does not require

any elaborate process. Enlarging of the lobe b effected by inserting cotton or a rolled piece

of rag the sire of the roll being increased gradually. When the hole is about half an inch

in diameter a small cylinder of tamarind wood covered with a leaf of the pepper vine u inserted

in it. This cylinder b changed thrice a week for a larger one rill the lobe has been enlarged

to the required sixe.

Women have several varieties of wooden and metal ornament* for the car. It b possible

to find a complete evolutionary aerie* of them in a single village group. A simple roll of

palmyra' or coconut leaf (plate i*. fig. 5) one oe two inches in diameter according to the size

of the distended lobe b the simplest and cheapest form of the ear ornament. The leaf

acroll it inserted as a compact cylinder of very small diameter which b increased after

insertion by pushing sgainst the inner end of the leaf and unwinding it from inaide

with the fingers of one hand while those of the other hand bold the scroll within the ear-lobe.

The tension of the tissue of the lobe keeps the leaf-scroll in position. Even those who do

not use the leaf-scroll as an ornament for constant wear find it useful when they want to

1 Quttrrjre,UHAU INS- 1, XXIII, 10*7- Sam. wry cnewmaui* castas life it- Nsm^nin Brahmin,
of farted the UK of com omoo.1 by Sowirty the lowot cutra sod the tull-mbe. »er.

without near ornuwod und recently.

1 In several Swwloit woeb. the ptddesa Kali M described a* honog the roQ <d palmyra lavra in hri ear-lobea.
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enlarge the hole. The next step in the evolution of the ear ornament ii an imitation in lead

of the leaf-scroll with the addition of a groove for the ear-lobe (plate ix, fig. 6). This

ornament b called the iyyola (lead-leaf). Both lower and upper caste women use it. ItB

diameter can be increased or decreased as in the case of the leaf scroll. Since lead is heavy,

this ornament can be worn only when the lobe b suficiently strong. A similar scroll it

cast in bell-metal when it is called otlnkatti. The spiral markings on iu lateral surface show

that the * lead-leaf ' is its precursor. Since the size of the ornament is no longer variable

the smith casts the ottuhatti in sites varying from i inch to at inches in diameter. The

toda marks the highest development of the ear-ornaments in Malabar of the lower castes

(plate iv, fig. a—the girl who sita second from the left has a pair of these ornaments). It

consists of two hemispherical or sub-hemispherical halves with a groove between for the

string-like lobe of the ear. It may be made either of metal or of clay which is fired in-

completely to a dull black colour, but Nayadi women wear only clay todas or gold-plated

ones, gold ornaments being beyond their means Rarely wooden plugs with ornamental

designs on the stout lateral end are found in w (plats ix, fig. 7). Pulley shaped discs of wood

( Maraltoda - setWes toda) with floral designs in gold on a black background (plate ix,

fig. 8) are also occasionally used by young women of the colonics run by Government. Old

women do not have any ornaments in the ear.

It ia of some historical interest to observe that throughout South India both men and

women used to enlarge the car-lubes whereas the practice is now confined to women only.

In the numerous Buddhist sculptures of India the men and the women are shown with very

large ear-lobes that descend as far down as the shoulders. In Malabar also the larger the

lobe of the car, the more becoming it was considered to be. There has been a progressive

decrease in the site of the esr-lobe. though iu primitive proportions arc still to be seen in the

rural areas of Malabar, Madura and Tinnevclly Districts.

Nayadi men, old or young, are seldom seen without the simple ear ornament known

as the kaduhkan (plate x. fig. 7). It is a mere oral ring of copper or iron or brass with a

swollen middle part. Sometimes it is a mere wire of metal. When a person has no ornament

in hia ear a small twig is inserted to keep the aperture open, at otherwise there is the risk

of the hole in the lobe closing up in course of time.

iV«A and Breast Ornament rtf.—The following is a list of neck and breast ornaments

worn by Nayadi women :

—

1 Conch shell rings or imitations of them worn as the central piece in bead strings.

The shell is believed to be charm (plate iii, fig. 1).

a Bead strings in several strands.

j Lunette-shaped ornaroena of shell worn on the breast (plate x, fig. 5). This

is figured in the Census Report for the year 1931, volume I, part 1.

4 Bangles of iron worn by children to keep away evil spiria.

12
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5 Rings of copper, iron ind brass, worn by »IL Copper rings are presented to the

Nayadii during Kaladanam (death-gift).

6 Amulet cases, cylinder shaped ornaments filled with a copper leaf containing magi-

cal figures or simply a wooden cylinder to keep the hollow metal cylinder intact.

There may be a single loop for the string at the top (plate x, fig. 6), or there may
be five or seven attached to one aide (plate x, fig. 8).

7 Tatis.—Metal plates (usually of brass) with figures cast or embossed on them (plate

ix, fig. 4). Imitation coins of brats with ornamented brass loop for string attached

to them.

Reclamation of the Nayadis.

Early Work of the Bast! Minion.-Christian Missionaries made the first attempt to make
respectable citizens of the Nayadis by weaning them from beggary and teaching them the ways

of earning a more decent living. The initiative came from the District Collector, Mr. Conolly

(who was later murdered in his own house by some fanatical Muhammadans), who establiahed

a colony for the Nayadis some time about i8$o near Calicut and gave them land near the town
to cultivate. The Basel Mission took over the experiment from the Government authorities,

sent the colonists a resident school master, and succeeded in convening and baptizing three

of them, live Muhammadans (Moplaha) in the neighbourhood of Calicut wanted to get

the Nayadis into the fold of Islam, and as a result of their efforts, all but the three who had
been baptized soon left the mission and became Moplaha. Conversion to Islam has a marked

effect in freeing the slave cutes from the disabilities they hive on account of their birth.

If an orthodox Hindu, who was in the habit of treating the Nayidi u an untouchable whose
approach in any public or private place would defile him. dares to trest him in the same
manner after conversion and tries to deny him his civic rights. " the influence of the whole

Muslim community comes to the convert’s aid." The Christian Missionary hu not the

same cnthusium for safeguarding the social rights and privileges of his converts u the Muslim
hu, but relies more on the protection that he can give them with the help of the Government.

Moreover, many Syrian Christians of the Malabar coast observe cute rules to a certain

extent, regarding low cute converts u low cute Christians, whereas Muslims insist on the

equality of the new and the old sections of the Faithful. Thus the superiority of Islam in

Malabar u a proselytking religion made the first efforts of the Basel Minion in the Nayadi

cause a failure from the point of view of the mission. The Muslims were not. however,

systematic in their service and we hear nothing more of their activities.

Occasional Conrtrsion.—During the next seventy years no organized attempts were

made to improve the Nayadis’ lot. Both Muslims and Christians got converts sporadically

from among them, the Muslims of Poonani taluk being responsible for converting the largest

number. Those living on the estates of Muslims found it usually easy and convenient to

adopt the faith of their masters, because by a change of a faith it was possible for them to
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work or beg at closer quarters than unconverted Nayadis could do If even after conversion,

some were not able to enjoy all the dvic rights of the Muslims, it was chiefly due to their own
timidity. Muslim Nayadis are usually called “ capped Nayadis as the skull-cap is a dis-

tinguishing mark of the Moplahs. In Cochin State a few individuals and families have

become Christians some of whom are doing extremely well in life ;
one of the converts is

a compounder in a State hospital and has married an Iravan convert. Most of the

Christian Nayadis arc, however, still beggars and change of faith has been of little practical

use to them, as it takes a long time for them to get absorbed into the general body of Christians.

I found Muslim Nayadis on the whole more enthusiastic about their new faith than the

Christian
; in a discussion between the former and a few Christian converts to which 1 listened

and in which I took sides occasionally, 1 found that the Muslims felt they were the superior

people. I knew two Nayadis, brother and sister, the former Christian, and the latter Muslim,

who lived together very amicably in spite of the difference in their faiths, both begging and

making ropes, leading the tame sort of life as before their conversion. Mere conversion into

a new faith, without the psychological changes necessary for better bring is, on the whole,

futile.

Colony Scheme in Cochin Slate.— About sixteen years ago when Dewan Bahadur Sir

T. Vijayaraghavacharya was Diwan (Chief Executive Officer) of Cochin State, Conolly'a

plan of reclamation which could not be given a fair trial in Malabar waa adopted aa the most

feasible means of improving the conditions of the depressed classes, including the Nayadis.

The present Protector of the Depressed Classes in Cochin State. Mr. V. R. M. Chohan,

says in the course of a letter : " As their (Nayadis’) numbers increased, begging expeditions

to the haunts of civilised men became more frequent, and their vociferous shouts to attract

attention and enlist sympathy began to be looked upon as a nuisance to the people, so much so,

the Government was forced to take steps to reclaim them. The first step in this direction

was taken by Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya when he was the Diwan of Cochin It

consisted in establishing settlements in various parts of the Sate. The first two settlements

started were at Kunnamkulam and Psxhayannorc where lands were acquired for the purpose

snd a number of houses constructed, and the Nayadis from the neighbourhood were brought

and prevailed upon to settle down. They were given small patches of land for raising food

crops so as gradually to train them up in rudiments of agriculture. Manual training in

weaving and mat making and the like was also given. Free education with one midday meal

for the school-going children was abo given. Wells have been sunk to supply them with

water for drinking purposes. Cleanliness was insisted upon in their daily habits to ensure

which among other things free clothing was also given. Besides agriculture and industries,

poultry farming was also introduced in the colony. To cater for their religious needs and

cravings, Bhajana Multi or Prayer Halls were constructed so as to form part of the equipment

of the colony. New colonies continue to be started from time to time in other parts of the
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State where a sufficient number of these nomads could be prevailed upon to settle down.

These colonies are placed under the charge of honorary wardens who have to look after the

well-being of the settlers."

A hut in the Nayadi Colony at Kunnamkulam is seen in the background of plate viii,

figure 3. Compared to the very crude huts which they used to make for themselves, the huts

at the colony are exceedingly wcll-buih, and the inmates are proud to live there, and feel

very grateful to the Government of His Highness the Maharaja for providing them with

comfortable habitations. Sita, the sister of Raman, the chief Nayadi of Kunnamkulam

(plate v, fig. 3), told me how she used to sufler in her old hut the roof of which leaked

during the heavy monsoon rains and she could scarcely protect her babies from being

drenched. Unscrupulous neighbours used to rob them of the produce of their small kitchen

gardens and deprived them of their little incentive to produce something of their own. At

the colony they have now sufficient land to raise minor food crops and grow vegetables. In most

places the Nayadia sulfer from lack of good wells, and the drinking water which they get is not

fit even for cattle. The State Government hare very wisely begun with the sinking of wells

at the Pazhayinnorc and the Kunnamkulam colonies. Children are encouraged to attend

the State High School near the colony by being paid an anna a day in addition to being given

all books and clothing. Adults at the colony arc taught how to weave grass mats which

have good local demand. Women are assiduously taking to il at also to rope-making. In

spite of this, begging remains a major source of income for the Kavadis of this colony,

as the doles given by the authorities arc regarded at insufficient. It is, however, clear that

the atmosphere under which the Nayadia lire m the colony under the care of the State is

decidedly better than the one to which they were accustomed a few yean ago. The younger

women have become almost indistinguishable from the rest of Malabar women by wearing

the standard dreaa for their age-class consisting of a bodice in addition to a loin cloth

that comes down to the ankle. The use of the bodice is the hall-mark of an advance in

culture for these people. The young men and women of the colony are neater, better dressed

and more hopeful than the older generation.

Colony SeAenet for Malabar Sayadu.- Only very recently did the Government of

Madras include the Nayadia in the list of tribes and cates to be protected by the state. The

criminal tribes of the Presidency, on the other hand, had long been under the care of the

Government since they were a source of danger to other communities. The Nayadia had

nothing special about them except their extreme poverty and their lowliness to attract the

attention of the Government. When Mr. P. V. Gopalan, a member of the fishermen caste,

wa9 appointed Honorary District Labour Officer for the Malabar District, one of his first

concerns was the amelioration of the Nayadit. Being himself a member of one of the lower

castes, he understood the problems that faced the Nayadis better than officials of upper castes.

Mr. Gopalan suggested two schemes to the Government for the improvement of the Nayadia
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which were, more or 1cm, modelled on the plans for the uplift of the depressed classes in

Cochin State *, the first being to open a colony for Nayadis adjacent to the Paddy Breeding

Station at Pattambi and to employ them as labourers on the farm attached to it, and the

second scheme to settle them on coconut farms at Chaiiam owned by the Forest Department

where they would engage themselves in coconut cultivation and also find employment in

local tile factories.

The Olatakkol Colony.—-The Labour Department of the Madras Government accepted

part of the suggestions of the Labour Officer and a site for a colony was acquired near the

railway station at Olavakkot, in which locality Nayadts were found in large numbers. Nayadis

from two adjoining villages were brought to the colony and lodged in five huts. A small

elementary school with a Brahmin teacher (plate iv. fig. a) began the work of teaching the

children and the adult men. The scrub jungle extending over some forty acre* was cleared

and tilled. The colonists were put under the care of a warden who supervises the work

on the farm and distributes the rations to si- Begging and drinking were strictly prohi-

bited. Great difficulty was experienced in enforcing * dry * habits snd later the authorities

had to allow the colonists to visit the toddy shop occasionally. Men and women were found

to get out of the colony on Fridays on the pretext of seeing some relative or other. Friday

is the day on which the people in the neighbourhood ot the colony give alms to tire Nsysdis

and the warden discovered from the regularity with which relatives fell ill on Fridays that

begging was still going on. The old men begged from force of habit snd just to add to the

available cash that might he spent on toddy. Among the younger Nsysdis, however, there is

evidence of growing self-respect They are ashamed of the old profession of begging.

According to the warden of the colony the Nayadis art, aa a class, laxy and averse to work.

They are clumsy in handling the tools of the agriculturist The women, however, are giving
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a belter account of themselves than the men. They excel women of the agricultural castes

in such work as weeding which requires considerable patience. At the school children and

adults are being taught basket-making (plate iv, fig. 3), but it cannot be aaid yet that they

are taking to it. Moreover, in thi* field, the Parayans who are hereditarily engaged in the

trade easily beat them and drive their goods from the market. It will be long before the

colony becomes self-supporting on the land that they have now. If the doles of food were

stopped, they, like the Nayadis of the Kunnamkulan colony, would revert to begging.

Iravan Rrfotmtri' Work at K*xkabman*am.—\tt the year 193a, the Iravans of Kuzhal-

mannam in the Palghat taluk started a home for the Nayadis named after Mr. Carleston,

I.C.S., Sub-Collector, who took very keen interest in the latter. The Iravans are themselves

suffering from many disabilities because of their caste, but their troubles, though of the same

nature as these of the Nayadis, are of milder degree. In their struggle to establish their

rights against the traditions maintained by castes superior to them it was useful to begin

alleviating the sufferings of the Naytdis also. At Kuxhalmannam. some years ago, a body of

Congress men had tried to educate the Nayadis by starting a night school for them, but they

gave the attempt up before long. Later tbe Iravans wanted to get the children of the Nayadis

admitted into a school where the children of the other Hindus studied. Since such schools

are situated near the quarters used by the highest only, there were some practical difficulties

in admitting Nayadi children to those schools. The headmaster of the school, therefore,

refused admission to the Nayadi children brought there by the Iravans. The educational

authorities tn whom an appeal was preferred informed the headmaster that as long aa he

was receiving aid from the public funds no caste distinctions should be made in the matter

of admissions and if the Nayadi children were refuted admission to the school the snnusl

grant to it would be withheld. Aa the year was drawing to a close the headmaster admit-

ted the Nayadi children and received the grant for the year, and then the school was closed

for ever. The upper castes regarded it better not to hare the school at all than to have

Nayadi children under its roof rubbing shoulders with their children.

But the Iravan reformers of Kuzhalmannun did not stop with that. Most of their fellow

Iravans have as strong a prejudice against the contact and proximity of the Nayadis as ihe

Nayare and Brahmins have. In getting the Nayadi children admitted into schools the Iravans

have as much unwillingnca as any other caste in the district. So the courageous band of

reformers began to admit the Nayadis into their own houses and to employ them for work

on their farms. Though they were of course threatened with ostracism, they persisted in

having the Nayadis near them. During the marriage of one of the youngest of die reformer!

the Nayadis and the friends of the reformers all dined together. Eating together, especially

on such an important occasion as marriage, is equal to an admission of equality in status.

Inter-dining between Nayadis and Iravans created a sensation. Youths of the Iravan

community refused later on to more away from the road or tbe footpath when they met Nayara
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or Brahmins which led to occasional assaults and to criminal suits in the courts. But the

courts upheld the fundamental right that a British Indiin subject has of using the public

thoroughfares .
1

Life in the little village of Kuzhalmannam was greatly disturbed by this struggle between

the new spirit and old traditions. The orthodox section of the Invans themselves connived

with the Nayars to compel the reformers to yield to them by using social weapons. The
I ravans use members of the Panan caste as their messengers for inviting relatives and friends

for marriage and death feasts. Their washermen are of the Vanrun caste. The Panans

and Vannans were asked not to serve those Iravans who had inter-dined with the Kayadis.

These interdictions were in mediaeval Malabar the most powerful sanctions in the hands

of the heads of the Fravan c*Me, but now that the old social order is breaking down, they have

lost much of their efficiency. The Iraran reformers dispensed with the services of the Panans

and were glad of it, because even the Brahmins who are the highest in the land do not employ

a caste of messengers, but do such work themsdves. They got a new wasbe imar from a

neighbouring village. A few decades ago no washerman would have served any group under

a social ban.

To ease the communal situation al Kuxhalmannam, Mr. Carlctton took the Nsysdis

along all the main roads of the village, and instructed the village officials that the orthodox ele-

ments should be told in clear terms of the Govern mem's determination in the matter of the

use of roads by the Naysdis and other low castes. The reformers who described themselves

as the Labour Union of Kuthalmannarn published broadcast a printed notice in Malayalam

which is translated below :

The Ri£ht of thr Sayadis.

Not being certain that the recent Government Order establishing the rights of the

Nayadii has been brought to the notice of all the public, we hereby make it

known to everyone :

" The Nayadis have at much right of using public roads, market placet and other

public building! as any other castes, and any one who interferes with their right

will be liable for criminal action.”

We are grateful to the Government for the mercy shown to these poor people. If

our behaviour to them is affectionate and fraternal, it will help the constitutional

future of India.

The next great victory for the reformers at Kuxhalmannam was the returning of Krishnan,

one of the young men of the Carlesion Kayadi Home, by the local depressed class constituency

as a taluk board member. To qualify him as a voter, the reformeis transferred some land

to him four months before the elections. Krishnan was returned unopposed to the Palghat

' TS- rigfcTu. nc* to lo«r m cfa. Serf. Iadun wui.*
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Taluk Board. He knew how to read and write, but he was too young and inexperienced to

understand anything of the objects of the board on which he was to serve. Immediately

after the general election members elect their president, and Kruhnan who had until recently

been begging for alms, was in due course approached by the rival candidates for his support

in the presidential election. He was made much of, but needless to say, was a mere puppet

in the hands of his patrons of Kuzhalmannam. It gave him the unique opportunity ofsitting

next to the highest Brahmin in the district and of listening to proceedings of which he

understood nothing. Only the travelling allowance he got can have been of any real use to

him.

The Manjeri Colony.—An unsuccessful attempt was made ia the year 1933 to make the

Nayadb independent and self-supporting. Mr. P. MoidecnLutti Gurikkal, a philanthropic

Mohammedan gentleman of Manjeri in South Malabar, ofiered to lake two families of Xayadis

from the OlavakkoC settlement who had karat something of a better mode of life and employ

them on his estate and at the same time give them land to cultivate independently as free

tenants. He undertook the protection and employment of the Xayadis as a matter of charity.

The District Colkctor, Mr.T. B. Russell, I.C.S., in the course ofa apcech at the opening of the

colony at Manjeri said. “
I think this occasion is one of considerable significance for Malabar.

Your district may fairly be regarded aa a stronghold of the aristocratic tradition. Malsbsr

may well be proud of the contribution of the higher classes towards the welfare of India

and the Empire. But there ia another side to the picture. While the obligations of the

aristocracy in the nutter of public acmcc have been well recognised, their obligations to the

poor and the oppressed in their own country have not, unfortunately, received the same

recognition. Nowhere in India, perhaps nowhere in the world, ara the distinctions of class

insisted upon so stringently as in Malabar. If one admires her aristocratic traditions, it is

at the same time permissible to criticize her innate snobbery. Nsmputiri, Nayar, Tiyan,

Cheruman, Nayadi. one has but to mention the names to realize how intolerant the one class

is of the next below it and how that class keeps up the traditions by its intolerance of the

next, until at last we get to the unfortunate Nayadi who has nobody but animals to look

down upon. I am not one of those who want to stump the country saying that all men are

equal. The fundamental inequality of individuals is a fact that must be faced. It seems

to me an obligation on the more fortunate to help those who are leu favoured—an obligation

which b very easily forgotten. Every now and then it happens either that the case of the

damned of the earth b brought violently to somebody's notice, or that some individual

achieves a wider sympathy and a stronger realization of their plight. Of such b Mr. Moi-

deenkutti Gurikkal who has borne the whole expense of founding this settlement and b mak-

ing himself responsible for the families housed therein. His generosity b a splendid

example of kindness to those who have long been treated as beyond the pale of ordinary

human charity. The efforts of a few unselfish workers have shown that these people are not
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debarred from the ordinary human heritage and that given opportunity they are capable of

rising gradually from their present lowly state
’’

The two families that were transferred from Olavakkot to the new colony were not will-

ing to leave their friends and relatives and go to a new place several miles away. At the

time of taking leave the men and the women wept, but when on their arrival at the Manjcri

settlement they saw the nice new tiled huts which the Gurikkal had built for them, they cheer-

ed up. They were very kindly treated, given only such light work as they could easily do

and paid good wages. Everything went on well for a few days, when something terrible

happened which upset the Nayadis completely. One morning a Moplah living near the

huts of the Nayadis was found brutally murdered. The unhappy fate of this neighbour,

who used to get provisions for them from the bazaar, created such a terror in the minds

of the Nayadis that they wanted to leave the place which they thought was too murderous.

The local officials tried their best to remove the fear from their hearts, but they failed.

Moreover, the plice being slightly malarial, most of them got attacks of fever. So the

scheme which was initiated under such favourable ctmimstancrt, collapsed with the

departure of the Nayadis from Manjcri to thar ancestral villages, where they reverted to

their old mode of living by beggary. And during their absence of three yesr. in the

colony at Olavakkot their old huts had fallen in ruins. Those • rcelsimcd ’ Ntyadis who

were sent out from the colony to cam their living thus found themselves in their pre-colony

condition, but without the old huts.

The Labour department is looking for broad-minded employers who will give work to

the ez-colonista as day labourers on farms or in factories. Many of the local business

enterprises are not in a sufficiently thriving condition to enable them to employ the not

very efficient Nayadi labour. Caate Hindu employers are, in almost every instance, too

narrow-minded and conaervativt to face the sentimental objection that tbeir upper caste

labourers usually have to working side by aide with Nayadis.

Nayadis at Labourers on a Government Farm.—Another futile attempt to teach the

Nayadi* to support themselves was made at the Government Agricultural Research Station

at Pattamhi in South Malabar, where three Nayadis were sent to work as day labourers on the

Government farm. The Superintendent of the station found that the Nayadis always tried

to shirk hard work, were slipshod, and irregular in attendance. One morning he found

their huts deserted. It must be remembered in this connection thst both the District

Labour Officer and the Superintendent of the farm were equally eager for the success of their

project of making good labourers out of begging Nayadis. The Nayadis are reported to have

complained of feeling lonely and home-sick it Psttambi. They were quite satisfied with the

wages and the treatment that they received from the officers. But we do not know how the

Cherumans and Kanakkans of the locality, who are the guardians of caste orthodoxy so far

*3
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as the Nayadis are concerned, reacted to the new situation, namely, the introduction into

their midst on an equal footing of members of an inferior caste. Well-intentioned efforts

of philanthropists to improve the conditions of the depressed classes have often been

frustrated by the local higher castes terrifying the ignorant men and misrepresenting

the objects of the social workers.

Establishment of Chic Rights. To enable the Nayadis to understand their own rights

the first step taken by the District Labour Officer in 1929 was to take them in procession along

the public roads of the town near the colony, as the custom is for public roads and bazaars

not to be used by them when other people are about, and it was therefore necessary firstly

to educate the public on the question of the rights on which the Government intended to

insist for the Nayadis. thereby introducing an innovation contrary to the traditions of the

district ; and secondly, to show the Nayadis that they hsd such rights and to encourage

them to assert them with the authority 0/ the Government behind them So this small

procession of Nayadis headed by the District labour Officer and the local revenue officials

going along the bazaar road of Okrakkot, the railway station premises, and the roads leading

to the two opened a new chapter, not only in the history of the Nayadis, but also of caste-rid-

den Malabar, for that was the first time that members of the lowest of caste* in this district

trod on soil which their ancestors hsd not even dreamt of touching. An old man who

was one of the processionists told me that Ik regarded thst day’s experiences at though

they were a dream, that he looked on things that he had not seen before with wondering

eyca, and at the same time there lingered in hw mind the fear of the vengeance of the

Tampuram (lords) when the officers left them alone. For acreral days after this first

day’s march, the Nayadis were terribly scared and upset. They were afraid of stirring

out from their hut* ; they did not know who would be preparing to punish them. The

men of the town were, however, intelligent enough to accept this new movement for Nayadi

emancipation with the hand of the law behind it and therefore, kept quiet, some of them,

however, criticising the action of the Government as being rather high-handed. Accord-

ing to the statement of the Nayadis the people who resented the action of the Govern-

ment most were the local Cherumans. The Cherumans felt that through Government pat-

ronage, the first people with whom the Nayadis would claim equality would be themselves,

that the Nayadis would refuse to stand aside to allow them to pass unpolluted, and that

they would cease to be regarded with the old respect. In the parleys between Nayadis

and Cherumans after the procession, the latter are reported to have said, " If the tom -

pvrans ask you to go against an old custom, why can’t you refuse to do so ?" The Cheru-

mans do not also spare any opportunities of ridiculing the Nayadis. The latter are so

sensitive to ridicule and so cowardly that the reforms forced on them cost most of them

sleepless nights and endless worry.
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The railway station at Olavakkot became gradually accessible to the Nayadis and the
prejudice against them is now gradually decreasing, though it is unlikely to disappear for

decades to come : to deeply ingrained is it in the Hindu mind. There is a large number of

orthodox people in all localities who resent any change in caste practices- These people

are a constant source of terror to the Nayadis, and make them afraid of venturing out

alone into the urban areas. In the year 1930 one of the Nayadis of the Olavakkot colony

was the victim of a very serious assault by a Chetti. a railway watchman, who thought

he was polluted by the Nayadi’s approach. Though the Nayadi was a strong young

man able to defend himself, he meekly submitted himself to the Chctti's chastisement.

The thought that he should return the blows did not occur to him, because the Chetti

was a man of a higher cute. Returning to the colony he reported the incident to the

Labour Officer who instituted criminal proceedings in the local Sub-Magistrate ‘a Court

against the Chetti and had him fined. The publicity which the cue receiml among their

neighbours made the roads safer for the Nayadis.

While the Government were thus actively helping the amtliorativc work at Olavakkot.

at Pallathrri, a village about six miles away, a Nayar gentleman assumed the role of a

patron of the Nayadis and succeeded in taking a batch of them along the main roads with

the help of local officials, much to the chagnn of the orthodox Hindus of the village. He
also tried to employ them as labourers 00 hi* farm, though this was not liked by the

Cherumans who formed the bulk of the labour force.

Employment in Public Smite and in Faetorui, etc.—As early u the year 1930 one of the

Nayadi young men of the Olavakkot colony, Tcyyan by name (plate v. fig. 5), was appointed

an an sttender in the court of the District Munsif of Pslghat. Hindu members of the bar

complained that the presence of the Nayadi in the court premises polluted them and the

food which they brought for themselves. To the Government this complaint aeemed to be

the last feeble groan of orthodoxy. Theyyan, a* the first Nayadi to be a public servant,

became a very important person in the court
;
social reformers encouraged public parties

in honour of him, the chief object of which was to remove prejudices lingering even in the

mind of highly educated people against mterdming with Nayadis. The upshot of all this

was that caste prejudice was to some extent driven away from the court premises. Theyyan

told me, however, that most of his Hindu colleagues had no liking for him and kept aloof from

him. A Mohammedan colleague of his was his best friend and helped him to tic the turban

and gave him useful advice*

In May 1931. another young Nayadi from the Olavakkot colony was appointed as a peon

(attender) in the office of the Deputy Inspector of Schools at Pslghat. The Inspector used

to take him to all the villages where he had work and the villagers dared not to raise objection

to his entry into their schools or to his going along their lanes and footpaths. In Cochin

State also a Nayadi was appointed as a peon in the Sub-Registrar's office. The great respect
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dial the average Hindu has for authority and law greatly facilitates the Government’s efforts

towards social reform. What private reforming agencies could accomplish only by years of

hard work, the Government can do in such matters sometimes in a week. The real opposition

to the emancipation of the lowest Hindu castes is from an infinitesimal section of the higher

castes. When the lower castes themselves assert their rights those that have to concede them

feel they are deprived forcibly of some privileges which they have been enjoying and resent

the attempts. It ia for this reason that unpleasantness, such as occurred at Kuzhalmannam

arises between sections of the Hindu community when coercive measures are adopted to win

social rights. When a third party, not necessarily the Government, try to do the same thing,

there is much less friction and opposition on account of wounded pride and prestige. The

success of some of the Christian missions in alleviating the social disabilities of untouchable

castes also lies in the fact that they play the part of middlemen. Employment of members

of the lowest castes in public service has been found to be a very effective means of removing

the prejudices against them, not only in the case of Nayadia, but also of other castes. In

Cochin State, by the employment of 1am caste men ia the police and other services, consider-

able change has come over their outlook on life, and over the attitude of the higher castes to-

wards them. But unfortunately the number of those who can be benefited by state patronage

is necessarily small. Governments can only give the lead and the real will have to be under-

taken by the public themselves.

Conclusion.—Under present circumstances, it will not be practicable to stop Nayadia

from begging, because neither the authorities at Kunnamkubm nor those at Olavakkot have

funds to bring all the Nayidis under their colony scheme. Without sufficient land to be

given free for cultivation the Nayidis cannot hope to become independent farmers. The

only hope for them is from the more broad minded and philanthropic farmers who may be

induced by the Labour Department to employ them in preference to other labourers. The

weakness in the Manjcri project was that the Nayadia who were taken there had to leavo

their relatives miles away from them, and no consideration was given to the attachment

that they have for their kinship group. If an employer like Mr. Gurikkal were found near

the Olavakkot colony, the Nayadia would gladly hart availed themselves of the opportunity

of settling down as free labourers.

When those in charge of Nayadi uplift-work think of new avocations for them, it will be

useful to remember the history of the Ulladacs of the Cochin coast. These Ulladana came

there from the forests of the interior with the help of the men of the plains who went to cut

trees for their cance*. Gradually the Ulladana themselves became excellent canoe-maker*

so that now only their women arc usually engaged in begging. Forest herbs have a good

demand in the native market and the traditional knowledge that the UHadans have of the

forest flora also stands them in good stead. In the Malabar country, the Nayadis might

usefully be started on herb collection and rope making as more suitable avocations than

basket making which is now being tried at the school in the Olavakkot colony.
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There is nothing evil in the human material provided by the Kayadit. They are not

tainted by any criminal tendencies as are the criminal tribes. The Nayadis are in fact one

of the mildest of peoples. Some of the Nivadis like Kandin of Karakkad (plate i. figs. 1-4),

Sankaran of Kiahoor, and Kandan of Alattur (plate t, fig. j) are quite intelligent and clever,

and given opportunities, they might well have made their mark in any walk of life. They feel

that they are the victims of the Hindu social organization which interferes with their freedom

wherever they turn. Sankaran asked his landlord, a Nayar, What justification is there

for our children being prevented from attending school and improving their lot as your chil-

dren do t " But as yet Kandan of Alattur is the only Kayadi who has been able to build

a nice tiled house for himself, own a few cattle and cultivate some plots of rice. And he made

this modest fortune by carefully husbanding the small amounts that he used to get as doles

and lending the money at usurious rates to his own people in the same manner as the

Brahmins of the locality, moat of whom have usury as their chief business.
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PART II. PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY.

Introduction.

Anthropological measurements of the Naysdis were taken by Thunton in 1901. Hu
series consisted of half a down individuals and only a aummary of the data was published

in the Madras Museum Bulletin (Old Series), Vol IV. Detailed records of Thurston’s

measurements could not be traced.

The total Nayadi population is only 565 including men. women and children, so the

6a men and 4a women measured include nearly all the adults of moderate age and are quite

representative as a sample of the people. The subjects include members of the community

in British Malabar and Cochin.

For facilities rendered in obtaining people for measurement, I am indebted to the

Protector of Depressed Classes (Mr. Chohan) of the Cochin State and the Labour Officer

(Mr. Abraham) of British Malabar.

The technique followed in measurement is the same as that of Dr. B. S. Guha. Anthro-

pologist, Zoological Surrey of India, under whom the present writer received hit early

training in Anthropology. This makes possible the comparison of the data published in

the following pages with those of the Anthropological Bulletins of the Zoologjcal Survey of

India and the Anthropometric section of the Census Report of India (1931). Vol. I, part III.

The writer had the opportunity of comparing and checking hia technique with that of

Dr. Kraus of Upaala, who is extremely keen on standardization, and also those of Prof.

Theodor Mollison at Munich and Prof- Fleure at the Royal Anthropological Institute,

London- Dr. Kriua and Prof. Mollison follow Martin closely, but Prof. Fleure

had an entirely different technique and had hit own special set of instruments. Both at

Calcutta and at Madras the technique is almost identical with that of the continental anthro-

pologists, except perhaps in the matter of * pressure ' applied at the landmarks.

The charts for recording measurement* and observations were supplied by Dr. B.

Prashad, Director of the Zoological Survey of India. Hermann and Rickenbach’s anthro-

pometric instruments were used for measurements, and for recording skin-colour, eye-

colour and hair-colour, Von Luschan's Hautfarbentafcl, Martin's Augenfarbentafel and

Fischer’s Haarfarbentafel, respectively.
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Measurements Taken.—(The number* within buckets are reference number* of Martin

in his Lehrbuch der Anthropologic, VoL I.)

t Stature (No. I, pige 150, Martin),

a Auricular height (15) (Head height obtained

by direct measurement with the last seg-

ment of the anthropometer yielded better

results than that obtained by subtracting

height up to the tragus from stature).

3 Head length (No. 1).

4 Head breadth (No. 3).

5
Minimum frontal breadth or diameter (No.

4 )-

6 Maximum biaygomatic breadth (No 6)

7 Bigonial breadth (No. 8).

•3 Inter-orbital breadth (No. 9).

9

Nasal height (length) (No. 11).

10 Nasal breadth (No. 13).

1 1 Naul depth (No. aa).

*11 Orbito-tAul breadth [No. 10(1)].

•13 Oibito-rasal arc [No. to) (a)].

14 Upper facial length (No. ao).

15 Total facial length (No 18).

16 Horisoatal circumference of the

(N0.4J).

17 Sagittal sic of the hrsd (No. 48).

18 Transverse arc of the head (No 49).

Observations Made—
l Skin colour

a Hair colour and distribution of hair

3 Hair form

4 Eye colour tnd shspe. Epicanthic fold,

j Note form.

6 Forehead.

7 Supraorbital ridge.

8 Prognathism

9 Lip*.

10 Cbm
it Ears

ta Teeth.

General Conclusion*.

A* will be aecn from the accompanying table, in most of their physical characters

aa in their caste status, the Nayadis are midway between the hill tribes and the castes

of the plains. Estimated cranial capacity shows that they belong to the microcephalic

group. They are not lower in stature than the Cherumans and the Iratio*, (Iluvans) both

castes of the plains, but are distinctly low compared to the Nayara and the Namputirb who
are of the higher castes. In cephalic index the Nayadis arc indistinguishable from the rest

of Malabar castes, all being dolicocephalic. There is. however, a very significant difference

when the nasal index is taken into consideration, the Nayadis being more platyrrhine than

the Cherumans and the Invsns, but leas than the Paniyans of the Wynad hills. In

non-mensuuble characters such as skin colour, etc., this intermediite position b maintained.

Though the figures do not reveal it sufficiently, there b present among the Nayadis a very

• Modified m sfrordme with d-
of India ” (1031). VoL I. port III-A. pore ri.

tfOU&rU 1 3 Martin). Sw Gutw." Coiun
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small percenUge of individuals relatively shorter in stature and darker in complexion and

with broader face than the rest, closely resembling the Veddoid primitive (plate iii, fig. 2).

Table I.—Comparison of suture, cephalic and nasal indices of the Nayadis with
neighbouring castes and tribes in Malabar.

Tribti andoa aUta <ntj). Staruw. Ceptut* ladu. Naui Index. Author.

Naysdi 1.597 mm. 73*7 *5-6 Aivappan.

>550 •t 74* *5* Thurston.

Paniyan «.574 •• 74® 95’

«

Fawcett.

«.5«5 H 733 *45 Eickstcdt.

Cherunun *.J75 M 739 78-1 Thurston.

Iluvan (Iravan) '.596 •• 7**7 8*5 Thurston.

«.5M H 73*3 7r* Guhs.

Tiyer (Tiyan) ... >.637 H 7*’7 75-0 Fawcett.

1.609 •• 7J-4 704 Eiclutedt.

Nayar ... ... ... t.6S6 M 73’

•

768 Fawcett.

«.**9 M 74« 7*3 Guha.

Natnputiri '.635 H 7rJ

Measurement*.

Smart.

7»* Culu.

FwbsIm.

c.m.

Minimum ••• MS ••• >47 *3*

Maximum ... Ml • an •M MS •69 *59

Mean • •• • •• - 159-74 ± '44 146 oa ± 56

(Sundard deviations, coefficients of variation, etc., are given in General Table I,

p. 1 *3 )

From the uble below it will be seen that the great majority of both men and women

belong to the ' short ’ group (Martin).

Table II-—Frequency of Suture Groups.

fci nu« «> (fmaln.
Oum. *- *-

fm—ty . PrmnOfe Oaa. Frequency. Peroeotage.

Very short ... —1499 a 3 * — 1399 mm. 5 n '9

Short ... 15 =0-1599 « *5 4*3 1400-1489 „ a6 619
Below medium ... — 1600-1639 - ar 33*9 «49®-« 5*9 .. 5 ,r9
Medium ... - 1640-1669 „ 7 "3 1 S3<>-1559 - 4 95
Over medium ... ... .67»-|699 M 7 11-3 1560-1589 „ a 4-8
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The Nayadi* are only slightly taller than the jungle folk who inhabit the neighbouring

forests to the east ; they are almost indistinguishable from the Chenunins who constitute

their immediately superior caste, and also from the Tiyans who are considerably higher in

social gradation. The women are taller than Paniyan and Kadir (Kadar) women and

very closely approximate the Tiyan women in stature.

The following table shows the intermediate position in suture of the Nayadis between

the jungle tribes and the upper caste Nayara of the plains :

—

Table III—Comparison of Suture-

Tnb. o, Ca*. Uh.

Jungle tribe-

Paniyaa ...

Kadir (Kadar)

Vcddaha ...

Plain* castes—

Chenunan ...

Irmtan

Tiyan

Naysr

Head l^nfth

Minimum
Maximum
Mean ...

167 161

19a 186

'8iJJ±‘49 *73"**±‘5*

Table IV,

Trite «C*u.

of Head Length.

Paniyan 175 «93 •«4

Kadar ... •7* •94 •84

Cheruman - •75 •93 184

TaJID ••• ••• ••• •7« *03 •89

Niyif ••• ••• ••• ••• •74 •98 •87

The Nayadis have a relatively shorter absolute mean head length, a lower minimum

and maximum than all the other castes of the plains and also the jungle tribes in the neigh*

bouring area.

>4
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Head Breadth.

Minimum

mm.

i*5

mm.

122

Maximum ... ... ••• 140 I40

iV/fJJI ... ... (M M ... *33 4±*7 i29*2i±*4j

Table V.—Comparison of Head Breadth (males only).

Tnb« o» Cut. Mimmmu. Maximum.

am. mm. mm.

Paniyan 130 >49 136

Radar ... ««S .38 *34

Cheruman ... **3 14* *35

Tiyin ... ... ... !S6 *49 *37

Nayar *3* IJO *39

Aa in the cue of head length the absolute breadth of the Nayadi head ia alto lower than

that of the neighbouring castes and foreat tribes. In other worda the Xayadia have the

amalleat sized cranium taking only the length and breadth of the bead into consideration and

taking for granted for the time being that the amount of hypsiccphaly which characterises

almost all the castes in South India is equal in the tnbes and castes compared.

Btmi Height (Auricular Height).

Mollison’s parallelometer which is the bat instrument for measuring head height was

not available at the time of the held work in connexion with the present study. Some

experience in the field showed that the head height wu more accurately taken directly with

the lut section of the anthropometer used as calipers instead of obtaining it by subtraction

of height up to the tragus from the suture taken by the anthropometer. The high coefficient

of variation for head height is obviously due to the unsatisfactory condition of the technique

employed. The average of direct measurements of heights from both the right and left

tragus points was taken in most cases.

Mala. FenuW.

Minimum held height

Maximum

Mean

103

«35

- i*°-45=S6

>34

'*5 *9± *7
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No data are available for other neighbouring castes for the comparison of this character

and thoae that follow.

Minia.ua 1 Frontal Buadth.

fnip

.

Frralc!.

mm.
Minimum ... ... ... ••• H« «7

*

87

Maximum ••• ••• ... ... ••• 104 100

Mean ... ... ••• ... ... —a 94 a «±38

Maximum BxxytomaUk Breadth {Pact Width).

mm. mm.
Minimum ... ... ... an m. ««7 no
Maximum ... ... ... ... H. •35 128

Mian ... ... — *H ••• •••

Bfomal Huadth.

••r*«±-43

Minimum HI ••• ... ••• ••• 86 8a

Maximum H» M» ••• a.. ... 109 xoo

Mian ... ••• - — 9®*99i'4j

Intar^OrHtai Breadth.

9 !M±-4 i

Minimum - ~ u *5

Maximum ... ... ... ... ^4 35

Mian ... ... ... ... - - »9-40±a3

Nasal Height (Length).

18-832 ai

MaW. Forolo.

mm. nun.

Minimum 3« 35

Maximum ... ... ... 51 45

Mian ... — 44-97

Nasal Breadth.

40-071-29

Mala. F

mm. mm.
Minimum — 33 3»

Maximum — 44 39
Mian — 38-76^-20 35*7±n
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Nasal Depth.

13

2

... i64aS±-is

12

18

iS*jo±-i8

Orbito-Nasa! {Bioemlax) Breadth.

M*W> Ftfulc*.

Minimum
Mixic

Mean

... ... 80

96

»OJ±-JJ

Orbito-Nasal Are.

7*

9*

8ji8±-45

Minimum

Mean

Minimum

Maun
Mean

- M
110

9»J«±

Upper Facial Length.

54

70

- *«-97± »9

ioj

92 822 J4

ram.

jo

69

S8a8±-44

Total Faeial Length.

Minimum ...

Maximum ...

Mean

... 91

— 116

— ,0374±‘4*

SO

107

9jaj±S9

The Ares and Circumference of the Head.

The sagittal and transverse cephalic axes and the horizontal cephalic circumference

were taken in most cases, but as most of the subjects, men and women, had very dense

growth of long hair, keeping the steel tape in position in the proper plaint and in close

contact with the scalp was always difficult. All the data obtained arc recorded in General

Table II. Care was taken in all cases to remove the hair as far as possible and expose the

scalp in the planes of the sagittal, transverse, and the glabella-opisthocranial lines.
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Indices.

Length-Breadth Index of the Head.

Minimum ...

Maximum ...

Mean 73-73 ± «3 74 55 ± 31

Tabic VI—Frequency of Head Type* in the aample.

6i Main.

CU». rriixq. IViinitif*. Fmuanry- Percentage.

Dolicoceph.lic, *-75-9 49 79-03 *9 69-05

Meaoccphalic, 76-0—80-9 ... ... ta 19-35 11 >6-19

Brachycephalic, 810—65-4 ... ™ .- 1 1-61 a 4-76

The cephalic index of the Nayadia according to Thurston is 74-8. but hia aample con-

sisted of leu than a doren male* only. The presence of a high percentage of mesocephals

among the women is a point of interest.

Length-Height Index of the Head.

Minimum ...

Maximum ...

Mean

59

- - 7* 75

* 37 ±17 66-60 ± -36

Table VII-—Frequency of Head Type* in the .ample.

Chamaeccphalic, *—57'6 ... ... ... o o o o

Orthoccphalic, 57-7 — 6a 5 - 10 16*13 4 9-5*

HypaicephiUc, 6a-6— * 5a 83-87 38 90-48

The very high cranial vault of people of South India has been noted by several cranio-

mctricians, particularly Turner. It wu only very recently however that in aomatological

studies the height of the head and the length-height index have begun to receive atten-

tion. The distribution of hypaicephaly in the population of India is bound to be of very

great interest, but as vet the data available for comparison is very little. Extreme hypsi-

cephaly characterises the Nayadis both male and female, the latter having it m a more

pronounced manner.
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Breadth-Height Index of the Head.

75

IOI

*8-79 ±53— — — — *9"V7 i ’4*

Tabic VIII—Frequency of Cranial Type* in the sample.

4* P«*na!«a.

Fiejunc^. ° -g- Frnfocncy.

Tapeioo cephalic, *—78 9 -. — ... 0 O a 476
Metriocephalic, 79—*4-9 ~ 9 *4-5* 6 •4*9
Akrocepbalic, 85—a ... 53 *5 4*

Transverte Fronto-Parietal Index.

34

FaMl*.

8095

Minimum ... ... ... « 6j 66

Maximum • ••• ••• ••• 80 79
Mean ~ 7*55 ± *3 7*93 ± 'J®

Table IX.—Frequency of Grade* in the Tranaveiac Fronto-Paricul Index.*

Stenometopk, n—M «

Metriometopk. 67 0 - 69-9

Eurymctopic, 70— * ...

t4i 1 *38
11-90 7 .667

*54* 34 8o-9S

Maximum

JMean

73

ioj

S8-J4 ± -8,... - 85-68 £ *55

Table X-—Datribution of Types of Noae Forma.

a-

Leptorrhioe, 55— 69-9

Maorthine, 70— 84-9

Chainaerrhine, 85 — 99-9

Hyperchamaerrhioe, 100 — * ...

I

>7

3®

4

1*1

4355
4*39

*"45

o

*4

ai

6

34-15

511a

! 4-6j
‘ The < 1 *''“ bT To Uo.fr,
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Table XI.—Comparison of the Nasal Index of the Nayadis with those of neighbouring

Cssteslmaks only).*

Tribe or Cut*. Mania Miixin Awn*
H4. N.L

Paniyan 7*-$ icSO 9Ji

Ksdar 7*"9 MS-4 89-8

Cberunun ... ™ 69* **9 7*«

Tiyan ... ... 6.5 *57 74*
Nayar 544 7*7 711

The Nasal Index for Nayadi males obtained by Thurston for ha very small scries was

85-8 which agrees very closely with the above figure for males.

The Nasal Indices for Tiyans and Paniyans obtained by Fawcett in 1905 and nearly

twenty-three years later by Von Ekkstedt do not agree ; similarly those for Ir*vans (Iluvans)

and Nayars given by Thurston, Fawcett and Guha show a good deal of divergence ranging

from 7 in the case of Iravans to 4 in the case of Nayars. The difference between Fawcett's

and Eicbtedt’t Nasal Indices of the Paniyans is to*, a figure too high to be the result of only

s difference in technique. The figures of Eicketedt and Guha arc lower than Thurston's

in all the instances cited. Since the natal index it an important character for racial classifi-

cation it haa been necessary to point out this defect in the data of Thurston and of Fawcett.

The Nasal Index of the Nayadis is intermediate between those of the primitive

jungle folb, the Paniyans snd the Ksdars on the one hand, and the plains castes such

as the Nayars, Tiyans and Cherununs on the other, quite in conformity with their posi-

tion in the caste hierarchy, thus definitely supporting Risky’s well-known generalisation

regarding the correlation between Nasal Index and caste status as being inversely propor-

tional.

Another fact reveakd by the present study is that Nayadi women tend to be more

platyrrhine than their men.

Nasal Elnation lndtx

NW-. F«m»ki.

Minimum ... 3a 33

Maximum 56 51

Mran ~ 4J**J ± *45 4*-* ± 49

Nasal Length-Depth Index.

M*> Fffuk-.

Minimum ... — . — ... a6 29

48

jr" ± -31Mran
•••
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Minimum ...

Superior Facial India.

44

Female..

4*

Maximum ... • 57 S6

Mean - 4*97 ± *4 4881 i -35

Table XI I .—Frequency of Face Type*.

to NUla *0 Female.
ClHM.

Frequency. Fricrti^e Frequency. Percentage.

Hypereurycne, *— 41-9 ... 0 0 1 a 5o

Euxyeoe, 43 — 47-9 ao 3333 II *75°

Metcnc, 48 — J19 ... 33 55*o 19 4750

Leptene, 57 a - - 7 11+1 9 **•50

The Superior Facial Index and the Tool Facial Index ahow that ihe Nayadi face lends

on the whole to be below medium lenjth.

Total Facial India.

Minimum ...

Maximum ...

Mian

7* 7«

94 9

«

&il±-39 te-»3±47

Table XIII.—Grade* of Total Facial Index in the sample.

« Female.

Hypereuryprosopie, a— 7*9 •J 11-31 ia 19-17

Euryprosopic, 79 — 83 9 *9 47*54 '9 46-34

Mooproiopic, 84 — 87-9 •a 19^7 7 17*7

Leptoproiopic, 88-91-9 5 8-ao 3 73*

HypeTleplopro#opic.93-a 1 318 ••• • ••

Zygo-Mandibular India.

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Femriw.

7«

- 79*5 ± 4° 78*5 ± *7

Zrfo-Frontal India.

Minimum — 7* 73

Maximum — 85 87

Mean 77*13 ± *4 80-19 ± 13



The Zygo-Mandibular Index shows that the face below the zygomatic arches is shaped

almost alike in the men and the women. The Zvgo*Frontal Index on the other hand indi-

cates that the women have somewhat broader frontal region or in other words their Zygo-

matic arches project less from the frontal region than in the case of the men.

Transvmt Ciphalo t'acial Indtx.

Minimum

M*xixmim

Steam M'll * ill

Analysis of Non-measurable Characters

Skm Cckm*.

Von Luschan’s Hautfarbentafel waa used for helping observations on and record of akin

colour, though its use presents considerable difficulty in practice. Since the subjects both

male and female go about seir.i-naked, the body colour is the same in the arcaa where

differences due to effects of exposure are usually noted.

Though no accurate figures are available for comparison, one easily finds that the

Nayadis are slightly lighter in akin colour than the jungle tribca, but are darker than other

dwellers of the plains.

Table XIV—Skin Colour of the Forehead.

fa «ir*tnd»

Colour Xo. (Vos Liochoi). Frajumcy. IWaOl-. Fuqumcy. IVrwnUgf.

>5 • i 6a ••• •••

a6 a 3*3 ooo ...

*7 3 4*4 I *44

a8 a 3*3 2 «-88

*9 8 12-90 II a6-83

3«> 34 54*4 21 5»»*

3« 3 4*4 3 7-3*

3* 8 ia-90 3 7'3*

34 i 1-61 0*0 OM

'5
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Table XV.—Skin Colour-Upper Arm.

fa M.V. 4i Fan*..

Colour fir. (Von L»<fan). fm/rntme,. PtnraUfc. Frequency. Piiccnugc.

*s 1 1-61 sss sss

26 t 1-61 ss.

*7 1 161 SOS sss

28 1 161 1 *44

*9 12 •9-35 34*
«

5

3° *4 38*7* •7 4146

3« 8 1290 3 73*

3* 9 1452 4 976

33 i 4«4 a 488

34 2 3*3 sss sss

Head Hair.

The characterise form of head hair t* Bat (low) wavy, and the colour deep black

(No.. 27 «nd *8 of Dr. Fischtr’l Haarfarbentafcl). Since the NayadU, like other Indian

people, oil their hair very frequently to keep it glossy and ia order, and aa deep black

hair is believed to improve appearance, unless special care ia taken to remove the oil,

true hair colour ia not obtained. The transition from grade 27 to 28 on Fiachcr'a acale

ia brought about by oiling.

A alight reddiah brown colour was visible toward, the tip of the hair in aomc individual,

measured and particularly in Mine children. Sight degree, of erythri»m in the hair ha.

been recorded for the Br.hm.na and the Nayar. of Malabar I. Hrdlicka observe. that in the

caac of the Sioux 1 the brown tinge waa due to the action of the alkali in cheap aoap u»cd by

the children at achool. Chattcrjce who observes a lighter shade in the dark-haired Brah-

mins of Behar think* it to be due to the effects of exposure * Exposure to heat and bright

sunlight is popularly believed to have the effect of bleaching the hair, but this belief requires

experimental verification. It is difficult to assign any ready-made reasons for the appearance

of thia peculiarity, which ia in some instance* handed down from parents to children. Dr.

Guhs’s recent researches show that the reddish brown tint (No*. 4 and 5 of Fischer's scale)

ia common in the hair of Namputiris (16 per cent of his sample), Irsvas (a6 per cent) and

Tamil Brahmins (55 per cent).* It is also found in the hair of some black people like the

1 I Eeddoe - Odour md Roc* ".JJtAJ. Vot. XXV. 1905.

*. A Hrdixka “ d the Brass.” Aa Jour. o< Phv An*, Vot. XVI. 1931-ja.

*• HK.Oi.ttoJ™. *’.\l«*d^KMUu).Bnbm»>dBctsr.'' Anthto. Du0 . Z00L Sure, of Ind *. No. II,

*W4-
«. Seelawe of Mann. ra. 6 ta.cwd Book. of ft. fast. Vc*. XXV. p. 76) wtoe it is mid “ Let him [the

mt marry a madeo (with) nddhh hair." Duk taJ * a pool oI beauty accordum to cluoioal Sana-

kntmithora. 8«*0 p. 87 of Part L
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Papuans of New Guinea. Sample* of Veddah hair from burials sent to us by Prof. W. 0.

HiU of the Medical College. Colombo, were reddish brown in colour. The effect of long

burial ha* been to turn the black hair of the Veddah* to brown.

Table XVI.-Hair Form.

Straight ... • •• a 333 S ii-ao

Low waves HS 35 5*33 3» 756 .

Deep wave* • •• 7 1167 3 7-3

«

Curly so i* *(rj a 488

Table XVII -Quantity of Hair on the Head.

** >*l

Slight ...

Moderate

Marked

ij-ii a

70-49 3*

'*39 J

Body Hair

Observations were made on males only.

Table XVIII.—Body Hair.

Bare ~ ... tj *>-97

Slight ... ... 43 *9-35
Moderate — 6 9*8

Table XIX—Beard and Moustache*.

6a KUka.
*

Bare — 4 *4S
Slaght ... ... 38 6.-29

Moderate •a* 3»a6
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Eye Coloxr and Shape.

Table XX.—Eye Colour.

39 Ffafa.
r

1 «« *3*33 8 46-15

t-a 6 1000 3 7*9

a 35 S*-33 16 41-03

»*3 3 S-00 a 5- >3

3 l i*7 ••• moo

7 1 1*7 •as SOS

The lightness in eye colour of one individual (So. 7 of Martin's scale) is pathological.

Similarly in a couple of women, the lightness (1-3) is due to disease. In a majority of

cues the sclara is not dear. The number of man. women and children who are night-blind

it very considerable. Their wanderings in the course of their daily begging tours exposed

to heat and glare may account foe the great incidence of this disease.

There is very little variation in the shape of the eye. it being almond shaped in all cases.

A slight trace only of the epicanthic fold was observed in a woman (plate iii, fig. a).

Table XXI—Nose Form

ti %Urn. SI F«*S.

Straight ... . 49 8o-33 «J 3659
Convex 6 9*4 «S 3659

Concave 6 11 *83

Table XXI I--Root of the Nose.

6c M a»sa. 41 Fw sales.

Not depreasoJ It ‘8*33

y

.

*5 60-98

Slightly depressed . ~ *4 4000 *3 3
»-7 «

Moderately depressed - 18 3000 3 ?3a

Serongly • - 7 n-67 ••• a a a
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Low ...

Medium

High ...

Forehead.

Table -Will—Forehead—Height

ii 17-74 «4

45 7*5* *5

6 9** a

34*5

6^,8

4-88

Table XXIV—Forehead-Breadth.

4a Maia. 41 Fonda.

Narrow ij 4419 ij 3171

Medium ... ™ ... 47 75'a * ** 68-19

Table XXV—Forehead-Slope backward.

4. 5W. ,4 Fonda

Nil ... - «9 3**5 34 *947

Slight ... ••• ••• ••• aS 45-90 4 i»53

Medium ••• ••• ••• 14 «9S 0 •••

Table XXVI—Supra*Orbital Ridge.

4i Maim. Fondo.

Slight ... 34 55-74

Moderate a* 3V34 All weak.

Strong... ••• »M ••• 3 49*

Face.

Table XXVII.—Alveolar Prognathism.

*?*“- * F
_T**_

Nil • •• aaa 2/ 47-37

. Pcrwr.tae?

58-8a

Slight II •93® 6 •r6S

Medium • •• aaa l6 *8-°7 8 *353

Very Strong ... 3 5*6 0 •••



Thin ... • ... •— 1 6 >53«

Medium ••• ••• ... 46 74' ,9 *7 69*3

Thick ... • •• its ... 15 0419 6 .538

Table XXIX -Chin.

U XUre. loFmW.

Frequency. Promt**.

Feebly developed ... .- 22 aS 70*00

Medium ... ... 11 52-46 9 22*50

Prominent *••• 7 11-48
3 750

Tnth.

Diicases of the teeth are extremely common. Very few of the old people retain their

teeth after sixty. In the cose of younger people of about forty, the inciton arc worn out

to the neck. Teeth are only of moderate sisc and the bite normal.

Sexual Difference* in Bodily Character*.

Various race* do not show the same degree of sexual variation in roost of their physical

characters. In his study of Negro crania Hrdlicka (Catalogue of Human Crania, 1928)

found that the supraorbital ridges were ill-developed in the male with the result that the

sexes could not be easily distinguished with the help of this particular character. He also

found that the muscular attachments on female crania were almost masculine in their develop-

ment. In the study of sex differences in the various sections of South Indian population

one is handicapped by the paucity of physical measurements taken on women and therefore

no comparison is attempted here. In table XXX (below) the percentile relation of sexes

in some of their mensurable physical characters is given. In non-mcnsurable characters

the women have, as a rule, darker iris, las depressed and more smoothly arched nasion region.

less prognathous face, less developed supra-orbiul ridges and less prominent chins than their

men-folk.
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Table XXX.— Companion of Sera—Measurements and Indices.

(a) Mtainicwum-

Suture ••• 1.600 Irffto 9«*5

Head length • an i&a «73 95'OJ

Head breadth ••• •33 «*9 96 99

Head height ... ••• 120 "5 9S»3

Minimum frontal diameter ... ••• 97 94 969 .

Maximum biiygom. breadth ... 1*6 118 93*5

Bigonial breadth ••• 99 9* 9*93

Inter-orbital breadth *9 *9 10000

Naaai length (height) 45 4® 8889

Naaal breadth •• • 39 35 8974

Naaai depth *7 '5 88*4

Orbito-natal breadth 88 *5 9*59

Superior facial length 6a 5® 93 55

Total facial length ... - ••• •®4 95 9'3S

<*> /«'*"*-

C«PbJic ... 74 75 10135

Length height index of hend Jil 66 67 tot-sa

Br^h.^^. ... 9*
<91

«9

71

9889
100*00

Naaai ...
..." 86

73

88 10*33

Naaai elevation ... - - • ao 43 43 too 00

Naaai length depth • •• 37 3® 10170

Superior facial ••• 49 49 10000

Total facial - • »o 8a It 9878

Z, gomandibular • •• 79 78 9873

Zygo-frootal • •• 77 80 IOJ-90

Cephalo-facial ••• 94 9> 96-81
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APPENDIX IL

Glossary of Malayalam terras used in the text.

AckcMra-ialy&HiBM — betrothal ceremony.

Ai*U»« - barber priest.

Atka = elder sister.

Aijati - palms joined together in vorship.

Annum - food.

Anna" “ «ld«r brother.

Ardppu — a kind of cry.

Afvtfi » name of an asterism.

Aliya" - slave ; self-depreciatory term used by the inferior in speaking with a

superior.

Aitiram - evening meal.

Bali — offering to spirits; triangular framework with wicks to exorcise spirits.

BaadKakkaf - those related by marriage.

Bharani — name of an asterism.

C/uikkukmnkki - quart! and steel strike-a-light.

OumdMai - a generic name for the lowest of Hindu castes.

ChantamUu - the shamanistic name for the cock.

Chtri - group of huts of the lowest caste in the Tamil districts.

Chtruma* — one of the lower castes of Malabar.

Cklru - evil-eye of women who have recently lost their children.

CUrn - boiled rice.

lUlnam - gift.

Mam - village.

Dkanarvtdam — Hindu science of archery.

DiuiUa = chief executive officer of native states in India.

Gmlikaa - Son of Saturn-

Iravaa - one of the lower castes of Malabar.

Blam — clan; Namputiri house.

Immx* — group of people related by marriage.

lyyila — lead-leaf; the name of an ear-ornament made of lead.

Jaiinim/tyam — name of a Malayalara work on caste.

JIv*m - life.

Kajuikan “ ear-ornament for men.

KaikkUran = attendant

KXadSnam - death-gift

Kmr.m — designs of flour made for ritual purposes.

Kalari = fencing ground; place where magical ceremonies are conducted.

KaUu = toddy.

Kdlum lilum vekkd = placing the stone and twig of leaves after burial.

Kama = virgin ; name of a goddess.
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Kahni = gruel.

Kiiranavaa — the oldest male member of a joint family.
Karinkannn = evil-eye.

KatiSln = man of the jungle.

Kivu ™ grove or temple.

Ktraldtpalli — the name of a Malaya lam work on the origin of Malabar.

Klrjdti — lower castes.

Kunldni = wooden mortar.

Kativtkkulta - housing spirits.

Kulumi — tuft of hair on the crown of the head.

Un!aimcam — hill good.

Malar — parched rice.

Malayan — name of a hill-tribe of Malabar.

MamyakkUra* - manager of a temple
;
priest's assistant.

.Vavaaadr - title of a Tiyan chief.

Matthu — the sacred spot in a Nayadi settlement where pieces of stone representing

ancestors, etc., are placed.

Mantra - magical formula.

Marattt<Ja » ear-ornament of wood.

MarattAu — ‘he of the trees ', terra by which Pnlayans address Ulladans.

MarumakkatUyam - matrilmeal inheritance.

Mental — magical interdiction.

MiiJiH - upper caste.

Mirram — open space round a house.

Malayan ~ title by which Cherumans are addressed; a young Nayadi.

Moylah » Mohammedans of Malabar.

Mundu — loin-cloth.

Muni » spirit.

Muttayyan - grandfather; the title of Ifavans; the name of a god.

JVWs ™ country.

Namyil&i - local name for Brahmins of MaUbar.

jVd/fa nrrAdawar - low castes of the country.

N&v/ru — evil effect of the spoken word.

iVdya « dog.

NSyddi — hunter.

ffira/s frffof = tying the shadow ; name of a rite in connexion with the raising of the

manes.

iV/r afliyyer - right obtained by water-pouring ceremony.

Onam = name of the most important national festival of the people of Malabar.

Ottukatti = ear-ornament of bell-metal.

PDla * leaf-sheath of the areca palm.

Pandal = a shed.

Paniyau — name of a hill-tribe.

PayyaJam = fried gram cakes.

Para — a measure.

Penuu = woman or wife.
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Pichcka = charity.

Pulaik&r — those who are under death pollution.

Ptda-fiti-kilam = capture-by-Pubya n-season. when upper caste women run the riak

of being captured by low caste men.

Pirlayan = name of one of the lower castes.

Puii~iatva*t - tiger god.

Ravakka - bodice.

S&mutiri — Zamorin Rajah of Calicut.

Stshakiar - agnates

Sesham — remnant of the shroud.

Sva/acha • dog-eater.

Talakkal - tying or attaching.

TiH - metal plates with cast or embossed figures used as an ornament.

Tdfi “ sprinkling to remove pollution.

Timpi — younger brother.

TamfarUn * lord.

TanJfin - one of the lower caste* of Malabar.

Taukrn — younger sister.

TarvOj- clan.

Tanijm m rice bran.

T/nJjJ n beating (in hunts).

Tl/tfid p&ra - " pollution rock." the name of a landmark near a village in South
Malahar beyond which Nayadia should not go lest the village should be polluted bv
their approach.

Tirant* Kalja*am - menstrual ceremony.
TiyaM — one of the lower castes of Malabar.

Tbfa — an ear-ornament.

Tulasi “ Odmtm tanelnm.

UchekimakakJli — the name of the demoness of cholera.

Ulia&in - one of the lower castes in Southern Cochin and the adjoining regions of
Travancore who, though d stinct from the Nayadis, are often mistaken for them.

Ummaram - a raised platform round the bone.
Unm — a young person of rank ; a child.

Ural - a tall mortar.

U[l = a rope support for keeping vessels suspended.

Urpa!U — place where game is broken up.

Uyir = life or energy

V01 “ sword; the euphimistic name of shaman’s sickle.

Van*an ~ washerman; also called i/annSm.

Varna “ class; often wrongly translated as caste.

Vida* = hunter.

Vishu — name of a festival in April.

Vishnu = a member of the Hindu Trinity.
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Putt III.

Fig. i. Ponni of Kizhoor village. Note her onamrou of bead*. and dunk •hell ring*, unkempt

hair, enlarged ear-lobe* and broad face.

Fig. a. Kali of Kiihoor. Simpler onumenu of bead* of one uniform kind. Note here the ahort

face and the conical breaata which a Urge number of Nayadi women have.

Fig. 3. Mother and children at the State Colony for Nayadi*. They came from Anjur (arc the map).

The old woman’* hair wa* dipped *hon during a recent illnce* Note how her loin doth

i* held fa»t by being tucked below the tuwL One of the boy* ha* hi* head clean

aharen which i* the ctatfom of the Chcrumana. agricultural aerf*.

Fig. 4. A typical Nayadi family. The boy on the left with the ding on hia ahoulder had juat come
from the field which he waa watching. Neat to him U hi* aiater’a huthand, who worka

at time* on the farm of acme Mohammedan* The young wooun with the child on her

left hip i* the wife and the other woman i* her mother, who ha. come to *uy for a ahort

period to help her daughter. Two of the threw children have begun to wear mundu
(loinefeth)

Fig. j. The hut of a proaperou. family at the Carintoo Home at Kuxhabmnnam in the Palghat

taluk. All round thw hut are banana trow*. Water pot*, palm-leaf umbrelU*. and baaket*

*r« aewn in front of the hue. Near the umbrella, the .null doorway of the celUr where

poultry are ahcltered at night can be *»*».
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Pt-*TT IV.

F.g. i. Inrmie.ofih.hu. in plate iii, fig. 5. The youth * th, cenu*. with a belt round hie Wliat
ow hi, .umdu. it one 0/ th* half dojen liters Nayadi,. Hemm nominated u . member
of the Palghat taluk board. Seeood from the left u hie wife with . blouac on. and next
to her U her mother-m-law with her bod) but.

Fig. a. Nayadi achool at OUnkkce. The hcadmaaier u • Nnaptfia Brahmin and the otW teacher
a Chruiun -oaun. A few ch.lb,n of other uar. that will uaually bccontidetxd polluted

bX N'ayadia attend the achool. but they hare to bathe on their return home.

Fig. j. Baakctry clam for adult, of the Oltrakfart wt.lrmeot. The Wachr. ia a member of the

Katukkan ca.tr, aa untouchable cute.
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I'ift. i. Fashionable young man, with a turban on hi* head, an umbrella and a walking stick, starting

on hi* begging round*.

Fig. a. Lfjl—Old fashioned dreaa. In the place of the turban there i* a leaf cap. The rope hag

•lung on the man'* shoulder is to keep odds and ends that are got on the way.

Right-Boy with hi* hair cropped, spinning cotton which he is taught at tie Induatrial

School at the Kunnsmkulaxn colony in

Fig. y Raman, the Motto Nayadi (alder) at Kunaamkulao. lie I* the Zamorin of hi* people.

Fig. 4. Chattan. mourning for hi* mother. He ha* to grow hi* beard and hair on the head for a

period of tweba

Fig. 5. Ae/f— -Kantian th#

Right.- Thefintf

of all Nayadia. lie grew rich by lending.

in the court of the District
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Pun VL

Fig. |. Stone representation of UchchinuhakJi, the godde.. of cholera, on a am.ll mound of ««r(li

iruuUcd .fur «n epidcm* of cfaokr. .« the nlU«e of PalUtheri.

Fig. i. The msnnu, mcrtd ipo«, ku the Nryreii hut» in Kuahalmannim. Here there are both

crude Atone* and aUo wooden figure* to rtfwtmnx the irvoAton.

Fig. 3. Wooden figure, of ancratore. and a mounted god. probably. Aiyanar Some of them were

badly eaten by whit, anta. (N«yatU re.tkm.nt near Patumbi in Malabar).

Fig*. 4 & 5 The crude abed m which wooden figure, were LcjX The atone repreaenutiona

of goda, etc. are <m the right
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Pun VIII.

Fig. 3

. Nayadia u>ing a fire-drill (from Thuiaton).

. The iatide of (he Kayadi ahrine built for thro by the Midni Government at the OUvakkot
colony. The atone rcpraenutona of the goda and ancruore. the walking .tick of one

of the Utter, the boctle of ur.rk (tpintuou. liquor) offered at a went aacrificial

offering and the feathera of a cock that TO killed are to be acen.

. The uaaal open air type of (uacd ipot) at Konr-amkulam. The linear patella of

»hite flour aro remnant, of the dratgna dra«n the prevtooa night at the time of the riter

in honour of the god.. Leaning againot the tree U a long-handled aickle (I ’ol) uk by
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Phi* IX

Fig. i. Braa Jjmkt (natural »u») with (he figure* of aooewtoei oa k.

Fig*, i & 3. Imageaof Nayadi goda in the Botin Mmount fur Volkcrkundc, No. w.k. 84. (after Jagor).

Fig. 4. T di (a neck oriumcal worn by women) Mb the figure of an aocralrcaa in tow relief on it.

Fig. j. Scroll of pandanua leaf for waring in (he enlarged ear-lobe by women.

Fig. 6. Copy of the above in lewd.

Fig. 7. Wooden koraiu for inicrtion in (be car.

Fig. H. \V'oo>lrn toJ* (ear ornament).





PlATt X.

Fig. I. Plan of a N’ayadi hut.

(For detail* acc page* 14-5)

Fig. a. Uri, a aupport ukJ for keeping veaael* 0i food free from ant and vermin, utually appended

from rafter*. The Nayadu tprdalMc in the manufacture of thrae urii.

Fig. 3. Rope* uaed for mtraining dog* durit* hunting.

Fig. 4. Sling nude of atringa of coconut &bcc.

Fig. j. Lunette ahaped ornament of ahcll worn by S'ayadi women (after Hutton). The apecimen

figured it very rare and it in the Sute Muacuta at Triehur.

Fig. 6. An amulet cate worn a* a neck ornament by women.

Fig. 7. Ear-ring for men.

Fig. 8. Amulet cate (•tan*) worn either on the wilt atring oe round the neck.














